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iTools Object Classes

IDL’s built-in iTool object classes:

IDLitCommand  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2
IDLitCommandSet  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15
IDLitComponent  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  21
IDLitContainer  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  52
IDLitData . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  66
IDLitDataContainer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  88
IDLitDataOperation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  101
IDLitDirectWindow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  116
IDLitIMessaging  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  140
IDLitManipulator  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  159
IDLitManipulatorContainer . . . . . . . . . . . .  192
IDLitManipulatorManager  . . . . . . . . . . . .  213

IDLitManipulatorVisual . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  222
IDLitOperation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  231
IDLitParameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  253
IDLitParameterSet  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  276
IDLitReader  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  292
IDLitTool  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  305
IDLitToolbase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  372
IDLitUI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  374
IDLitVisualization  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  395
IDLitWindow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  464
IDLitWriter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  513
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IDLitCommand

The IDLitCommand class provides a dynamic data dictionary storage system. Its 
methods and properties allow the iTool developer to store information about the 
execution of an iTool operation on a single target object. It provides a tag-based 
mechanism for storing and retrieving this information, which allows the iTool 
developer to easily implement undo and redo functionality for an operation.

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitcommand__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework subdirectory of 
the IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDLitComponent

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitCommand::Init” on page 12.

Properties

Objects of this class have the following properties. See “IDLitCommand Properties” 
on page 4 for details on individual properties.

• SKIP_REDO

• SKIP_UNDO

• TARGET_IDENTIFIER

• OPERATION_IDENTIFIER

In addition, objects of this class inherit the properties of the superclass of this class.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitCommand::AddItem
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• IDLitCommand::Cleanup

• IDLitCommand::GetItem

• IDLitCommand::GetProperty

• IDLitCommand::GetSize

• IDLitCommand::Init

• IDLitCommand::SetProperty

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclass.

Examples

See “Creating a New Generalized Operation” (Chapter 7, iTool Developer’s Guide) 
for examples using this class and its methods.

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.2 Added SKIP_REDO, SKIP_UNDO properties
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IDLitCommand Properties

IDLitCommand objects have the following properties in addition to properties 
inherited from any superclasses. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Get” column 
of the property table can be retrieved via IDLitCommand::GetProperty. Properties 
with the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the property table can be set via 
IDLitCommand::Init. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Set” column in the 
property table can be set via IDLitCommand::SetProperty.

Objects of this class have the following properties.

• SKIP_REDO

• SKIP_UNDO

• TARGET_IDENTIFIER

• OPERATION_IDENTIFIER

In addition, objects of this class inherit:

• IDLitComponent

SKIP_REDO

A Boolean value that determines whether the command object will be skipped when 
performing a Redo operation on the command set that contains this command. If this 
property is set to True (1), the command object will be skipped. The default is False 
(0), which includes this command during the Redo operation.

The SKIP_REDO property is useful when you have a command that needs to be 
Undone, but not Redone.

SKIP_UNDO

A Boolean value that determines whether the command object will be skipped when 
performing an Undo operation on the command set that contains this command. If 
this property is set to True (1), the command object will be skipped. The default is 
False (0), which includes this command during the Undo operation.

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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The SKIP_UNDO property is useful when you have a command that needs to be 
Redone, but not Undone.

TARGET_IDENTIFIER

The iTool identifier of the target object for this command. This is the item on which 
the operation associated with the command will execute.

OPERATION_IDENTIFIER

The iTool identifier for the operation associated with this command. When an undo-
redo operation takes place, the command object is passed to this operation. 

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type String

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type String

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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IDLitCommand::AddItem

The IDLitCommand::AddItem function method adds the specified data item to the 
data dictionary associated with this object. 

Note
If a data item with the specified identifying string is already in the data dictionary, 
the new value is not added unless the OVERWRITE keyword is set, in which case 
the old value is discarded.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitCommand::]AddItem(StrItem, Item[, /OVERWRITE])

Return Value

Returns 1 if the item was successfully added to the data dictionary, or 0 if the new 
value was not added.

Arguments

StrItem

A scalar string used to identify the data specified by the Item argument in the data 
dictionary. This string is treated in a case-insensitive manner.

Item

A data item of any IDL data type.

Keywords

OVERWRITE

Normally, if an item already exists in the data dictionary of an IDLitCommand object, 
it is not overwritten. If this keyword is set, the original value will be overwritten.

Note
If the item being replaced uses dynamic memory (that is, if it is a pointer or object 
reference), the memory must be released by calling PTR_FREE or OBJ_DESTROY 
before overwriting the value.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitCommand::Cleanup

The IDLitCommand::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the object.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitCommand::]Cleanup  (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitCommand::GetItem

The IDLitCommand::GetItem function method retrieves the specified item from the 
data dictionary associated with this object.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitCommand::]GetItem(StrItem, Item)

Return Value

Returns 1 if the Item is retrieved successfully, or 0 if Item is not found in the data 
dictionary.

Arguments

StrItem

A scalar string used to identify the data to be retrieved from the data dictionary. This 
string is treated in a case-insensitive manner.

Item

A named IDL variable that will contain the IDLitData object retrieved from the data 
dictionary.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitCommand::GetProperty

The IDLitCommand::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of a property 
or group of properties of a command object.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitCommand::]GetProperty[, PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitCommand Properties” on page 4 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved using this 
method. To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword 
set equal to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Any keyword not recognized is passed to this object’s super-class.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitCommand::GetSize

The IDLitCommand::GetSize function method returns an approximate value for the 
amount of memory being used by the items in the data dictionary associated with this 
object.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitCommand::]GetSize([, /KILOBYTES])

Return Value

Returns the number of bytes of memory used by the data dictionary associated with 
this object. The returned value is an approximation.

Arguments

None

Keywords

KILOBYTES

Set this keyword to return the number of kilobytes of memory being used by the data 
dictionary. By default, this function returns the number of bytes of memory being 
used.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitCommand::Init

The IDLitCommand::Init function method initializes the object and allows 
specification of items associated with it. 

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitCommand' [, PROPERTY=value])

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitCommand::]Init( [, PROPERTY=value])   (In a lifecycle 
method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitCommand Properties” on page 4 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized during 
object creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify the 
property name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.

All other keywords are passed to the superclass of this object (IDLitComponent).
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitCommand::SetProperty

The IDLitCommand::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of a property or 
group of properties for the command object.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitCommand::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitCommand Properties” on page 4 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using this method. 
To set the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set equal to the 
appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitCommandSet

The IDLitCommandSet class stores a collection of IDLitCommand objects, allowing 
a group of commands to be managed as a single item. Command sets are useful as 
containers for IDLitCommand objects generated by the application of an iTool 
operation to multiple target items; the generated command set objects are used to 
provide undo/redo functionality to the iTool system.

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitcommandset__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework subdirectory 
of the IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDL_Container

IDLitCommand

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitCommandSet::Init” on page 20.

Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own, but do have properties inherited 
from any superclasses.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitCommandSet::Cleanup

• IDLitCommandSet::GetSize

• IDLitCommandSet::Init

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclasses.
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Examples

See “Creating a New Generalized Operation” (Chapter 7, iTool Developer’s Guide) 
for examples using this class and its methods.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitCommandSet Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own, but do have properties inherited 
from any superclasses.

Objects in this class inherit:

• IDL_Container

• IDLitCommand
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IDLitCommandSet::Cleanup

The IDLitCommandSet::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the 
object.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitCommandSet::]Cleanup  (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitCommandSet::GetSize

The IDLitCommandSet::GetSize function method returns an approximate value for 
the amount of memory being used by the items contained by this command set. When 
called, the method will call the GetSize method on all of the command objects that it 
contains and generate a sum of the values.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitCommand::]GetSize([/KILOBYTES])

Return Value

Returns the number of bytes of memory used by the data dictionary associated with 
this object. The returned value is an approximation.

Arguments

None

Keywords

KILOBYTES

Set this keyword to return the number of kilobytes of memory being used. By default, 
this function returns the number of bytes of memory being used.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitCommandSet::Init

The IDLitCommandSet::Init function method initializes the object.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitCommandSet')

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitCommandSet::]Init()   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

All keywords are passed to the superclass of this object (IDLitCommand).

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitComponent

The IDLitComponent class is the base component from which all iTool components 
should subclass. The IDLitComponent class provides support for property descriptors 
and property registration, and defines properties that are common to all iTool 
component objects.

Note
This class is now a superclass of all the atomic graphical (IDLgr*) object classes.

Superclasses

None

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitComponent::Init” on page 36.

Properties

Objects of this class have the following properties. See “IDLitComponent Properties” 
on page 23 for details on individual properties.

• COMPONENT_VERSION

• DESCRIPTION

• HELP

• ICON

• IDENTIFIER

• NAME

• PRIVATE

• UVALUE
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Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitComponent::Cleanup

• IDLitComponent::EditUserDefProperty

• IDLitComponent::GetFullIdentifier

• IDLitComponent::GetProperty

• IDLitComponent::GetPropertyAttribute

• IDLitComponent::GetPropertyByIdentifier

• IDLitComponent::Init

• IDLitComponent::NotifyBridge

• IDLitComponent::QueryProperty

• IDLitComponent::RegisterProperty

• IDLitComponent::Restore

• IDLitComponent::SetProperty

• IDLitComponent::SetPropertyAttribute

• IDLitComponent::SetPropertyByIdentifier

• IDLitComponent::UpdateComponentVersion

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Added COMPONENT_VERSION property

6.3 Added IDLitComponent::NotifyBridge
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IDLitComponent Properties

IDLitComponent objects have the following properties. Properties with the word 
“Yes” in the “Get” column of the property table can be retrieved via 
IDLitComponent::GetProperty. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Init” column 
of the property table can be set via IDLitComponent::Init. Properties with the word 
“Yes” in the “Set” column in the property table can be set via 
IDLitComponent::SetProperty.

Objects of this class have the following properties.

• COMPONENT_VERSION

• DESCRIPTION

• HELP

• ICON

• IDENTIFIER

• NAME

• PRIVATE

• UVALUE

COMPONENT_VERSION

A integer value representing the version of the component object. This value is set 
automatically and is intended to aid in determining how a component object should 
be restored by the Restore method.

DESCRIPTION

A string giving the full name or description of this object.

Property Type Integer

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: No Init: No Registered: No

Property Type STRING

Name String Description

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: Yes
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HELP

A scalar string representing the help topic associated with this object. If this property 
is not set, or is set to a null string, then the object class name will be used as the 
default help topic.

ICON

A string specifying the name of an icon to be associated with this object. Typically, 
this property is the name of a bitmap file used when displaying this object in a tree 
view. See “System Resources” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for details.

IDENTIFIER

A string containing the object identifier for this object. If this property is not 
specified, then the NAME property is used as the identifier. See “iTool Object 
Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for details about how identifiers are 
named.

Property Type String

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type String

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type String

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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NAME

A string giving the human-readable name of this object.

PRIVATE

A boolean value that indicates whether the object should be marked as private. 
Objects marked private (and all of their children) are not displayed in the graphical 
iTool browser windows.

UVALUE

A value of any type containing any information you wish.

Note
Object references or pointers contained in the UVALUE property are not 
automatically cleaned up when the IDLitComponent object is destroyed.

Property Type STRING

Name String Name

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: Yes

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type User Defined

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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IDLitComponent::Cleanup

The IDLitComponent::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the object, 
and should be called by the Cleanup method of a subclass.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitComponent::]Cleanup   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitComponent::EditUserDefProperty

The IDLitComponent::EditUserDefProperty function method defines the interface 
that is displayed when a user selects the “Edit” button on a user-defined property in 
the property sheet interface. Typically, this method will display an interactive dialog 
that allows the user to change the value of the property. 

Note
An iTool object class that includes a user-defined property must implement this 
method if the property is displayed in a property sheet — that is, if the property is 
registered and not hidden. If an iTool object class has no user-defined properties that 
are displayed in a property sheet, there is no need to supply an EditUserDefProperty 
method.

See “User Defined Property Types” (Chapter 4, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
discussion of how the property sheet interface displays user-defined properties.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitComponent::]EditUserDefProperty(iTool, PropertyIdentifier)

Return Value

Returns a 1 if the property value was changed, or a 0 if the property value was not 
changed. 

Note
If the return value is 1, the property sheet interface automatically updates the 
displayed property value using the value of the property’s USERDEF attribute. If 
the return value is 0, no update takes place.

Arguments

iTool

An object reference to the current iTool object.

PropertyIdentifier

A string containing the property identifier of the user-defined property.
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Tip
Since there can only be one EditUserDefProperty method for each class, you can 
use the PropertyIdentifier argument to determine which user-defined property is 
being edited.

Keywords

None

Example

The following is the EditUserDefProperty method of the IDLitOpConvolution 
operation class. Selecting and editing the Kernel property of this operation displays a 
dialog that allows the user to edit a convolution kernel.

FUNCTION IDLitopConvolution::EditUserDefProperty, oTool, $
identifier

CASE identifier OF

'KERNEL': RETURN, oTool->DoUIService('ConvolKernel', self)

ELSE:

ENDCASE

RETURN, 0

END

This method simply checks the property identifier to determine whether it matches 
the string 'KERNEL'. If it does, it returns the value returned by the DoUIService 
method; otherwise it returns zero. In this case, the DoUIService method actually 
handles the modification of the property value. See “User Defined Property Types” 
(Chapter 4, iTool Developer’s Guide) for additional discussion.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitComponent::GetFullIdentifier

The IDLitComponent::GetFullIdentifier function method navigates the iTool object 
container hierarchy of the object on which it is called and retrieves the fully-qualified 
object identifier. The full identifier is constructed by recursively retrieving the parent 
object reference and prepending this to the identifier, separated by / characters. The 
parent must inherit from the IDLitContainer class. The full identifier string has the 
following form:

/.../GRANDPARENTID/PARENTID/OBJID

If the Objref argument is specified, the function returns the object identifier path 
relative to the specified object.

See “iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for additional 
discussion of object identifiers.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitComponent::]GetFullIdentifier([Objref])

Return Value

Returns a string containing the object identifier.

Note
The full object identifier of a top-level container object is “/” even if the top-level 
container’s IDENTIFIER property is set to some other value. If the top-level object 
is not a container object, the full object identifier is a null string (“ ”) even if the top-
level object’s IDENTIFIER property is set to some other value.

Arguments

Objref

An object reference to an iTool component object. If this argument is specified, the 
returned value is a relative object identifier, beginning with Objref. If this argument is 
not specified, the returned value is a fully-qualified object identifier.

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitComponent::GetProperty

The IDLitComponent::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of an 
IDLitComponent property or properties.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitComponent::]GetProperty[, PROPERTY=variable] [, /NO_COPY]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitComponent Properties” on page 23 that contains 
that contains the word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be 
retrieved using this method. To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property 
name as a keyword set equal to a named variable that will contain the value of the 
property.

NO_COPY

Note
This keyword only has an effect when getting the UVALUE property.

Usually, when getting the UVALUE property, IDL makes a copy of the data being 
transferred. Although this technique is fine for small data, it can have a significant 
memory cost when the data being copied is large.

If the NO_COPY keyword is set, IDL handles the GetProperty operation differently. 
Rather than copy the source data, it takes the data away from the source and attaches 
it directly to the destination. This feature can be used to obtain the information from 
the UVALUE property without the memory copying that would otherwise occur. 
However, it has the side effect of causing the source variable to become undefined; in 
a call to the GetProperty method, this means that the UVALUE property of the 
IDLitComponent object becomes undefined.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.4 Added NO_COPY keyword
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IDLitComponent::GetPropertyAttribute

The IDLitComponent::GetPropertyAttribute procedure method retrieves property 
attribute values for a registered property.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitComponent::]GetPropertyAttribute, PropertyIdentifier 
[, TYPE=variable]

Arguments

PropertyIdentifier

A string containing the property identifier of the registered property.

Keywords

Any keywords to the RegisterProperty method followed by the word “Get” can be 
retrieved. In addition, the following keyword is available:

TYPE

Set this argument to a named variable that returns the TYPE code as an integer, as 
specified under the Type argument to IDLitComponent::RegisterProperty.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitComponent::GetPropertyByIdentifier

The IDLitComponent::GetPropertyByIdentifier function method retrieves the value 
of an IDLitComponent property.

Tip
The IDLitComponent::GetPropertyByIdentifier method is similar to the 
IDLitComponent::GetProperty method, but is useful for cases where the property 
identifier is defined at runtime.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitComponent::]GetPropertyByIdentifier(PropertyIdentifier, 
Value)

Return Value

Returns 1 if the property value is defined, or 0 if the property value is undefined.

Arguments

PropertyIdentifier

A string containing the property identifier of the property. PropertyIdentifier does not 
need to be a registered property, but must be a valid keyword name for the 
GetProperty method of the component.

Value

A named variable that will contain the value of the property. If the property value is 
currently undefined, then the contents of the variable specified by Value will not be 
modified.

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitComponent::Init

The IDLitComponent::Init function method initializes the IDLitComponent object, 
and should be called by the Init method of a subclass.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW(’IDLitComponent’[, PROPERTY=value] )

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitComponent::]Init([, PROPERTY=value])   (In a lifecycle 
method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitComponent Properties” on page 23 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized during 
object creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify the 
property name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitComponent::NotifyBridge

The IDLitComponent::NotifyBridge procedure method is used to broadcast a 
notification message to the Export Bridge object that is wrapping the 
IDLitComponent object. If this method is called on an object that is not connected to 
the Export Bridge, the method quietly returns.

For more information on the Export Bridge, see “Exporting from IDL” (IDL 
Connectivity Bridges). 

Syntax

Obj->IDLitComponent::NotifyBridge, IdMessage, Value

Arguments

IdMessage

A scalar string that will uniquely identify the message being sent.

Value

A scalar string that is associated with the message being sent.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitComponent::QueryProperty

The IDLitComponent::QueryProperty function method checks whether a property 
identifier is registered, or retrieves a list of all registered properties.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitComponent::]QueryProperty([PropertyIdentifier])

Return Value

Returns a 1 if PropertyIdentifier is a scalar string that corresponds to a valid 
registered property, or a 0 otherwise. If PropertyIdentifier is an array, the result is an 
array of 1s and 0s.

If PropertyIdentifier is not specified, Result is a string array containing the identifiers 
of all registered properties.

Arguments

PropertyIdentifier

A scalar string or string array containing property identifiers.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitComponent::RegisterProperty

The IDLitComponent::RegisterProperty procedure method registers a property as 
belonging to the component. Only registered properties are displayed in the graphical 
property sheet interface for the object.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitComponent::]RegisterProperty, PropertyIdentifier[, Type] 
[, /BOOLEAN] [, /COLOR] [, DESCRIPTION=string] 
[, ENUMLIST=stringvector] [, /FLOAT] [, /HIDE] [, /INTEGER] 
[, /LINESTYLE] [, NAME=string] [, /SENSITIVE] [, /STRING] [, /SYMBOL] 
[, /THICKNESS] [, /UNDEFINED] [, USERDEF=string] 
[, VALID_RANGE=vector]

Arguments

PropertyIdentifier

A scalar string containing the property identifier. GetProperty and SetProperty 
methods accept this string as a keyword.

Type

An optional integer argument representing the property type. Values recognized by 
Property Sheets are:

• 0 = USERDEF

• 1 = BOOLEAN

• 2 = INTEGER

• 3 = FLOAT

• 4 = STRING

• 5 = COLOR

• 6 = LINESTYLE

• 7 = SYMBOL

• 8 = THICKNESS

• 9 = ENUMLIST

If Type is not supplied, then one of the type keywords must be set instead.
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Note
Properties registered as Type 2 (Integer) can contain integers up to 64-bits.

Keywords

Some of the following keywords correspond to attributes of the property being 
registered. Keywords followed by the word “Get” indicate attributes that can be 
retrieved by the IDLitComponent::GetPropertyAttribute method. Keywords followed 
by the word “Set” indicate attributes that can be set by the 
IDLitComponent::SetPropertyAttribute method.

Some of the following keywords correspond to iTool property data types, which can 
also be specified via the Type argument. Note that if both the Type argument and one 
of the corresponding keywords are set, the keyword value will be honored.

BOOLEAN

Set this keyword to indicate that the property type is BOOLEAN. Properties of type 
BOOLEAN must accept an integer value of either 0 (“False”) or 1 (“True”). Setting 
this keyword is equivalent to setting the TYPE argument equal to 1.

COLOR

Set this keyword to indicate that the property type is COLOR. Properties of type 
COLOR must accept a three-element integer array containing an RGB triplet. Setting 
this keyword is equivalent to setting the TYPE argument equal to 5.

DESCRIPTION

(Get, Set)

Set this keyword to a string containing the description of this property.

Note
Do not confuse the DESCRIPTION property attribute with the DESCRIPTION 
property. The DESCRIPTION property attribute is not displayed in the graphical 
property sheet interface.

ENUMLIST

(Get, Set)

Set this keyword equal to an array of strings to be displayed in the dropdown menu 
displayed by a property of type ENUMLIST. The default is a scalar null string. 
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Properties of type ENUMLIST report their value as an integer between 0 and n-1, 
where n is the number of elements in the enumerated list. Setting this keyword 
implies that the TYPE argument is equal to 9.

FLOAT

Set this keyword to indicate that the property type is FLOAT. Properties of type 
FLOAT must accept a scalar double-precision floating-point value. Setting this 
keyword is equivalent to setting the TYPE argument equal to 3.

HIDE

(Get, Set)

Set this keyword to hide the given property when displaying the graphical property 
sheet interface. By default, all registered properties are displayed.

INTEGER

Set this keyword to indicate that the property type is INTEGER. Properties of type 
INTEGER must accept a scalar integer value (up to 64-bit integers). Setting this 
keyword is equivalent to setting the TYPE argument equal to 2.

LINESTYLE

Set this keyword to indicate that the property type is LINESTYLE. Properties of type 
LINESTYLE must accept an integer specifying a pre-defined linestyle, as described 
under the LINESTYLE property of the IDLgrPolyline class. Setting this keyword is 
equivalent to setting the TYPE argument equal to 6.

NAME

(Get, Set)

Set this keyword to a string giving the human-readable name for the property. The 
NAME string will be used when displaying the graphical property sheet interface. If 
NAME is not set, the value of the PropertyIdentifier argument is used.

Note
Do not confuse the NAME property attribute with the NAME property.

SENSITIVE

(Get, Set)
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Set this keyword to zero to make the given property insensitive in the graphical 
property sheet interface. By default, registered properties are sensitive.

STRING

Set this keyword to indicate that the property type is STRING. Properties of type 
STRING must accept a scalar string of any length. Setting this keyword is equivalent 
to setting the TYPE argument equal to 4.

SYMBOL

Set this keyword to indicate that the property type is SYMBOL. Properties of type 
SYMBOL must accept an integer specifying one of the pre-defined symbol types 
described under IDLgrSymbol::Init. Setting this keyword is equivalent to setting the 
TYPE argument equal to 7.

THICKNESS

Set this keyword to indicate that the property type is THICKNESS. Properties of type 
THICKNESS must accept an integer between 1 and 10 specifying the line thickness 
in points. Setting this keyword is equivalent to setting the TYPE argument equal to 8.

UNDEFINED

(Get, Set)

Set this keyword to indicate that the property should appear as a blank cell when 
displayed in the graphical property sheet interface. This is useful in situations where 
properties of multiple objects are displayed in the property sheet (either because 
multiple objects are selected, or because the objects have been grouped).

Note
It is the iTool developer’s responsibility to set this property attribute back to zero. 
Use the SET_DEFINED field of the WIDGET_PROPERTYSHEET event structure 
to determine when to set the UNDEFINED attribute back to zero.

USERDEF

(Get, Set)

Set this keyword to a string that represents a user-defined property. Properties of type 
USERDEF can accept and return variables of any type. When the actual property 
value changes, it is assumed that the string value of the USERDEF attribute will also 
be modified to reflect the new property value. Setting this keyword implies that the 
TYPE argument is equal to 0.
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VALID_RANGE

(Get, Set)

For INTEGER or FLOAT types, set this keyword to a two- or three-element vector 
specifying the [minimum, maximum] or [minimum, maximum, increment] for valid 
values of the property. 

What is displayed for the property sheet number cell depends upon the following:

• If this attribute is not specified — the property sheet displays an editable text 
field where masked editing is enforced, and the range is that of the data type. 
The only accepted keystrokes are the ten digits and the plus and minus signs. If 
the float type is specified, the decimal, and “d” and “e” (scientific exponent 
notation tokens) are also allowed. 

• If a range is specified without an increment — the property sheet displays a 
spinner control that allows the user to click, or click and hold the up or down 
buttons to change the value. For an integer type, the increment is one. For a 
float type, the increment equals approximately 1/100 of the range. For 
example, a range of 100 results in an increment of 1. A value is snapped to the 
nearest allowable value when a value outside the range, or not equal to an 
incremental value, is entered. The editable text field (featuring masked editing) 
also allows the user to enter a numerical value. 

• If a range and increment are specified — the property sheet displays a slider 
with a marker that can be repositioned to change the value. A value is snapped 
to the nearest allowable value when a value outside the range, or not equal to 
an incremental value, is entered. The increment value must be positive and will 
be converted to an integer for INTEGER types. Specifying an increment of 0 
(zero) is the same as specifying a range without an increment. The editable text 
field (featuring masked editing) also allows the user to enter a numerical value. 

The following code creates properties containing various number cells:

; Number cell with no explicit range.
self->RegisterProperty, 'integer1', /INTEGER , $

NAME = 'Integer1', description = 'Integer'

; Number cell with spinner control and explicit range.
self->RegisterProperty, 'integer2', /INTEGER , $

NAME = 'Integer2', VALID_RANGE = [ -100, 100 ]

; Number cell with slider control, explicit range, and 
; increment.
self->RegisterProperty, 'float1', /FLOAT, $

NAME = 'Float1', VALID_RANGE = [ -20.0D, 5.0D, 0.5D ]
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Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Added spinner control functionality to VALID_RANGE keyword
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IDLitComponent::Restore

The IDLitComponent::Restore procedure method performs any transitional work 
required after an object of this class has been restored from a SAVE file, to ensure 
that its state is appropriate for the current version.

Note
This method is designed to be implemented by a subclass of IDLitComponent, to 
perform any transition work necessary when a component object is restored.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitComponent::]Restore

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

See Also

IDLitComponent::UpdateComponentVersion, IDL_Savefile, SAVE, RESTORE

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitComponent::SetProperty

The IDLitComponent::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of an 
IDLitComponent property or properties.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitComponent::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value] [, /NO_COPY]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitComponent Properties” on page 23 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using this method. 
To set the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set equal to the 
appropriate property value.

NO_COPY

Note
This keyword only has an effect when setting the UVALUE property.

Usually, when setting the UVALUE property, IDL makes a copy of the data being 
transferred. Although this technique is fine for small data, it can have a significant 
memory cost when the data being copied is large.

If the NO_COPY keyword is set, IDL handles the SetProperty operation differently. 
Rather than copy the source data, it takes the data away from the source and attaches 
it directly to the destination. This feature can be used to obtain the information from 
the UVALUE property without the memory copying that would otherwise occur. 
However, it has the side effect of causing the source variable to become undefined; in 
a call to the SetProperty method, this means that the variable passed in as UVALUE 
becomes undefined.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.4 Added NO_COPY keyword.
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IDLitComponent::SetPropertyAttribute

The IDLitComponent::SetPropertyAttribute procedure method sets one or more 
property attributes for a registered property.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitComponent::]SetPropertyAttribute , PropertyIdentifier

Arguments

PropertyIdentifier

A string containing the property identifier of the registered property.

Keywords

Any keywords to the IDLitComponent::RegisterProperty method followed by the 
word “Set” can be set.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitComponent::SetPropertyByIdentifier

The IDLitComponent::SetPropertyByIdentifier procedure method sets the value of an 
IDLitComponent property.

Tip
The IDLitComponent::SetPropertyByIdentifier method is similar to the 
IDLitComponent::SetProperty method, but is useful for cases where the 
PropertyIdentifier is defined at runtime, and avoids the overhead of creating an 
_EXTRA structure to pass to SetProperty.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitComponent::]SetPropertyByIdentifier, PropertyIdentifier, Value

Arguments

PropertyIdentifier

A string containing the property identifier of the property. PropertyIdentifier does not 
need to be a registered property, but must be a valid keyword name for the 
SetProperty method of the component.

Value

The new value for the property.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitComponent::UpdateComponentVersion

The IDLitComponent::UpdateComponentVersion procedure method updates the 
value of the COMPONENT_VERSION property for the specified object to match the 
version associated with the current release of IDL. This method is intended for use 
after calling the Restore method on a component object, so that the object can be 
identified as having been restored.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitComponent::]UpdateComponentVersion

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

See Also

IDLitComponent::Restore

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitContainer

The IDLitContainer class is a specialization of the IDL_Container class designed to 
manage collections of IDLitComponent objects and provide methods to work with 
the iTools identifier system. IDLitContainer object methods allow you to add, 
retrieve, and remove values from a IDLitContainer-based hierarchy using either 
object references or iTool identifiers.

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitcontainer__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework subdirectory of 
the IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDL_Container

IDLitComponent

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitContainer::Init” on page 63.

Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own, but do have properties inherited 
from any superclasses.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitContainer::Add

• IDLitContainer::AddByIdentifier

• IDLitContainer::Cleanup

• IDLitContainer::FindIdentifiers

• IDLitContainer::Get
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• IDLitContainer::GetByIdentifier

• IDLitContainer::Init

• IDLitContainer::Remove

• IDLitContainer::RemoveByIdentifier

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclasses.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitContainer Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own, but do have properties inherited 
from any superclasses.

Objects in this class inherit:

• IDL_Container

• IDLitComponent
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IDLitContainer::Add

The IDLitContainer::Add procedure method adds items to the container object. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitContainer::]Add, Components[, /NO_NOTIFY]

Arguments

Components

An object reference (or array of object references) to the IDLitComponent object or 
objects to be added to the container. When this method is called, the IDENTIFIER 
properties of objects specified by Components are validated, verifying that no items 
in the container have the same value. If an object with the same identifier already 
exists in the container, a unique identifier is created by appending a number to the 
original value.

Keywords

NO_NOTIFY

Normally, when an item is added to a container object that inherits from both the 
IDLitContainer class and the IDLitIMessaging class, an ADDITEMS notification 
message is broadcast to all iTool components registered as monitoring this container. 
If this keyword is set, no message is sent.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitContainer::AddByIdentifier

The IDLitContainer::AddByIdentifier procedure method adds an object to the 
container hierarchy in the position specified by the Identifier argument.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitContainer::]AddByIdentifier, Identifier, Item 
[, FOLDER_CLASSNAME=string]

Arguments

Identifier

An object identifier specifying the location in the container hierarchy where Item 
should be added. Identifier can be either a fully-qualified object identifier (beginning 
with a “/” character) or a relative to the container on which this method is called. If 
Identifier is a null string (''), Item is added to the root of the container object. 

See “iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a discussion 
of object identifier strings.

Item

An object reference to the iTool component object being added to the container.

Keywords

FOLDER_CLASSNAME

If the container hierarchy specified by Identifier contains subfolders that do not exist, 
the necessary subfolders are created automatically. By default, the created subfolders 
are of the same class as the calling method (IDLitContainer or one of its subclasses). 
To create subfolders of a different class, set the FOLDER_CLASSNAME keyword 
equal to a string specifying the name of the class to be used.

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.2 Added FOLDER_CLASSNAME keyword
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IDLitContainer::Cleanup

The IDLitContainer::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the object.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitContainer::]Cleanup   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitContainer::FindIdentifiers

The IDLitContainer::FindIdentifiers function method allows you to retrieve the full 
identifiers for items within an iTool container.

Warning
The FindIdentifiers method recurses through the entire object hierarchy of the 
specified object, which may be slow for large container hierarchies. If you find it 
necessary to call FindIdentifiers multiple times, it may be more efficient to use a 
single call with one or more wildcards (“*”) to return all relevant identifiers, and 
then perform the necessary searches using the returned list.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitContainer::]FindIdentifiers([Pattern] [, COUNT=variable] 
[, /LEAF_NODES] )

Return Value

Returns a scalar string or string array containing the full object identifiers for all 
items matching the Pattern. If no object identifiers are matched, the function returns a 
scalar null string.

Arguments

Pattern

A string specifying a search pattern to be used for filtering the returned object 
identifiers. Only object identifiers that match Pattern are returned. Matching is case 
insensitive. If Pattern is not supplied, identifiers for all objects within the object on 
which this method is called are returned. See STRMATCH for a description of the 
rules used when matching patterns.

Note
Objects for which the PRIVATE property contains a True value are not included in 
the Result. Only objects that subclass from IDLitComponent can be marked as 
private.
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Keywords

COUNT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain the number of identifiers 
in Result.

LEAF_NODES

Set this keyword to return only leaf nodes. Leaf nodes are objects which are either not 
a container, or are an empty container.

Note
If all of the objects within a container are marked as PRIVATE, then that container 
is considered a leaf node. Only objects that subclass from IDLitComponent can be 
marked as private.

Version History

See Also

IDLitTool::FindIdentifiers

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitContainer::Get

The IDLitContainer::Get function method retrieves items from the container.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitContainer::]Get([, /ALL] [, COUNT=variable] [, ISA=string or 
array of strings] [, POSITION=index or array of indices] [, /SKIP_PRIVATE])

Return Value

Returns an object reference or array of object references to the iTool components 
stored in the container. Unless either the ALL keyword or the POSITION keyword is 
specified, the first object in the container is returned. If no objects are found in the 
container, the return value is -1.

Arguments

None 

Keywords

ALL

Set this keyword to return an array of object references to all of the objects in the 
container.

COUNT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain the number of objects 
selected by the function.

ISA

Set this keyword equal to a class name or vector of class names. This keyword is used 
in conjunction with the ALL keyword. The ISA keyword filters the array returned by 
the ALL keyword, returning only the objects that inherit from the class or classes 
specified by the ISA keyword.

Note
This keyword is ignored if the ALL keyword is not provided.
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POSITION

Set this keyword equal to a scalar or array containing the zero-based indices of the 
positions of the objects to return.

SKIP_PRIVATE

Set this keyword to ignore any components for which the PRIVATE property is set to 
true. This keyword is ignored unless the ALL keyword is also set.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitContainer::GetByIdentifier

The IDLitContainer::GetByIdentifier function method retrieves an object from a 
container hierarchy using the specified identifier to locate the object.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitContainer::]GetByIdentifier(Identifier)

Return Value

Returns an object reference to the object that was requested from the hierarchy, or a 
null object reference if no object was located.

Arguments

Identifier

The object identifier of the object that should be retrieved from the container 
hierarchy. Identifier can be either a fully-qualified object identifier (beginning with a 
“/” character) or a relative to the container on which this method is called.

See “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
discussion of object identifier strings.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitContainer::Init

The IDLitContainer::Init function method initializes the object.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW(‘IDLitContainer’)

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitContainer::]Init()   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitContainer::Remove

The IDLitContainer::Remove procedure method removes items from the container. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitContainer::]Remove, Components [, /NO_NOTIFY]

Arguments

Components

An object reference (or array of object references) to the objects to be removed from 
the container. 

Keywords

NO_NOTIFY

Normally, when an item is removed from a container object that inherits from both 
the IDLitContainer class and the IDLitIMessaging class, a REMOVEITEMS 
notification message is broadcast to all iTool components registered as monitoring 
this container. If this keyword is set, no message is sent.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitContainer::RemoveByIdentifier

The IDLitContainer::RemoveByIdentifier function method removes an object from a 
container hierarchy using the specified identifier to locate the object.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitContainer::]RemoveByIdentifier(Identifier)

Return Value

Returns an object reference to the object that was removed from the hierarchy, or a 
null object reference if no object was removed.

Arguments

Identifier

The object identifier of the object that should be removed from the container 
hierarchy. The Identifier argument can be either a fully-qualified object identifier 
(beginning with a “/” character) or a relative to the container on which this method is 
called.

See “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
discussion of object identifier strings.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitData

The IDLitData class provides a generic data storage object that can hold data items of 
any IDL data type. The IDLitData class provides typing and data change notification 
functionality, and when coupled with the IDLitDataContainer object forms the base 
element for the construction of composite data types.

The IDLitData class implements the iTools notifier interface, which provides a 
mechanism by which observers of a data item can be alerted when the state of the 
information contained in the data object changes.

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitdata__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework subdirectory of the 
IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDLitComponent

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitData::Init” on page 78.

Properties

Objects of this class have the following properties. See “IDLitData Properties” on 
page 68 for details on individual properties.

• HIDE

• READ_ONLY

• TYPE

In addition, objects of this class inherit the properties of the superclass.
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Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitData::AddDataObserver

• IDLitData::Cleanup

• IDLitData::Copy

• IDLitData::GetByType

• IDLitData::GetData

• IDLitData::GetProperty

• IDLitData::GetSize

• IDLitData::Init

• IDLitData::NotifyDataChange

• IDLitData::NotifyDataComplete

• IDLitData::RemoveDataObserver

• IDLitData::SetData

• IDLitData::SetProperty

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclasses.

Examples

See Chapter 3, “Data Management” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for examples using 
this class and its methods.

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.2 Removed NO_COPY property as it should only be documented as 
a keyword
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IDLitData Properties

IDLitData objects have the following properties in addition to properties inherited 
from any superclasses. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the 
property table can be retrieved via IDLitData::GetProperty. Properties with the word 
“Yes” in the “Init” column of the property table can be set via IDLitData::Init. 
Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Set” column in the property table can be set 
via IDLitData::SetProperty.

Objects of this class have the following properties.

• HIDE

• READ_ONLY

• TYPE

In addition, objects of this class inherit:

• IDLitComponent

HIDE

A Boolean value that controls the visibility of the data with respect to queries 
performed by the IDLitDataContainer methods GetData, SetData and GetIdentifiers. 
If the HIDE property has a True value, the data object is not found by these methods 
and the methods behave as if the data object did not exist.

READ_ONLY

A Boolean value that controls the ability to modify the data with the SetData method. 
If the READ_ONLY property has a True value, an attempt to use SetData on the 
object fails. IDL prints an informational message in this case.

Property Type BOOLEAN

Name String HIDE

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: Yes

Property Type BOOLEAN

Name String READ_ONLY

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: Yes
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TYPE

A scalar string containing the type of the data object. The default value of this 
property is NULL ('') and cannot be changed after the class is instantiated. 
Subclasses of this class set the value of this property to a value that reflects the type 
of data that the subclass is implementing.

Property Type STRING

Name String TYPE

Get: Yes Set: No Init: Yes Registered: Yes
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IDLitData::AddDataObserver

The IDLitData::AddDataObserver procedure method specifies an object (the 
Observer) that will be notified when the contents of the data object are changed. 

The object specified as the Observer must implement three methods that form the 
data observer interface:

• OnDataChange

• OnDataComplete

• OnDataDelete

The OnDataChange method is called when the contents of a data object are changed, 
and the OnDataComplete method is called when the change messages are completed. 
This two-part notification process is used to allow observers of data to transact the 
change event and minimize the required system updates (such as graphic redrawing). 
The OnDataDelete method is called when the data item is deleted.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitData::]AddDataObserver, Observer

Arguments

Observer

An object reference to an iTool component object that implements the data observer 
interface methods. When the contained data value changes, the Observer is notified 
of this change. 

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitData::Cleanup

The IDLitData::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup operations on the 
object, and should be called by the Cleanup method of any subclass of this class. This 
method removes all data stored in the IDLitData object.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitData::]Cleanup   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitData::Copy

The IDLitData::Copy function method returns an exact copy of the data object and its 
contents, including registered property values.

The following values are not copied:

• Values of unregistered properties.

• Values of properties registered after the data object is created.

• Property attribute values.

Note
If an object has been added to the data object, only the object reference to the added 
object is copied.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitData::]Copy()

Return Value

Returns a copy of the object on which it is called. If the copy operation fails, a null 
object is returned.

Arguments

None 

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitData::GetByType

The IDLitData::GetByType function method returns all contained objects of the 
specified iTool data type.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitData::]GetByType(Type[, COUNT=variable])

Return Value

Returns an object array containing references to the contained data objects that are of 
the iTool data type specified by Type. If no objects matching Type exist, a null object 
reference is returned.

Arguments

Type

A string containing the iTool data type to search for in the data hierarchy rooted by 
this data container.

Keywords

COUNT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain the number of valid 
objects returned by this method.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitData::GetData

The IDLitData::GetData function method retrieves the data stored in the object.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitData::]GetData(Data[, Identifier] [, NAN=variable] 
[, /NO_COPY])

Return Value

Returns a 1 if the operation succeeds, and 0 if it fails.

Arguments

Data

A named variable that will contain the data retrieved from the data object. If the 
GetData method fails, the variable is not modified.

Identifier

A string argument that is not used by this method, but is accepted for parameter 
compatibility with the IDLitDataContainer::GetData method. If a value for this 
argument is supplied, the method does not retrieve any data and returns the value 0.

Keywords

NAN

Set this keyword to a named variable that will contain 1 if Data contains any non-
finite values (either NaN or Infinity), or 0 otherwise.

NO_COPY

Set this keyword to move the data from the data object to the variable specified by the 
Data argument, leaving the data value of the data object undefined.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitData::GetProperty

The IDLitData::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of an IDLitData 
property, and should be called by the GetProperty method of any subclass of this 
class.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitData::]GetProperty[, PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitData Properties” on page 68 that contains the word 
“Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved using this method. 
To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set equal 
to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitData::GetSize

The IDLitData::GetSize function method returns an approximate value for the 
amount of memory being used by the data object.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitData::]GetSize()

Return Value

Returns the number of bytes of memory used by the data object. The returned value is 
an approximation.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitData::Init

The IDLitData::Init function method initializes the IDLitData object.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitData'[, Data] [, PROPERTY=value])

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitData::]Init([Data] [, PROPERTY=value])   (In a lifecycle 
method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

Data

An IDL variable of any type that is stored in the data object.

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitData Properties” on page 68 that contains the word 
“Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized during object 
creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify the property 
name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitData::NotifyDataChange

The IDLitData::NotifyDataChange procedure method is called when a data object 
has been changed; it is part of the notification process that allows data updates to be 
reflected by visualizations that use the data. It works in conjunction with the 
NotifyDataComplete method to provide a two-pass change notification system that 
minimizes the number of operations performed when a data object changes. 

When NotifyDataChange is called, the OnDataChange methods of all observers of 
the data object (usually visualizations) are automatically called. This causes the 
observers to perform any necessary updates without committing those updates. When 
the NotifyDataComplete method is called, the observers’ OnDataComplete methods 
are called to commit the updates. This two-pass system allows visualizations to be 
notified that the data has changed without forcing an immediate redraw of the iTool 
window; when the NotifyDataComplete method is called, all visualizations can be 
redrawn at once.

Every call to the NotifyDataChange method must have an accompanying 
NotifyDataComplete call; without the call to NotifyDataComplete, no updates will 
take place.

Note
If the data object is being changed by an operation based on the 
IDLitDataOperation class, the call to NotifyDataChange is handled automatically. 
The only time you will need to call this method directly is if the operation that 
modifies the data is based on the more generic IDLitOperation class.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitData::]NotifyDataChange

Arguments

None

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitData::NotifyDataComplete

The IDLitData::NotifyDataComplete procedure method is called after a data object 
has been changed; it is part of the notification process that allows data updates to be 
reflected by visualizations that use the data. It works in conjunction with the 
NotifyDataChange method to provide a two-pass change notification system that 
minimizes the number of operations performed when a data object changes. 

When NotifyDataChange is called, the OnDataChange methods of all observers of 
the data object (usually visualizations) are automatically called. This causes the 
observers to perform any necessary updates without committing those updates. When 
the NotifyDataComplete method is called, the observers’ OnDataComplete methods 
are called to commit the updates. This two-pass system allows visualizations to be 
notified that the data has changed without forcing an immediate redraw of the iTool 
window; when the NotifyDataComplete method is called, all visualizations can be 
redrawn at once.

Every call to the NotifyDataChange method must have an accompanying 
NotifyDataComplete call; without the call to NotifyDataComplete, no updates will 
take place.

Note
If the data object is being changed by an operation based on the 
IDLitDataOperation class, the call to NotifyDataChange is handled automatically. 
The only time you will need to call this method directly is if the operation that 
modifies the data is based on the more generic IDLitOperation class.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitData::]NotifyDataComplete

Arguments

None

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitData::RemoveDataObserver

The IDLitData::RemoveDataObserver method unregisters an object that has been 
registered as an observer of this data object. After this method is called, the Observer 
will no longer be notified when the contents of the data object change. If the specified 
Observer doesn’t exist, this method will return quietly.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitData::]RemoveDataObserver, Observer

Arguments

Observer

An object reference to an iTool component object that was previously registered as an 
observer of this data object.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitData::SetData

The IDLitData::SetData function method copies the data from an IDL variable or 
expression into the data object, and notifies all its observers that the data has changed.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitData::]SetData(Data[, Identifier] [, /NO_COPY] [, /NULL])

Return Value

Returns a 1 if the operation succeeds, and 0 if it fails.

Arguments

Data

An IDL variable or expression whose value is copied into the data object.

Identifier

A string argument that is not used by this method. It is accepted by this method only 
for parameter compatibility with IDLitDataContainer::SetData. If a value for this 
argument is supplied, the method does not retrieve any data and returns the value 0.

Keywords

NO_COPY

Set this keyword to move the data into the specified IDLitData object without 
creating an additional copy. This leaves the original IDL variable named by the Data 
argument undefined.

NULL

Set this keyword to remove any data stored in the IDLitData object, leaving it empty. 
If this keyword is set, the Data argument is ignored.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitData::SetProperty

The IDLitData::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of an IDLitData 
property, and should be called by the SetProperty method of any subclass of this 
class.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitData::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitData Properties” on page 68 that contains the word 
“Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using this method. To set 
the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set equal to the 
appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataContainer

The IDLitDataContainer class is used to store collections of IDLitData and 
IDLitDataContainer objects to form hierarchical data structures. Objects can be 
added to and removed from an IDLitDataContainer at any time, allowing for the 
dynamic creation of composite data types.

Objects stored in an IDLitDataContainer hierarchy are referenced using iTool object 
identifiers. Object identifiers are simple scalar strings assigned to the IDENTIFIER 
property of an object when it is created. For a complete discussion of object 
identifiers and their role in the iTool system, see “iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 
2, iTool Developer’s Guide).

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitdatacontainer__define.pro in the lib/itool/framework 
subdirectory of the IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDLitContainer

IDLitData

See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide)for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitDataContainer::Init” on page 96.

Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own, but do have properties inherited 
from any superclasses.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitDataContainer::Add

• IDLitDataContainer::Cleanup

• IDLitDataContainer::GetData
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• IDLitDataContainer::GetIdentifiers

• IDLitDataContainer::GetProperty

• IDLitDataContainer::Init

• IDLitDataContainer::SetData

• IDLitDataContainer::SetProperty

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclasses.

Examples

See Chapter 3, “Data Management” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for examples using 
this class and its methods.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataContainer Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own, but do have properties inherited 
from any superclasses.

Objects in this class inherit:

• IDLitContainer

• IDLitData
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IDLitDataContainer::Add

The IDLitDataContainer::Add procedure method adds items to the data container 
object, and sends out an OnDataChange and OnDataComplete messages to all 
observers of the data container.

Syntax 

Obj->[IDLitDataContainer::]Add, Data [, /NO_NOTIFY]

Arguments 

Data

An object reference (or array of object references) to the IDLitData object or objects 
to be added to the container. Objects that are not of class IDLitData are quietly 
ignored.

Keywords 

NO_NOTIFY 

Normally, when an item is added, an ADDITEMS notification message is broadcast 
to all iTool components registered as monitoring this container. If this keyword is set, 
no ADDITEMS message is sent.

Note
Regardless of the setting of NO_NOTIFY, the OnDataChange and 
OnDataComplete messages are always sent.

Version History 

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitDataContainer::Cleanup

The IDLitDataContainer::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup operations 
on the object, and should be called by the Cleanup method of any subclass of this 
class. This method destroys all data objects stored in this container.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitDataContainer::]Cleanup   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataContainer::GetData

The IDLitDataContainer::GetData function method retrieves the data value contained 
in the data object specified by the Identifier argument.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitDataContainer::]GetData(Data [, Identifier] [, /NO_COPY])

Return Value

Returns a 1 if the operation succeeds, and 0 if it fails.

Arguments

Data

A named variable that will contain the data value of the specified data object.

Identifier

A string containing the relative object identifier path to the target data object for this 
method. See “iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
discussion of object identifier strings.

If Identifier is not set. or is set to a null string, the data contained in the data container 
itself is returned. 

Keywords

NO_COPY

Set this keyword to move the data from the data container object to the variable 
specified by the Data argument, leaving the data value of the data object undefined.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataContainer::GetIdentifiers

The IDLitDataContainer::GetIdentifiers function method retrieves the object 
identifiers for all data and data container objects contained in the data container 
object.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitDataContainer::]GetIdentifiers([Pattern] [, /LEAF_NODES])

Return Value

Returns an array of strings containing the object identifiers for all data and data 
container objects contained by the data container object. If the container is empty, or 
if the Pattern argument is supplied and no object identifiers are matched, the function 
returns a scalar null string.

Arguments

Pattern

A string specifying a search pattern to be used for filtering the returned object 
identifiers. Only object identifiers that match Pattern are returned. See STRMATCH 
for a description of the rules used when matching patterns.

Keywords

LEAF_NODES

Set this keyword to return only object identifiers whose final node is not a container 
object.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataContainer::GetProperty

The IDLitDataContainer::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of an 
IDLitDataContainer property, and should be called by the GetProperty method of any 
subclass of this class.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDataContainer::]GetProperty[, PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitDataContainer Properties” on page 90 that contains 
the word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved using this 
method. To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword 
set equal to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataContainer::Init

The IDLitDataContainer::Init function method initializes the IDLitDataContainer 
object.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitDataContainer'[, Data] [, PROPERTY=value])

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitDataContainer::]Init([Data] [, PROPERTY=value])   (In a 
lifecycle method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

Data

An IDL variable of any type or shape that is stored into the object at initialization.

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitDataContainer Properties” on page 90 that contains 
the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized during 
object creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify the 
property name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataContainer::SetData

The IDLitDataContainer::SetData function method stores data in the IDLitData 
object specified by Identifier. This method acts in exactly the same way as the 
IDLitData::SetData method.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitDataContainer::]SetData(Data, Identifier[, /NO_COPY] 
[, /NULL])

Return Value

Returns a 1 if the operation succeeds, or 0 if it fails.

Arguments

Data

An IDL variable of any type that is copied into the specified data object.

Identifier

A scalar string containing the object identifier of the IDLitData object in which the 
data specified by Data should be stored. This path must specify a valid IDLitData 
object, or the function fails. See “iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool 
Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of object identifier strings.

Keywords

NO_COPY

Set this keyword to move the data into the specified IDLitData object without 
creating an additional copy. This leaves the original IDL variable named by the Data 
argument undefined.

NULL

Set this keyword to remove any data stored in the IDLitData object, leaving it empty. 
If this keyword is set, the Data argument is ignored, but must still be present.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataContainer::SetProperty

The IDLitDataContainer::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of an 
IDLitDataContainer property, and should be called by the SetProperty method of any 
subclass of this class.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDataContainer::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitDataContainer Properties” on page 90 that contains 
the word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using this 
method. To set the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set 
equal to the appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataOperation

The IDLitDataOperation class is a subclass of IDLitOperation that automates data 
access and automatically records information for the undo-redo system. By 
automating this functionality, the IDLitDataOperation class eliminates much of the 
work required to implement a standard subclass of the IDLitOperation class. See 
IDLitOperation for additional information on iTool operations.

Note
The IDLitDataOperation class is designed for use in operations that affect data 
values. If you are creating an operation that acts on items other than the data that 
underlies a visualization, you should base your operation class on the 
IDLitOperation class.

While the implementation of a standard subclass of an IDLitOperation class requires 
the developer to provide implementations of the DoAction, UndoOperation, and 
RedoOperation methods, the IDLitDataOperation class provides these methods 
automatically. The only method the developer of an IDLitDataOperation class is 
required to implement is the Execute method, which contains the logic for the 
specific operation being performed. Depending on the operation being performed, the 
developer of an IDLitDataOperation may also implement methods to undo the 
operation, display a user interface before performing the operation, get and set 
properties specific to the operation, and initialize the IDLitDataOperation object.

When an IDLitDataOperation is requested by a user, the following things occur:

1. As with any operation, execution commences when the DoAction method is 
called on this object. When called, the IDLitDataOperation retrieves the 
currently-selected items. If nothing is selected, the operation returns.

2. For each selected item, the data objects of the parameters registered as 
“operation targets” are retrieved. 

3. The data objects are queried for iTool data types that match the types supported 
by the IDLitDataOperation. 

For each data object that includes data of an iTool data type supported by the 
IDLitDataOperation, the following things occur:

1. The data from the data object is retrieved.

2. If the IDLitDataOperation does not have the REVERSIBLE_OPERATION 
property set, a copy of the data is created and placed into the undo-redo 
command set.
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3. The Execute method is called, with the retrieved data as its argument.

4. If the Execute method succeeds and the IDLitDataOperation has the 
EXPENSIVE_COMPUTATION property set, a copy of the results is placed 
into the undo-redo command set. 

5. The result of the IDLitDataOperation is placed in the data object. This action 
will cause all visualization items that use the data object to update when the 
operation is completed.

Once all selected data items have been processed, the undo-redo command set is 
placed into the system undo-redo buffer for later use.

For a detailed discussion of both the IDLitOperation and IDLitDataOperation classes, 
see Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s Guide).

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitdataoperation__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework 
subdirectory of the IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDLitOperation

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitDataOperation::Init” on page 111.

Properties

Objects of this class have the following properties. See “IDLitDataOperation 
Properties” for details on individual properties.

• WITHIN_UI

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitDataOperation::Cleanup
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• IDLitDataOperation::DoExecuteUI

• IDLitDataOperation::Execute

• IDLitDataOperation::GetProperty

• IDLitDataOperation::Init

• IDLitDataOperation::SetProperty

• IDLitDataOperation::UndoExecute

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclasses (if any).

Examples

See “Creating a New Data-Centric Operation” (Chapter 7, iTool Developer’s Guide) 
for examples using this class and its methods.

Version History

See Also

IDLitOperation

6.0 Introduced

6.2 Added WITHIN_UI property
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IDLitDataOperation Properties

IDLitDataOperation objects have the following properties in addition to properties 
inherited from any superclasses. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Get” column 
of the property table can be retrieved via IDLitDataOperation::GetProperty. 
Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the property table can be set 
via IDLitDataOperation::Init. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Set” column in 
the property table can be set via IDLitDataOperation::SetProperty.

Objects of this class have the following properties.

• WITHIN_UI

In addition, objects of this class inherit properties from the following superclass:

• IDLitOperation

WITHIN_UI

A Boolean value that indicates whether the operation is currently within the 
IDLitDataOperation::DoExecuteUI method (i.e., it is currently displaying a dialog). 
This property is automatically set to one (True) just before the method is called, and 
is reset to zero (False) after the method returns.

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: No Init: No Registered: No
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IDLitDataOperation::Cleanup

The IDLitDataOperation::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the 
object.

Note
An operation based on the IDLitDataOperation class need not implement this 
method if the operation does not allocate any pointers or object references of its 
own.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitDataOperation::]Cleanup   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataOperation::DoExecuteUI

The IDLitDataOperation::DoExecuteUI function method provides a way for the iTool 
developer to request user input before performing an operation. If the 
SHOW_EXECUTION_UI property is set, this method will be called before the 
operation’s Execute method is called.

Note
Every operation based directly on the IDLitDataOperation class that requires user 
interaction before execution must implement its own DoExecuteUI method. See 
Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for details.

The DoExecuteUI method itself can present any interface. In practice, most iTool 
DoExecuteUI methods use the IDLitTool::DoUIService method to display a user 
interface requesting user input. User interfaces and UI Services are discussed in 
Chapter 11, “iTool User Interface Architecture” (iTool Developer’s Guide).

Warning
If the DoExecuteUI method does not return success, the Execute method will not be 
called.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitDataOperation::]DoExecuteUI()

Return Value

Returns a 1 if the displayed user interface code executed successfully, and the 
operation should be executed. If user interface code does not execute successfully, or 
if the user cancels the operation, this function returns a 0.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None
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Example

The following is an example of a DoExecuteUI method, taken from the iTools “Scale 
Factor” operation:

FUNCTION IDLitopScalefactor::DoExecuteUI

oTool = self->GetTool()
IF (oTool EQ OBJ_NEW()) THEN RETURN, 0

RETURN, oTool->DoUIService('ScaleFactor', self)

END

This implementation of the DoExecuteUI method does the following:

1. Retrieves an object reference to the current iTool using the GetTool method.

2. Checks to make sure the returned object reference is not a null object (which 
would be the case if the GetTool method failed).

3. Calls the ScaleFactor UI Service.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataOperation::Execute

The IDLitDataOperation::Execute function method contains the execution logic for 
the operation. This method is called automatically when the iTool user requests an 
operation based on the IDLitDataOperation class.

Note
Every operation based directly on the IDLitDataOperation class must implement its 
own Execute method. See Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s 
Guide) for details.

When the iTool system executes an IDLitDataOperation, it passes the raw data (of 
the appropriate iTools data type) from the selected objects to the Execute method. 
This means that the Execute method itself does not need to “unpack” a data object 
before performing the operations, allowing rapid and simple operation execution. For 
example, if the operation expects data of the iTools data type IDLARRAY2D, the iTool 
system will include the selected two-dimensional array as the Data argument.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitDataOperation::]Execute(Data)

Return Value

The return value is 1 if the operation executed successfully, or 0 otherwise.

Arguments

Data

A single data item on which the operation should be performed. Note that Data is not 
an IDLitData object, but actual data.

Keywords

None
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Version History

See Also

IDLitDataOperation::UndoExecute

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataOperation::GetProperty

The IDLitDataOperation::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of a 
property or group of properties of an operation object.

Note
An operation based on the IDLitDataOperation class must implement this method if 
the operation defines one or more properties not inherited from the superclass. See 
Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for details.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDataOperation::]GetProperty[, PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitDataOperation Properties” on page 104 that 
contains the word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved 
using this method. To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a 
keyword set equal to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Example

To retrieve the value of the REVERSIBLE_OPERATION property:

Obj->IDLitDataOperation::GetProperty, REVERSIBLE_OPERATION = rev

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataOperation::Init

The IDLitDataOperation::Init function method initializes the IDLitDataOperation 
object and sets properties that define the behavior the operation provides.

Note
An operation based on the IDLitDataOperation class must implement this method. 
See Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for details.

Note
Init methods are special life cycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitDataOperation' [, PROPERTY=variable] )

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitDataOperation::]Init([, PROPERTY=variable])   (In a 
lifecycle method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitDataOperation Properties” on page 104 that 
contains the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized 
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during object creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify 
the property name as a keyword set equal the appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataOperation::SetProperty

The IDLitDataOperation::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of a property 
or group of properties for the operation.

Note
An operation based on the IDLitDataOperation class must implement this method if 
the operation defines one or more properties not inherited from the superclass. See 
Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for details.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDataOperation::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitDataOperation Properties” on page 104 that 
contains the word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using 
this method. To set the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword 
set equal to the appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDataOperation::UndoExecute

The IDLitDataOperation::UndoExecute function method is called when a user selects 
the Undo operation after executing an IDLitDataOperation that sets the value of the 
REVERSIBLE_OPERATION property to 1. (If the IDLitDataOperation does not set 
this property, the UndoExecute method is not called.) If implemented, this method 
generally applies the inverse of the operation performed by the Execute method.

Note
An operation based on the IDLitDataOperation class must implement this method if 
the operation sets the REVERSIBLE_OPERATION property. See Chapter 7, 
“Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for details.

When the iTool system undoes an IDLitDataOperation, it passes the raw data (of the 
appropriate iTools data type) from the selected objects to the UndoExecute method. 
This means that the UndoExecute method itself does not need to “unpack” a data 
object before performing the operations, allowing rapid and simple operation 
execution. For example, if the operation expects data of the iTools data type 
IDLARRAY2D, the iTool system will include the selected two-dimensional array as the 
Data argument.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitDataOperation::]UndoExecute(Data)

Return Value

The return value is 1 if the operation was undone successfully, or 0 otherwise.

Arguments

Data

A single data item on which the operation should be performed. Note that Data is not 
an IDLitData object, but actual data.

Keywords

None
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Version History

See Also

IDLitDataOperation::Execute

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow

An IDLitDirectWindow object is a representation of an on-screen area on a display 
device that serves as a graphics destination. In contrast to IDLgrWindow and 
IDLitWindow, the IDLitDirectWindow uses Direct Graphics.

Important! You must note the following:

• The IDLitDirectWindow is designed for use only with the Export Bridge. The 
event notification methods will be called automatically by the Export Bridge, 
but will not be called when the IDLitDirectWindow class is used in other 
contexts. For more information, see “Exporting Drawable Objects” (Chapter 
11, IDL Connectivity Bridges).

• Objects or subclasses of this type can not be saved or restored.

• If you are using a multi-monitor setup on X (under UNIX), you cannot have 
the window on the second monitor.

Superclasses

IDLitComponent

Creation

See IDLitDirectWindow::Init.

Properties

Objects of this class have the following properties. See “IDLitDirectWindow 
Properties” on page 118 for details on individual properties.

• WINDOW_INDEX

In addition, objects of this class inherit the properties of all superclasses of this class.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitDirectWindow::Cleanup

• IDLitDirectWindow::GetProperty

• IDLitDirectWindow::Init
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• IDLitDirectWindow::MakeCurrent

• IDLitDirectWindow::OnEnter

• IDLitDirectWindow::OnExit

• IDLitDirectWindow::OnExpose

• IDLitDirectWindow::OnKeyboard

• IDLitDirectWindow::OnMouseDown

• IDLitDirectWindow::OnMouseMotion

• IDLitDirectWindow::OnMouseUp

• IDLitDirectWindow::OnResize

• IDLitDirectWindow::OnWheel

• IDLitDirectWindow::SetProperty

Version History

6.3 Introduced

6.4 Added OnWheel method
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IDLitDirectWindow Properties

IDLitDirectWindow objects have the following properties in addition to properties 
inherited from any superclasses. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Get” column 
of the property table can be retrieved via IDLitDirectWindow::GetProperty. 
Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the property table can be set 
via IDLitDirectWindow::Init. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Set” column in 
the property table can be set via IDLitDirectWindow::SetProperty.

Objects of this class have the following properties.

• WINDOW_INDEX

In addition, objects of this class inherit:

• IDLitComponent

WINDOW_INDEX

An integer containing the window index associated with the window.

Property Type Integer

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: No Init: No Registered: No
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IDLitDirectWindow::Cleanup

The IDLitDirectWindow::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the 
object.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj 

or 

Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]Cleanup (In a lifecycle method only)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow::GetProperty

The IDLitDirectWindow::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of an 
IDLitDirectWindow property, and should be called by a subclass’s GetProperty 
method. This method also retrieves properties defined in the superclass.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]GetProperty[, PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under IDLitDirectWindow Properties that contains the word 
“Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved using this method. 
To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set equal 
to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow::Init

The IDLitDirectWindow::Init function method initializes the window object. 

This function method initializes the IDLitDirectWindow object, and should be called 
by the subclass’s Init method. This method also calls the superclass’s Init method.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitDirectWindow'[, PROPERTY=value]) 

or 

Result = Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]Init([, PROPERTY=value]) (In a lifecycle 
method only)

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under IDLitDirectWindow Properties that contains the word 
“Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized during object 
creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify the property 
name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow::MakeCurrent

The IDLitDirectWindow::MakeCurrent procedure method sets the current graphics 
device to the window device and sets the current output window to the 
IDLitDirectWindow’s window.

The IDLitDirectWindow::MakeCurrent method should be called before sending any 
Direct Graphics commands, to ensure that the graphics appears in the appropriate 
window.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]MakeCurrent

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow::OnEnter

The IDLitDirectWindow::OnEnter procedure method handles notification from the 
window that a mouse enter event has occurred.

Note
This method is only useful in conjunction with the Export Bridge. The method is 
only a stub and provides no functionality. In your subclass of IDLitDirectWindow, 
you should override this method to provide your own functionality. Your method 
will be automatically called by the Export Bridge. For more information, see 
“Exporting Drawable Objects” (Chapter 11, IDL Connectivity Bridges).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]OnEnter

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow::OnExit

The IDLitDirectWindow::OnExit procedure method handles notification from the 
window that a mouse exit event has occurred.

Note
This method is only useful in conjunction with the Export Bridge. The method is 
only a stub and provides no functionality. In your subclass of IDLitDirectWindow, 
you should override this method to provide your own functionality. Your method 
will be automatically called by the Export Bridge. For more information, see 
“Exporting Drawable Objects” (Chapter 11, IDL Connectivity Bridges).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]OnExit

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow::OnExpose

The IDLitDirectWindow::OnExpose procedure method handles notification from the 
window that an expose event has occurred.

Note
This method is only useful in conjunction with the Export Bridge. By default, the 
OnExpose method will automatically redraw the window. If you are using a 
subclass of IDLitDirectWindow and require additional functionality, you should 
override this method. Your method will be automatically called by the Export 
Bridge. For more information, see “Exporting Drawable Objects” (Chapter 11, IDL 
Connectivity Bridges).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]OnExpose, X, Y, Width, Height

Arguments

X

A floating-point value representing the x-coordinate of the lower left corner of the 
newly exposed portion of the canvas (in device coordinates). 

Y

A floating-point value representing the y-coordinate of the lower left corner of the 
newly exposed portion of the canvas (in device coordinates). 

Width

A floating-point value representing the width of the newly exposed portion of the 
canvas (in device coordinates).

Height

A floating-point value representing the height of the newly exposed portion of the 
canvas (in device coordinates).

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow::OnKeyboard

The IDLitDirectWindow::OnKeyboard procedure method handles notification from 
the window that a keyboard event has occurred.

Note
This method is only useful in conjunction with the Export Bridge. The method is 
only a stub and provides no functionality. In your subclass of IDLitDirectWindow, 
you should override this method to provide your own functionality. Your method 
will be automatically called by the Export Bridge. For more information, see 
“Exporting Drawable Objects” (Chapter 11, IDL Connectivity Bridges).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]OnKeyboard, IsASCII, Character, KeySymbol, X, Y, 
Press, Release, Modifiers

Arguments

IsASCII

A scalar byte value that indicates whether the keyboard event corresponds to a 
character in the ASCII character set. If IsASCII is non-zero, the Character argument 
will be set to a byte value corresponding to the character of the pressed key. If 
IsASCII is zero, the KeySymbol argument will be set to a numeric value indicating the 
key that was pressed.

Character

If IsASCII is non-zero, this argument is set to a byte value corresponding to the ASCII 
character of the key that was pressed. Otherwise, this argument is set to zero.

KeySymbol

If IsASCII is zero, this argument is set to a long integer that indicates the key that was 
pressed. Otherwise, this argument is set to zero. Valid values for key symbols include:

1 Shift

2 Control
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X,Y

Long integers containing the x-coordinate and y-coordinate of the mouse cursor (in 
device coordinates) at the time of the event. 

Press

A long integer indicating whether this event represents a key press. This argument is 
non-zero if the event is the result of pressing the key.

Release

A long integer indicating whether this event represents a key release. This argument 
is non-zero if the event is the result of releasing the key.

3 Caps Lock

4 Alt

5 Left

6 Right

7 Up

8 Down

9 Page Up

10 Page Down

11 Home

12 End
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Modifiers

A long integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which modifier keys are active at 
the time of the keyboard event. If a bit is zero, the key is up; if the bit is set, the key is 
pressed. The following table describes the bits in this bit mask: 

Keywords

None

Version History

Bit Value Modifier Key

0 1 Shift

1 2 Control

2 4 Caps Lock

3 8 Alt

Table 1-1: Modifier Values

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow::OnMouseDown

The IDLitDirectWindow::OnMouseDown procedure method handles notification 
from the window that a mouse down event has occurred.

Note
This method is only useful in conjunction with the Export Bridge. The method is 
only a stub and provides no functionality. In your subclass of IDLitDirectWindow, 
you should override this method to provide your own functionality. Your method 
will be automatically called by the Export Bridge. For more information, see 
“Exporting Drawable Objects” (Chapter 11, IDL Connectivity Bridges).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]OnMouseDown, X, Y, ButtonMask, Modifiers, 
NumClicks

Arguments

X

A long integer representing the x-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Y

A long integer representing the y-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

ButtonMask

An integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which of the left, center, or right 
mouse button was pressed:

Bitmask Mouse Button

1 Left

2 Middle

4 Right

Table 1-2: Bitmask for Button Events
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Modifiers

A long integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which modifier keys are active at 
the time the mouse button is pressed. If a bit is zero, the key is up; if the bit is set, the 
key is pressed. The following table describes the bits in this bitmask:

NumClicks

An integer indicating the number of times the mouse button was clicked.

Keywords

None

Version History

Bit Value Modifier Key

0 1 Shift

1 2 Control

2 4 Caps Lock

3 8 Alt

Table 1-3: Bits of the Modifier Key Mask

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow::OnMouseMotion

The IDLitDirectWindow::OnMouseMotion procedure method handles notification 
from the window that a mouse motion event has occurred.

Note
This method is only useful in conjunction with the Export Bridge. The method is 
only a stub and provides no functionality. In your subclass of IDLitDirectWindow, 
you should override this method to provide your own functionality. Your method 
will be automatically called by the Export Bridge. For more information, see 
“Exporting Drawable Objects” (Chapter 11, IDL Connectivity Bridges).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]OnMouseMotion, X, Y, Modifiers

Arguments

X

A long integer representing the x-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Y

A long integer representing the y-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Modifiers

A long integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which modifier keys are active at 
the time the mouse button is pressed. If a bit is zero, the key is up; if the bit is set, the 
key is pressed. The following table describes the bits in this bitmask:

Bit Value Modifier Key

0 1 Shift

1 2 Control

2 4 Caps Lock

3 8 Alt

Table 1-4: Bits of the Modifier Key Mask
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Keywords

None

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow::OnMouseUp

The IDLitDirectWindow::OnMouseUp procedure method handles notification from 
the window that a mouse up event has occurred.

Note
This method is only useful in conjunction with the Export Bridge. The method is 
only a stub and provides no functionality. In your subclass of IDLitDirectWindow, 
you should override this method to provide your own functionality. Your method 
will be automatically called by the Export Bridge. For more information, see 
“Exporting Drawable Objects” (Chapter 11, IDL Connectivity Bridges).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]OnMouseUp, X, Y, ButtonMask

Arguments

X

A long integer representing the x-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Y

A long integer representing the y-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

ButtonMask

An integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which of the left, center, or right 
mouse button was released:

Bitmask Mouse Button

1 Left

2 Middle

4 Right

Table 1-5: Bitmask for Button Events
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Keywords

None

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow::OnResize

The IDLitDirectWindow::OnResize procedure method handles notification from the 
window that a resize event has occurred.

Note
This method is only useful in conjunction with the Export Bridge. By default, the 
OnResize method will automatically resize the window. If you are using a subclass 
of IDLitDirectWindow and require additional functionality, you should override 
this method. Your method will be automatically called by the Export Bridge. For 
more information, see “Exporting Drawable Objects” (Chapter 11, IDL 
Connectivity Bridges).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]OnResize, Width, Height

Arguments

Width

A floating-point value representing the new width of the canvas (in device 
coordinates).

Height

A floating-point value representing the new height of the canvas (in device 
coordinates).

Keywords

None

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow::OnWheel

The IDLitDirectWindow::OnWheel procedure method handles notification (from the 
native window device) that a mouse wheel event has occurred.

Note
This method is only useful in conjunction with the Export Bridge. The method is 
only a stub and provides no functionality. In your subclass of IDLitDirectWindow, 
you should override this method to provide your own functionality. Your method 
will be automatically called by the Export Bridge. For more information, see 
“Exporting Drawable Objects” (Chapter 11, IDL Connectivity Bridges).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]OnWheel, X, Y, Delta, Modifiers

Arguments

X

A long integer representing the x-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Y

A long integer representing the y-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Delta

A long integer giving the direction and distance that the wheel was rolled. Pushing 
the wheel towards the front of the mouse generates positive values, pulling the wheel 
towards the back of the mouse generates negative values. The magnitude of the value 
depends on the device setting for the individual mouse.
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Modifiers

A long integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which modifier keys are active at 
the time of the wheel event. If a bit is zero, the key is up; if the bit is set, the key is 
pressed. The following table describes the bits in this bit mask: 

Keywords

None

Version History

Bit Value Modifier Key

0 1 Shift

1 2 Control

2 4 Caps Lock

3 8 Alt

Table 1-6: Modifier Values

6.4 Introduced
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IDLitDirectWindow::SetProperty

The IDLitDirectWindow::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of an 
IDLitDirectWindow property, and should be called by a subclass’s SetProperty 
method. This method also calls the superclass’s SetProperty method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitDirectWindow::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under IDLitDirectWindow Properties that contains the word 
“Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using this method. To set 
the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set equal to the 
appropriate property value.

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitIMessaging

The IDLitIMessaging interface class provides a set of methods used to allow an 
object that implements the interface to send notification messages and to react 
appropriately when notification messages are received from other iTool component 
objects. This class also provides methods that allow the iTool developer to notify the 
iTool user of error conditions via graphical dialogs, to prompt the user for input, and 
to retrieve a reference to the current iTool object.

IDLitIMessaging objects are not intended to be created as standalone entities; rather, 
this class should be included as the superclass of another iTool class.

Note
In the iTools system, management of messages is handled by the IDLitVisualization 
class, of which the IDLitIMessaging class is a superclass. In practice, this means 
that if you need to override any methods of the IDLitIMessaging class, you will do 
so in the definition of your visualization class.

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitimessaging__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework subdirectory 
of the IDL distribution.

Superclasses

None

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

Objects of this class are not created as standalone objects.

Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own.
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Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitIMessaging::AddOnNotifyObserver

• IDLitIMessaging::DoOnNotify

• IDLitIMessaging::ErrorMessage

• IDLitIMessaging::GetTool

• IDLitIMessaging::ProbeStatusMessage

• IDLitIMessaging::ProgressBar

• IDLitIMessaging::PromptUserText

• IDLitIMessaging::PromptUserYesNo

• IDLitIMessaging::RemoveOnNotifyObserver

• IDLitIMessaging::SignalError

• IDLitIMessaging::StatusMessage

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitIMessaging Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own.
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IDLitIMessaging::AddOnNotifyObserver

The IDLitIMessaging::AddOnNotifyObserver procedure method is used to register a 
specified iTool component object to receive messages generated by the DoOnNotify 
method of another specified iTool component object. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitIMessaging::]AddOnNotifyObserver, IdObserver, IdSubject

Arguments

IdObserver

The object identifier of an iTool component object that is the observer expressing 
interest in the subject specified by IdSubject. Often, IdObserver is the object 
identifier of the object on which this method is being called. 

The object specified by IdObserver must implement the OnNotify callback method, 
which is called when a notification message is dispatched to IdObserver by the 
DoOnNotify method of another iTool component object (usually the object specified 
by IdSubject). The OnNotify method has the following signature:

PRO ::OnNotify, idOriginator, idMessage, message

where

• idOriginator is the object identifier of the iTool component that is the source of 
the message

• idMessage is a string that identifies the type of message being sent

• message is the message itself.

In general, the idMessage string is used by the OnNotify method to determine what 
type of action to take. See “IDLitIMessaging::DoOnNotify” on page 145 for 
additional details.

IdSubject

A string value identifying the item that IdObserver is interested in. This is normally 
the object identifier of a particular iTool component object, but it can be any string 
value. When a message sent via IDLitIMessaging::DoOnNotify specifies IdSubject as 
the originator, the IdObserver object’s OnNotify method is called.
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Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitIMessaging::DoOnNotify

The IDLitIMessaging::DoOnNotifiy procedure method is used to broadcast a 
notification message to iTool component objects that are observing the source of the 
message.

See the “IDLitIMessaging::AddOnNotifyObserver” on page 143, and 
“IDLitIMessaging::RemoveOnNotifyObserver” on page 155 methods for more 
information on notification messages.

See “iTool Messaging System” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a more in-
depth discussion of notification.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitIMessaging::]DoOnNotify, IdOriginator, IdMessage, Value

Arguments

IdOriginator

A string value identifying the item that is the source of the message. Normally, 
IdOriginator is the object identifier of the object that calls this method, but it can be 
any string value.

IdMessage

A string that will uniquely identify the message being sent. The value of IdMessage is 
determined by the iTool developer; it is used by the OnNotify methods of any 
observer objects to determine what type of message has been received, and to act 
accordingly. For example, if a property value has changed, this argument might be set 
to the string SETPROPERTY.

Value

Any value that is associated with the message being sent. For example, if a 
SETPROPERTY message was sent, Value might contain the name of the property 
changed. If no value is associated with the message, set this argument to a null string 
('').

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitIMessaging::ErrorMessage

The IDLitIMessaging::ErrorMessage procedure method is used to display an error 
message to the user. 

The actual method used to display the message to the user depends on the user 
interface in use. Normally, this method will display a modal dialog. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitIMessaging::]ErrorMessage, StrMessage[, SEVERITY=integer] 
[, TITLE=string] [, /USE_LAST_ERROR]

Arguments

StrMessage

A scalar string or string array containing a description of the error.

Keywords

SEVERITY

Set this keyword to the severity code to use for this message. The system recognizes 
the following values:

• 0 = Informational

• 1 = Warning

• 2 = Error

TITLE

Set this keyword to the title that should be displayed as part of the prompt. In most 
cases, this value is placed in the title bar of the modal dialog.

USE_LAST_ERROR

If this keyword is set, the system will use the information that was part of the last 
error signaled to the iTool. The last error may have been set either by a previous call 
to this method or by a call to the IDLitIMessaging::SignalError method.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitIMessaging::GetTool

The IDLitIMessaging::GetTool function method returns an object reference to the 
iTool object associated with the object on which it is called.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitIMessaging::]GetTool()

Return Value

Returns an object reference to the iTool object associated with the object on which 
the GetTool is called. If the object is not contained by an iTool, this function returns a 
null object reference.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitIMessaging::ProbeStatusMessage

The IDLitIMessaging::ProbeStatusMessage procedure method is used to display a 
status message to the user, which is displayed in a data-specific region of the user 
interface. Unlike other messages that require immediate acknowledgement by the 
user, a status message is passive and no response is needed. 

The actual method used to display the value to the user depends on the user interface 
in use. In a standard iTool included with IDL, this status message is displayed in the 
lower right corner of the iTool window.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitIMessaging::]ProbeStatusMessage, StrMessage

Arguments

StrMessage

A scalar string that is displayed in the data-specific status area. 

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitIMessaging::ProgressBar

The IDLitIMessaging::ProgressBar function method is used to display a progress bar 
to the user and update the displayed values.

On the initial call to this method, a dialog is displayed. The dialog remains active 
until the method is called with the /SHUTDOWN keyword. 

The actual method used to display the message to the user depends on the user 
interface in use. Normally, the progress bar is displayed as a modal dialog. 

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitIMessaging::]ProgressBar(StrMessage [, CANCEL=string] 
[, PERCENT=value] [, /SHUTDOWN])

Return Value

Returns 1 if the progress bar was displayed successfully, or 0 otherwise.

Arguments

StrMessage

A scalar string or string array containing a description of the action taking place. 

Keywords

CANCEL

Set this keyword to a string containing the text for the Cancel button on the Progress 
Bar. If this keyword is not specified, or is set to a null string, then the string “Cancel” 
is used.

PERCENT

Set this keyword to a value between 0 and 100 that represents the “percentage 
complete” value to be shown on the progress bar.

SHUTDOWN

If set, any progress bar that is being displayed is removed from the user interface.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Added CANCEL keyword
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IDLitIMessaging::PromptUserText

The IDLitIMessaging::PromptUserText function method is used to prompt the iTool 
user with a question and retrieve a text answer. The text answer is returned to the 
caller of this method via a supplied IDL variable.

The actual method used to prompt the user depends on the user interface in use. 
Normally, the prompt is displayed as a modal dialog. 

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitIMessaging::]PromptUserText(StrPrompt, Answer 
[, TITLE=string])

Return Value

Returns 1 if the prompt was displayed and the user clicked the OK button. If the user 
clicks the Cancel button or dismisses the dialog, the return value is 0.

Arguments

StrPrompt

A scalar string or string array containing a prompt for the user to respond to. 

Answer

A named variable that will contain the string value entered by the user.

Keywords

TITLE

Set this keyword to a string representing the title of the prompt. This value is placed 
in the title bar of the modal dialog.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitIMessaging::PromptUserYesNo

The IDLitIMessaging::PromptUserYesNo function method is used to prompt the user 
with a yes or no question and return an answer.

The actual method used to prompt the user depends on the user interface in use. 
Normally, the prompt is displayed as a modal dialog.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitIMessaging::]PromptUserYesNo(StrPrompt, Answer 
[, TITLE=string])

Return Value

Returns 1 if the dialog executed properly and returned a value in the variable 
specified. You must check the value stored in the variable specified as the Answer 
argument to determine which button the user pressed.

Arguments

StrPrompt

A scalar string or string array containing a prompt for the user to respond to. 

Answer

A named variable that will contain 1 if the user answered Yes to the prompt and 0 if 
the user answered No.

Keywords

TITLE

Set this keyword to the title that should be displayed as part of the prompt. In most 
cases, this value is placed in the title bar of the modal dialog.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitIMessaging::RemoveOnNotifyObserver

The IDLitIMessaging::RemoveOnNotifyObserver procedure method is used to un-
register a specified iTool component object as wishing to receive messages generated 
by the DoOnNotify method of another specified iTool component object. This 
method reverses the action of calling the IDLitIMessaging::AddOnNotifyObserver 
method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitIMessaging::]RemoveOnNotifyObserver, IdObserver, IdSubject

Arguments

IdObserver

The object identifier of an iTool component object that is currently registered as an 
observer of the component specified by IdSubject. Often, this is the object identifier 
of the object on which method is being called.

IdSubject

The object identifier of the iTool component object that IdObserver is currently 
registered as observing. This is normally the object identifier of a particular iTool 
component object, but it can be any scalar string. 

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitIMessaging::SignalError

The IDLitIMessaging::SignalError procedure method is used to signal an error in the 
system. No user interface is displayed to the user, but the error is registered with the 
system, made the current error, and recorded by the iTool log service (if enabled). 

Note
If this method is used to signal an error, the IDLitIMessaging::ErrorMessage 
method can be called with the /USE_LAST_ERROR keyword to use the 
information set by this method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitIMessaging::]SignalError, StrMessage [, CODE=integer] 
[, SEVERITY=integer]

Arguments

StrMessage

A scalar string or string array containing a description of the error. 

Keywords

CODE

Set this keyword to an integer that represents an error code that can be associated 
with the error. Error codes can be any integer value specified by the iTool developer.

SEVERITY

Set this keyword to the severity code to use for this message. The system recognizes 
the following values:

• 0 = Informational

• 1 = Warning

• 2 = Error
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitIMessaging::StatusMessage

The IDLitIMessaging::StatusMessage procedure method is used to display a status 
message to the user. Unlike other messages that require immediate acknowledgement 
by the user, a status message is passive and no response is needed.

The actual method used to display the value to the user depends on the user interface 
in use. In a standard iTool included with IDL, this status message is displayed in the 
lower left corner of the iTool window.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitIMessaging::]StatusMessage, StrMessage 
[, SEGMENT_IDENTIFIER=string]

Arguments

StrMessage

A scalar string that is displayed as a status message to the user.

Keywords

SEGMENT_IDENTIFIER

Set this keyword to a string containing the relative identifier of the status bar segment 
in which the message is to be displayed. By default, iTools have two status bar 
segments, a described in “Status Messages” (Chapter 12, iTool Developer’s Guide). 
By default, the StatusMessage method changes the value of the Status segment; that 
segment’s identifier is 'MESSAGE'. 

To change the value of the Probe Status segment, use the segment identifier 
'PROBE'. Alternately, you can use the IDLitIMessaging::ProbeStatusMessage 
method.

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Added SEGMENT_IDENTIFIER keyword
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IDLitManipulator

The IDLitManipulator class provides the base functionality of the iTools manipulator 
system. Most automation and functional capabilities of the manipulator system are 
provided by this class. Tasks performed by this class include:

• Selection operations and associated selection state management. 

• Automated mouse cursor management (changing the cursor as the mouse 
traverses different items in the current visualization).

• System event settings management.

• Coordination between the manipulator and manipulator visualization system.

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitmanipulator__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework 
subdirectory of the IDL distribution.

Note
See Chapter 8, “Creating a Manipulator” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for information 
on creating a custom manipulator.

Superclasses

IDLitComponent

IDLitIMessaging

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitManipulator::Init” on page 174.

Properties

Objects of this class have the following properties. See “IDLitManipulator 
Properties” on page 162 for details on individual properties.

• BUTTON_EVENTS
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• DEFAULT_CURSOR

• DESCRIPTION

• DISABLE

• KEYBOARD_EVENTS

• MOTION_EVENTS

• OPERATION_IDENTIFIER

• PARAMETER_IDENTIFIER

• TRANSIENT_DEFAULT

• TRANSIENT_MOTION

• TYPES

• VIEWS_ONLY

• VISUAL_TYPE

In addition, objects of this class inherit the properties of the superclass of this class.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitManipulator::Cleanup

• IDLitManipulator::CommitUndoValues

• IDLitManipulator::GetCursorType

• IDLitManipulator::GetProperty

• IDLitManipulator::Init

• IDLitManipulator::OnKeyboard

• IDLitManipulator::OnLoseCurrentManipulator

• IDLitManipulator::OnMouseDown

• IDLitManipulator::OnMouseMotion

• IDLitManipulator::OnMouseUp

• IDLitManipulator::OnWheel

• IDLitManipulator::RecordUndoValues

• IDLitManipulator::RegisterCursor
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• IDLitManipulator::SetCurrentManipulator

• IDLitManipulator::SetProperty

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclass.

Examples

See Chapter 8, “Creating a Manipulator” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for examples.

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.4 Added OnWheel method
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IDLitManipulator Properties

IDLitManipulator objects have the following properties in addition to properties 
inherited from any superclasses. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Get” column 
of the property table can be retrieved via IDLitManipulator::GetProperty. Properties 
with the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the property table can be set via 
IDLitManipulator::Init. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Set” column in the 
property table can be set via IDLitManipulator::SetProperty.

Objects of this class have the following properties.

• BUTTON_EVENTS

• DEFAULT_CURSOR

• DESCRIPTION

• DISABLE

• KEYBOARD_EVENTS

• MOTION_EVENTS

• OPERATION_IDENTIFIER

• PARAMETER_IDENTIFIER

• TRANSIENT_DEFAULT

• TRANSIENT_MOTION

• TYPES

• VIEWS_ONLY

• VISUAL_TYPE

In addition, objects of this class inherit:

• IDLitComponent

• IDLitIMessaging
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BUTTON_EVENTS

A boolean value controlling whether mouse button events are generated. If set, mouse 
button up and button down events will be dispatched to this manipulator. These 
events are enabled by default.

DEFAULT_CURSOR

A string containing the name of the default cursor for the manipulator. This is the 
name of the cursor that is displayed if no items are hit during mouse cursor motion. 
The default manipulator cursor is set to 'ARROW'. Allowable values are: 

Note
Set a pre-defined default cursor using the Init or SetProperty method. Set a custom 
cursor as the default cursor using the IDLitManipulator::RegisterCursor method’s 
DEFAULT keyword. 

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

• ARROW • CROSSHAIR

• ICON • IBEAM

• MOVE • ORIGINAL

• SIZE_NE • SIZE_NW

• SIZE_SE • SIZE_SW

• SIZE_NS • SIZE_EW

• UP_ARROW

Property Type String

Name String not displayed

Get: No Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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DESCRIPTION

A string representing the full name or description of this object.

DISABLE

A boolean value indicating that the manipulator should be disabled. Disabling a 
manipulator prevents it from being chosen by a user or by the iTool system. The 
default value is 0b (false).

KEYBOARD_EVENTS

A boolean value controlling whether keyboard events are generated. If set, keyboard 
events will be dispatched to the manipulator. These events are enabled by default.

MOTION_EVENTS

A boolean value controlling whether motion events are generated. If set, motion 
events will be dispatched to this manipulator. These events are enabled by default.

Property Type STRING

Name String Description

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: Yes

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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OPERATION_IDENTIFIER

A string identifier for the operation that is associated with the manipulator. This 
identifier specifies the operation that is used by the undo-redo system to transact the 
actions performed by this manipulator. If not specified, the manipulator actions are 
not recorded by the undo-redo system.

Note
See Chapter 8, “Creating a Manipulator” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for information 
on configuring a custom manipulator to support undo/redo operations.

PARAMETER_IDENTIFIER

A string identifier specifying which parameter the operation should query when 
transacting the manipulator. If specified, this identifier is used in conjunction with the 
operation specified by the OPERATION_IDENTIFIER property to transact the 
operations performed by a manipulator. The parameter is primarily used to specify 
the property identifier for manipulators that change the values of properties. 

Note
See “Retrieving Property Information” (Appendix A, iTool Developer’s Guide) for 
more information about property identifiers and names. See Chapter 8, 
“Manipulators” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for information on configuring a custom 
manipulator to support undo/redo operations.

TRANSIENT_DEFAULT 

An integer value used to indicate that the manipulator is transient, which causes the 
system to automatically switch to the default manipulator when this manipulator’s 
mouse actions are complete (that is, when the OnMouseUp method has been called) 

Property Type String

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type String

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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or when an end-of-keyboard-entry character (carriage return or escape key) is 
detected. The default value is 0.

This property can be set to any of the following values:

• 0 = No transient behavior 

• 1 = Mouse transient behavior is enabled. When a mouse button up is detected, 
the manipulation system will switch to the default manipulator for the system

• 2 = Keyboard transient behavior is enabled. When a carriage return or escape 
key is pressed, the system will switch to the default manipulator for the system

• 3 = Both keyboard and mouse transient behavior are enabled

TRANSIENT_MOTION

A boolean value controlling whether transient motion events are generated. If set, the 
manipulator will generate motion events beginning when the OnMouseDown method 
is called and ending when the OnMouseUp method is called. The default value is 0b 
(false).

TYPES

A string array specifying the visualization types that this manipulator can operate on. 
If not specified, the manipulator will support all registered visualization types. 

Property Type Enumerated List

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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Allowable TYPES values are those returned by the IDLitVisualization::GetTypes 
method. 

VIEWS_ONLY

A boolean value controlling the content of the manipulator hierarchy. If set, the 
manipulator will only operate on  views in the manipulator hierarchy. The default 
value is 0b (false).

VISUAL_TYPE

A string representing the type of selection visual to use with this manipulator. The 
VISUAL_TYPE property should match the corresponding property of an 
IDLitManipulatorVisual object. This high-level abstraction allows similar selection 
visuals to be assigned across multiple manipulators. The default value is an empty 
string. 

Property Type Vector

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: No Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: No Set: No Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type String

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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IDLitManipulator::Cleanup

The IDLitManipulator::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the 
object.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]Cleanup  (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::CommitUndoValues

The IDLitManipulator::CommitUndoValues function method is used to complete a 
transaction that is occurring as a result of the manipulator interaction. This method 
works in conjunction with the RecordUndoValues method. 

When a manipulator interaction is complete, the manipulator should call this method, 
which in turn calls the RecordFinalValues method of the operation associated with 
the manipulator. The RecordFinalValues method records any information needed to 
undo the operation and places the information in the iTool’s undo-redo transaction 
buffer.

For interactive manipulators, the CommitUndoValues method should be called by the 
OnMouseUp method.

Note
This method must be called on the current manipulator before being called on a 
superclass to ensure that the current selection state maintained by the manipulator is 
valid.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]CommitUndoValues([/UNCOMMIT])

Return Value

Returns 1 if the commit was successful, or 0 otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

UNCOMMIT

Set this keyword to discard any pending information from a previous call to 
RecordUndoValues. The interaction is not recorded in the iTool’s undo-redo 
transaction buffer.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::GetCursorType

The IDLitManipulator::GetCursorType function method retrieves the name of the 
cursor to display for the manipulator. The name of the cursor can be used with the 
SetCurrentCursor method of the IDLitWindow component.

The system will use this method to automatically change the cursor when the mouse 
traverses the contents of a visualization window. As the mouse transverses the 
window, the name for the hit item that is part of the current selection group is 
retrieved and passed to this routine. This action gives the manipulator the ability to 
change cursors depending on the area of the visualization the cursor is over.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]GetCursorType(TypeIn, KeyMods)

Return Value

Returns a string containing the name of the cursor. If nothing is matched, an empty 
string is returned. 

Note
This name is defined during cursor registration using the 
IDLitManipulator::RegisterCursor method.

Arguments

TypeIn

A string variable containing the name of the portion of the selection visual for which 
the cursor is being requested. 

KeyMods

An integer representing the keyboard modifiers for the button. These can have one of 
the following values

1 = SHIFT Key

2 = CTRL Key

4 = CAPS LOCK key

8 = ALT key
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Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::GetProperty

The IDLitManipulator::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of an 
IDLitManipulator property, and should be called by the subclass’s GetProperty 
method. This method also retrieves properties defined in the superclass.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]GetProperty[, PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitManipulator Properties” on page 162 that contains 
the word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved using this 
method. To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword 
set equal to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::Init

The IDLitManipulator::Init function method initializes the IDLitManipulator object, 
and should be called by the subclass’s Init method. This method also calls the 
superclass’s Init method.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitManipulator'[, PROPERTY=value])

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]Init([, PROPERTY=value])   (In a lifecycle 
method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitManipulator Properties” on page 162 that contains 
the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized during 
object creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify the 
property name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::OnKeyboard

The IDLitManipulator::OnKeyboard procedure method is used when a keyboard 
event occurs on the target IDLitWindow.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]OnKeyboard, Win, IsASCII, Character, KeyValue, X, Y, 
Press, Release, KeyMods

Arguments

Win

An object reference for the IDLitWindow from which the event came.

IsASCII

A Boolean value to determine if the character is in the ASCII character set. This value 
is True if the character is in the ASCII character set.

KeyValue

The numeric value representing the key pressed if the key is non-ASCII. The possible 
numeric values are:

• 1 = Shift

• 2 = Control

• 3 = Caps Lock

• 4 = Alt

• 5 = Left

• 6 = Right

• 7 = Up

• 8 = Down

• 9 = Page Up

• 10 = Page Down

• 11 = Home

• 12 = End
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Character

A string containing the ASCII character of the key pressed.

X

A floating-point value representing the x-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

Y

A floating-point value representing the y-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

Press

A Boolean value to determine if the current event is a key press. This value is True if 
the event is pressing the key

Release

A Boolean value to determine if the current event is a key release. This value is True 
if event is releasing the key

KeyMods

An integer representing the keyboard modifiers for the button. These can have one of 
the following values:

• 1 = SHIFT key

• 2 = CTRL key

• 4 = CAPS LOCK key

• 8 = ALT key

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::OnLoseCurrentManipulator

The IDLitManipulator::OnLoseCurrentManipulator procedure method is used when 
this manipulator is no longer the current manipulator in the system.

Note
This method is designed to be implemented by a subclass of IDLitManipulator, to 
perform any cleanup work necessary when a new manipulator is selected.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]OnLoseCurrentManipulator

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::OnMouseDown

The IDLitManipulator::OnMouseDown procedure method is used when a mouse 
down event occurs on the target IDLitWindow. When applied, this method will 
perform a select operation on the current contents of the target IDLitWindow. 

When overriding this method in a sub-class, this method is normally the first task 
performed so that the instance data of the object is properly setup. 

If the manipulator is in the middle of a mouse-down, mouse-up transaction, the 
following instance data will be valid:

• ButtonPress — Set to the mouse buttons pressed. 

• nSelectionList — The number of items selected.

• pSelectionList — A pointer to the objects current selected in the iTool.

These values can be helpful in performing actions in the manipulator and are 
automatically managed. See Chapter 8, iTool Developer’s Guide for more 
information.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]OnMouseDown, Win, X, Y, IButton, KeyMods, NClicks

Arguments

Win

An object reference for the IDLitWindow from which the event came.

X

A floating-point value representing the x-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

Y

A floating-point value representing the y-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

IButton

An integer value representing the mask for the button pressed:

• 1 = Left
• 2 = Middle
• 4 = Right
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KeyMods

An integer representing the keyboard modifiers for the button. These can have one of 
the following values:

• 1 = SHIFT key

• 2 = CTRL key

• 4 = CAPS LOCK key

• 8 = ALT key

NClicks

An integer value representing number of clicks

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::OnMouseMotion

The IDLitManipulator::OnMouseMotion procedure method implements the 
OnMouseMotion method. If no mouse button is down, this method manages the 
setting of the cursor on the IDLitWindow object.

If the manipulator is in the middle of a mouse-down, mouse-up transaction, the 
following instance data will be valid:

• ButtonPress — Set to the mouse buttons pressed. 

• nSelectionList — The number of items selected.

• pSelectionList — A pointer to the objects current selected in the iTool.

These values can be helpful in performing actions in the manipulator and are 
automatically managed. See “Using Manipulator Public Instance Data” (Chapter 8, 
iTool Developer’s Guide) for more information.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]OnMouseMotion, Win, X, Y, KeyMods

Arguments

Win

An object reference for the IDLitWindow object from which the event came.

X

A floating-point value representing the x-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

Y

A floating-point value representing the y-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

KeyMods

An integer representing the keyboard modifiers for the button. These can have one of 
the following values:

• 1 = SHIFT key
• 2 = CTRL key
• 4 = CAPS LOCK key
• 8 = ALT key
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Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::OnMouseUp

The IDLitManipulator::OnMouseUp procedure method is used when a mouse up 
event occurs on the target IDLitWindow object.

When overriding this method in a sub-class, this method is normally the last task 
performed so that the instance data of the object is properly setup. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]OnMouseUp, Win, X, Y, IButton

Arguments

Win

An object reference for the IDLitWindow object from which the event came.

X

A floating-point value representing the x-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

Y

A floating-point value representing the y-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

IButton

An integer value representing the mask for the button pressed:

• 1 = Left

• 2 = Middle

• 4 = Right

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::OnWheel

The IDLitManipulator::OnWheel procedure method handles notification (from the 
native window device) that a mouse wheel event has occurred.

Note
This method is only useful in conjunction with the Export Bridge. The method is 
only a stub and provides no functionality. In your subclass of IDLitManipulator, 
you should override this method to provide your own functionality. Your method 
will be automatically called by the Export Bridge. For more information, see 
“Exporting Drawable Objects” (Chapter 11, IDL Connectivity Bridges).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]OnWheel, Win, X, Y, Delta, Modifiers

Arguments

Win

An object reference for the IDLitWindow object from which the event came.

X

A long integer representing the x-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Y

A long integer representing the y-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Delta

A long integer giving the direction and distance that the wheel was rolled. Pushing 
the wheel towards the front of the mouse generates positive values, pulling the wheel 
towards the back of the mouse generates negative values. The magnitude of the value 
depends on the device setting for the individual mouse.
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Modifiers

A long integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which modifier keys are active at 
the time of the wheel event. If a bit is zero, the key is up; if the bit is set, the key is 
pressed. The following table describes the bits in this bit mask: 

Keywords

None

Version History

Bit Value Modifier Key

0 1 Shift

1 2 Control

2 4 Caps Lock

3 8 Alt

Table 1-7: Modifier Values

6.4 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::RecordUndoValues

The IDLitManipulator::RecordUndoValues function method is used to begin 
recording the transaction that is occurring as a result of the manipulator interaction. 
This method works in conjunction with the CommitUndoValues method.

To capture information for the undo-redo system of the tools framework, the initial 
and final values for the items that the manipulator will adjust must be recorded. This 
recording process is accomplished with the RecordUndoValues and 
CommitUndoValues methods.

These two methods make use of the operation that is associated with this manipulator 
(specified by the OPERATION_IDENTIFIER keyword to the Init method) to capture 
the needed information. When the RecordUndoValues method is called, the 
manipulator will retrieve the operation associated with this manipulator and call the 
RecordInitialValues method on this operation. The RecordInitialValues method is 
called with a command set, the list of currently selected items (which the manipulator 
is operating on) and the value that was provided by the PARAMETER_IDENTIFIER 
keyword to this manipulator. This method will record any information needed to undo 
the operation and place the values in the provided command set. See IDLitOperation 
for more information on operations.

For interactive manipulators, the RecordUndoValues method is called as part of the 
OnMouseDown method.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]RecordUndoValues()

Return Value

Returns a 1 if recording was successful, or 0 otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::RegisterCursor

The IDLitManipulator::RegisterCursor procedure method defines the appearance and 
name of a cursor associated with the manipulator. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]RegisterCursor, ArrCursor, Name [, /DEFAULT]

Return Value

None

Arguments

ArrCursor

This must be a 16 element string array of 16 characters each that represents a window 
cursor. The array can consist of the “#” character, space and non-space characters, 
and optionally, a “$” character as follows:

• The “#” characters define the black outline of the cursor. 

• Any non-space characters define the shape of the white mask. Adding a mask 
ensures the cursor’s visibility in light and dark areas of a visualization. 

• The “$” defines a hot spot. 

See CREATE_CURSOR for more information on the structure of the cursor array.

Name

A string value identifying the cursor. 

Note
This name should be returned by the IDLitManipulator::GetCursorType function 
method for your manipulator.

Keywords

DEFAULT

Set this keyword to specify this cursor as the default cursor for the manipulator. If no 
cursor is specified as the default cursor, then the standard arrow is used. 
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Note
This will be the cursor used if the GetCursorType method returns a null string. 

Example

The RegisterCursor method is typically called within the scope of a manipulator’s 
initialization so that the cursor appears when the manipulator (my_manip) is 
activated. The following code defines the appearance of the manipulator cursor and 
sets it as the default.

; Define the default cursor for this manipulation.
strArray = [ $
      '                ', $
      '                ', $
      '                ', $
      '                ', $
      '                ', $
      '  .#.      .#.  ', $
      ' .#..........#. ', $
      '.##############.', $
      '###....$.....###', $
      '.##############.', $
      ' .#..........#. ', $
      '  .#.      .#.  ', $
      '                ', $
      '                ', $
      '                ', $
      '                ']

; Register the new cursor with the manipulator.
my_manip->RegisterCursor, strArray, 'SCROLL', /DEFAULT

Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::SetCurrentManipulator

The IDLitManipulator::SetCurrentManipulator procedure method sets the 
manipulator as the current manipulator in the system.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]SetCurrentManipulator [, Item]

Arguments

Item

If this method is being called on a manipulator container object, Item can optionally 
be set to a string containing the relative object ID of the manipulator that should be 
set as the current manipulator. If Item is not supplied, the manipulator on which the 
method is called is set as the current manipulator.

Keyword

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulator::SetProperty

The IDLitManipulator::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of an 
IDLitManipulator property, and should be called by the subclass’s SetProperty 
method. This method also calls the superclass’s SetProperty method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulator::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitManipulator Properties” on page 162 that contains 
the word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using this 
method. To set the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set 
equal to the appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorContainer

The IDLitManipulatorContainer class allows for the construction of manipulator 
hierarchies. Building on the functionality provided by the IDLitManipulator class, the 
manipulator container implements the concept of a current manipulator for the items 
it contains. 

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitmanipulatorcontainer__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework 
subdirectory of the IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDLitContainer

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitManipulatorContainer::Init” on page 199.

Properties

Objects of this class have the following properties. See “IDLitManipulatorContainer 
Properties” on page 194 for details on individual properties.

• AUTO_SWITCH

In addition, objects of this class inherit the properties of all superclasses of this class.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitManipulatorContainer::Add

• IDLitManipulatorContainer::GetCurrent

• IDLitManipulatorContainer::GetCurrentManipulator

• IDLitManipulatorContainer::GetProperty
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• IDLitManipulatorContainer::Init

• IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnKeyboard

• IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnMouseDown

• IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnMouseMotion

• IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnMouseUp

• IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnWheel

• IDLitManipulatorContainer::SetCurrent

• IDLitManipulatorContainer::SetCurrentManipulator

• IDLitManipulatorContainer::SetProperty

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclasses.

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.4 Added OnWheel method
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IDLitManipulatorContainer Properties

IDLitManipulatorContainer objects have the following properties in addition to 
properties inherited from any superclasses. Properties with the word “Yes” in the 
“Get” column of the table are retrieved via IDLitManipulatorContainer::GetProperty. 
Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the property table are set via 
IDLitManipulatorContainer::Init. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Set” column 
in the property table are set via IDLitManipulatorContainer::SetProperty.

Objects of this class have the following properties.

• AUTO_SWITCH

In addition, objects of this class inherit:

• IDLitContainer

AUTO_SWITCH

A boolean that, if set, causes the manipulator container to automatically change the 
value of its current child manipulator depending on the portion of the selection visual 
hit during a mouse down operation. This is performed by matching the name of the 
portion of the selection visual hit during the mouse down operation and the name of 
the sub-manipulators of this container. 

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: No Set: No Init: Yes Registered: No
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IDLitManipulatorContainer::Add

The IDLitManipulatorContainer::Add procedure method is used to add a new 
manipulator to the container.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorContainer::]Add, Manipulator

Arguments

Manipulator

The new manipulator to add to this manipulator container. When completed, this 
manipulator is also set to the current manipulator for this manipulator container.

Keywords

All keywords are passed to the IDLitContainer superclass during the add operation.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorContainer::GetCurrent

The IDLitManipulatorContainer::GetCurrent function method is used to get the 
object reference of the current manipulator of the container.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitManipulatorContainer::]GetCurrent()

Return Value

Returns an object reference to the current manipulator for this container or a null 
object reference if no manipulators are contained by the container.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorContainer::GetCurrentManipulator

The IDLitManipulatorContainer::GetCurrentManipulator function method is used to 
get the current manipulator of the system. When applied, this function method causes 
a traversal of the manipulator hierarchy, returning the current leaf manipulator of the 
system.

Syntax

Result = 
Obj->[IDLitManipulatorContainer::]GetCurrentManipulator([, /IDENTIFIER])

Return Value

Returns an object reference to the current manipulator in the system. If the 
IDENTIFIER keyword is set, the routine will return the identifier for the current 
manipulator.

Arguments

None

Keywords

IDENTIFIER

If set, the identifier of the current manipulator is returned. If not set, the current 
manipulator itself is returned.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorContainer::GetProperty

The IDLitManipulatorContainer::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value 
of an IDLitManipulatorContainer property, and should be called by the subclass’s 
GetProperty method. This method also retrieves properties defined in the superclass.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorContainer::]GetProperty[, PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitManipulatorContainer Properties” on page 194 that 
contains the word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved 
using this method. To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a 
keyword set equal to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorContainer::Init

The IDLitManipulatorContainer::Init function method initializes the 
IDLitManipulatorContainer object, and should be called by the subclass’s Init 
method. This method also calls the superclass’s Init method.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitManipulatorContainer'[, PROPERTY=value])

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitManipulatorContainer::]Init( [, PROPERTY=value])   (In a 
lifecycle method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitManipulatorContainer Properties” on page 194 that 
contains the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized 
during object creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify 
the property name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnKeyboard

The IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnKeyboard procedure method is used when a 
keyboard event occurs on the target IDLitWindow object. If the current child 
manipulator supports keyboard events, the OnKeyboard method for that manipulator 
is called. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorContainer::]OnKeyboard, Win, IsASCII, Character, Key 
Value, X, Y, Press, Release, KeyMods

Arguments

Win

An object reference for the IDLitWindow object from which the event came.

IsASCII

A Boolean value to determine if the character is in the ASCII character set. This value 
is True if the character is in the ASCII character set.

KeyValue

The numeric value representing a non-ASCII key pressed. The possible values are:

• 1 = Shift

• 2 = Control

• 3 = Caps Lock

• 4 = Alt

• 5 = Left

• 6 = Right

• 7 = Up

• 8 = Down

• 9 = Page Up

• 10 = Page Down

• 11 = Home

• 12 = End
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Character

A string containing the ASCII character of the key pressed

X

A floating-point value representing the x-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

Y

A floating-point value representing the y-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

Press

A Boolean value to determine if the current event is a key press. This value is True if 
the event is pressing the key

Release

A Boolean value to determine if the current event is a key release. This value is True 
if event is releasing the key

KeyMods

An integer representing the keyboard modifiers for the button. These can have one of 
the following values:

• 1 = SHIFT key

• 2 = CTRL key

• 4 = CAPS LOCK key

• 8 = ALT key

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnMouseDown

The IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnMouseDown procedure method is used when a 
mouse down event occurs on the target IDLitWindow object. When applied and auto-
switch mode is enabled in the container, the current child manipulator will be 
determined by matching the type of the visualization hit with the identifier of the sub-
manipulators contained in this container. If no match is made, the default child 
manipulator is selected. Once complete, normal processing continues.

If the current sub-manipulator supports mouse button events, its OnMouseDown 
method is called.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorContainer::]OnMouseDown, Win, X, Y, IButton, KeyMods, 
NClicks

Arguments

Win

An object reference for the IDLitWindow object from which the event came.

X

A floating-point value representing the x-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

Y

A floating-point value representing the y-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

IButton

An integer value representing the mask for the button pressed:

• 1 = Left

• 2 = Middle

• 4 = Right
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KeyMods

An integer representing the keyboard modifiers for the button. These can have one of 
the following values:

• 1 = SHIFT key

• 2 = CTRL key

• 4 = CAPS LOCK key

• 8 = ALT key

NClicks

An integer value representing number of clicks

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnMouseMotion

The IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnMouseMotion procedure method implements 
the OnMouseMotion method. If no mouse button is down and auto-switch mode is 
enabled, this method manages the setting of the cursor on the IDLitWindow object. 
Otherwise if the current sub-manipulator supports motion events, its 
OnMouseMotion method is called.   

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorContainer::]OnMouseMotion, Win, X, Y, KeyMods

Arguments

Win

An object reference for the IDLitWindow object from which the event came.

X

A floating-point value representing the x-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

Y

A floating-point value representing the y-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

KeyMods

An integer representing the keyboard modifiers for the button. These can have one of 
the following values:

• 1 = SHIFT key

• 2 = CTRL key

• 4 = CAPS LOCK key

• 8 = ALT key

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnMouseUp

The IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnMouseUp procedure method is used when a 
mouse up event occurs on the target IDLitWindow object. When applied, the 
container will call the OnMouseUp method of the current child manipulator if that 
manipulator supports button events. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorContainer::]OnMouseUp, Win, X, Y, IButton

Arguments

Win

An object reference for the IDLitWindow object from which the event came.

X

A floating-point value representing the x-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

Y

A floating-point value representing the y-coordinate in the window’s coordinates.

IButton

An integer value representing the mask for the button pressed:

• 1 = Left

• 2 = Middle

• 4 = Right

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnWheel

The IDLitManipulatorContainer::OnWheel procedure method handles notification 
(from the native window device) that a mouse wheel event has occurred.

Note
This method is only useful in conjunction with the Export Bridge. The method is 
only a stub and provides no functionality. In your subclass of 
IDLitManipulatorContainer, you should override this method to provide your own 
functionality. Your method will be automatically called by the Export Bridge. For 
more information, see “Exporting Drawable Objects” (Chapter 11, IDL 
Connectivity Bridges).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorContainer::]OnWheel, Win, X, Y, Delta, Modifiers

Arguments

Win

An object reference for the IDLitWindow object from which the event came.

X

A long integer representing the x-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Y

A long integer representing the y-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Delta

A long integer giving the direction and distance that the wheel was rolled. Pushing 
the wheel towards the front of the mouse generates positive values, pulling the wheel 
towards the back of the mouse generates negative values. The magnitude of the value 
depends on the device setting for the individual mouse.
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Modifiers

A long integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which modifier keys are active at 
the time of the wheel event. If a bit is zero, the key is up; if the bit is set, the key is 
pressed. The following table describes the bits in this bit mask: 

Keywords

None

Version History

Bit Value Modifier Key

0 1 Shift

1 2 Control

2 4 Caps Lock

3 8 Alt

Table 1-8: Modifier Values

6.4 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorContainer::SetCurrent

The IDLitManipulatorContainer::SetCurrent procedure method is used to set a 
manipulator within the container to be the current manipulator.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorContainer::]SetCurrent, Manipulator

Arguments

Manipulator

The object reference of the manipulator to be set as current in the manipulator 
container. This manipulator must be contained in the container or an error is thrown.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorContainer::SetCurrentManipulator

The IDLitManipulatorContainer::SetCurrentManipulator procedure method is used 
to set the current child manipulator in a manipulator hierarchy. When applied, the 
manipulator will use the provided identifier to call the SetCurrentManipulator on the 
target child manipulator. If the provided identifier is null, the default manipulator is 
set as current.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorContainer::]SetCurrentManipulator, Identifier

Arguments

Identifier

Either the identifier for the manipulator that is to be made current in the system or its 
object reference.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorContainer::SetProperty

The IDLitManipulatorContainer::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of an 
IDLitManipulatorContainer property, and should be called by the subclass’s 
SetProperty method. This method also calls the superclass’s SetProperty method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorContainer::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitManipulatorContainer Properties” on page 194 that 
contains the word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using 
this method. To set the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword 
set equal to the appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorManager

The IDLitManipulatorManager class is a specialization of a IDLitManipulatorContainer 
class that acts as the root of a manipulator hierarchy. In addition, this class provides 
the functionality that allows it to interface with external elements in the iTool system. 

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitmanipulatormanager__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework 
subdirectory of the IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDLitManipulatorContainer

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitManipulatorManager::Init” on page 219.

Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own, but do have properties inherited 
from any superclasses.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitManipulatorManager::Add

• IDLitManipulatorManager::AddManipulatorObserver

• IDLitManipulatorManager::GetDefaultManipulator

• IDLitManipulatorManager::Init

• IDLitManipulatorManager::RemoveManipulatorObserver

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclass.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorManager Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own, but do have properties inherited 
from its superclass.

Objects in this class inherit:

• IDLitManipulatorContainer
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IDLitManipulatorManager::Add

The IDLitManipulatorManager::Add procedure method is used to add manipulators 
to the manipulator manager. This method uses the add functionality of its superclass 
to add the given manipulator to the hierarchy and checks the default keyword to 
determine if the given manipulator should be treated as the default for the system.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorManager::]Add, Manipulator [, /DEFAULT]

Arguments

Manipulator

A manipulator to add to the manipulator manager

Keywords

DEFAULT

If set, the added manipulator is made default for the system. This is primarily used 
with manipulators that implement transient behavior (mouse or keyboard). When 
these manipulators complete interaction, the current manipulator of the system is set 
to the default manipulator.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorManager::AddManipulatorObserver

The IDLitManipulatorManager::AddManipulatorObserver procedure method is used 
to add an observer to the manipulator system. An observer object is notified when the 
current manipulator of the manipulator hierarchy changes. 

To perform this action, the observer object must implement the method 
OnManipulatorChange. This method has the following signature:

PRO ObjectClass::OnManipulatorChange, Subject

Where Subject is this class, the manipulator manager.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorManager::]AddManipulatorObserver, Observer

Arguments

Observer

A scalar or array of objects that implement the manipulator observer interface.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorManager::GetDefaultManipulator

The IDLitManipulatorManager::GetDefaultManipulator function method returns a 
reference to the manipulator that was most recently added as the default manipulator. 
The return value is a reference to an IDLitManipulator object, or the NULL object 
reference if no manipulators have been added as a default.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitManipulatorManager::]GetDefaultManipulator()

Keywords

None

Arguments

None

Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorManager::Init

The IDLitManipulatorManager::Init function method initializes the 
IDLitManipulatorManager object, and should be called by the subclass’s Init method. 
This method also calls the superclass’s Init method.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitManipulatorManager' [, PROPERTY=value])

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitManipulatorManager::]Init([PROPERTY=value])   (In a 
lifecycle method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitManipulatorManager Properties” on page 215 that 
contains the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized 
during object creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify 
the property name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorManager::RemoveManipulatorObserver

The IDLitManipulatorManager::RemoveManipulatorObserver procedure method is 
used to remove a manipulator observer from the manipulator object. If the value for 
the Observer argument is not a valid manipulator observer, this method does nothing 
and no error is reported.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorManager::]RemoveManipulatorObserver, Observer

Arguments

Observer

A scalar or array of objects that are to be removed from this container

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorVisual

The IDLitManipulatorVisual class implements methods that allow the iTool 
developer to create visual elements that are associated with an interactive 
manipulator. IDLitManipulatorVisual objects are not intended to be created as 
standalone entities; rather, this class should be included as the superclass of another 
iTool class.

Superclasses

IDLgrModel

IDLitIMessaging

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitManipulatorVisual::Init” on page 228.

Properties

Objects of this class have the following properties. See “IDLitManipulatorVisual 
Properties” on page 224 for details on individual properties.

• UNIFORM_SCALE

• VISUAL_TYPE

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitManipulatorVisual::Cleanup

• IDLitManipulatorVisual::GetProperty

• IDLitManipulatorVisual::Init

• IDLitManipulatorVisual::SetProperty
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorVisual Properties

IDLitManipulatorVisual objects have the following properties. Properties with the 
word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the property table can be retrieved via 
IDLitManipulatorVisual::GetProperty. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Init” 
column of the property table can be set via IDLitManipulatorVisual::Init. Properties 
with the word “Yes” in the “Set” column in the property table can be set via 
IDLitManipulatorVisual::SetProperty.

Objects of this class have the following properties. 

• UNIFORM_SCALE

• VISUAL_TYPE

In addition, objects of this class inherit:

• IDLgrModel

• IDLitIMessaging

UNIFORM_SCALE

Set this property to create a manipulator visual which should be scaled equally in all 
three dimensions when fitting the manipulator visual to the size of its associated 
visualization. If this property is not set, then the manipulator visual will use a 
different scale factor in the x, y, and z dimensions, in order to match its associated 
visualization.

VISUAL_TYPE

Set this keyword to a string representing the manipulator visual type. The 
VISUAL_TYPE property should match the corresponding string in its associated 
IDLitManipulator object. When a new manipulator is selected in an iTool, the 

Property Type Boolean

Name String not applicable

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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VISUAL_TYPE property on the manipulator object is used to search for a 
corresponding manipulator visual.

Property Type String

Name String not applicable

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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IDLitManipulatorVisual::Cleanup

The IDLitManipulatorVisual::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the 
object, and should be called by the Cleanup method of a subclass.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorVisual::]Cleanup   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorVisual::GetProperty

The IDLitManipulatorVisual::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of an 
IDLitManipulatorVisual property.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorVisual::]GetProperty

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitManipulatorVisual Properties” on page 224 that 
contains the word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved 
using this method. To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a 
keyword set equal to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorVisual::Init

The IDLitManipulatorVisual::Init function method initializes the 
IDLitManipulatorVisual object, and should be called by the Init method of a subclass.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitManipulatorVisual'[, PROPERTY=value])

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitManipulatorVisual::]Init([, PROPERTY=value])   (In a 
lifecycle method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitManipulatorVisual Properties” on page 224 that 
contains the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized 
during object creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify 
the property name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitManipulatorVisual::SetProperty

The IDLitManipulatorVisual::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of an 
IDLitManipulatorVisual property.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitManipulatorVisual::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitManipulatorVisual Properties” on page 224 that 
contains the word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using 
this method. To set the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword 
set equal to the appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitOperation

The IDLitOperation class is the basis for all iTool operations. It defines how an 
operation is executed and how information about the operation is recorded for the 
command transaction (undo-redo) system.

An operation encapsulates a specific set of tasks that perform some atomic action on 
a target. Between executions of the operation, no state values other than properties of 
the operation itself are maintained by this object. Two major areas of functionality are 
provided: automated operation execution and undo-redo capabilities.

Once defined, the operation object exposes a set of properties whose values can affect 
how the operation executes. The properties that an operation exposes are valid across 
multiple executions; properties can be set interactively via the Operation browser or 
programmatically using the operation object’s GetProperty and SetProperty methods.

Note
For operations that act directly on data items that underlie a visualization, consider 
basing your operation class on the IDLitDataOperation class. IDLitDataOperation 
is a subclass of IDLitOperation that automates many of the target-selection and 
undo-redo mechanisms that must be provided by operation classes based directly on 
this class.

For a detailed discussion of both the IDLitOperation and IDLitDataOperation classes, 
see Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s Guide).

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitoperation__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework subdirectory of 
the IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDLitComponent

IDLitIMessaging

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 
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Creation

See “IDLitOperation::Init” on page 240.

Properties

Objects of this class have the following properties. See “IDLitOperation Properties” 
on page 234 for details on individual properties.

• EXPENSIVE_COMPUTATION

• REVERSIBLE_OPERATION

• SHOW_EXECUTION_UI

• TYPES

In addition, objects of this class inherit the properties of all superclasses of this class.

Note
By default, for IDLitOperation and its subclasses, the NAME property is hidden 
and the DESCRIPTION property is desensitized. This prevents a user from 
changing the name of an operation via the property sheet, which could change the 
name of a menu item. If you wish to expose these properties for your own subclass 
of IDLitOperation, you will need to unhide and sensitize the NAME and 
DESCRIPTION properties in your Init method.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitOperation::Cleanup

• IDLitOperation::DoAction

• IDLitOperation::GetProperty

• IDLitOperation::Init

• IDLitOperation::QueryAvailability

• IDLitOperation::RecordFinalValues

• IDLitOperation::RecordInitialValues

• IDLitOperation::RedoOperation

• IDLitOperation::SetProperty
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• IDLitOperation::UndoOperation

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclasses.

Examples

See Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for examples 
using this class and its methods.

Version History

See Also

IDLitDataOperation

6.0 Introduced

6.2 Added QueryAvailability method
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IDLitOperation Properties

IDLitOperation objects have the following properties in addition to properties 
inherited from any superclasses. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Get” column 
of the properties table can be retrieved via IDLitOperation::GetProperty. Properties 
with the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized via 
IDLitOperation::Init. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the 
properties table can be set via IDLitOperation::SetProperty.

Objects of this class have the following properties.

• EXPENSIVE_COMPUTATION

• REVERSIBLE_OPERATION

• SHOW_EXECUTION_UI

• TYPES

In addition, objects of this class inherit:

• IDLitComponent

• IDLitIMessaging

EXPENSIVE_COMPUTATION

Set this property to 1 to indicate that a computation of the operation is expensive. 
Expensive computations are those that require significant memory or processing time 
to execute. Individual operations should use the value of this property to determine 
whether the results of the operation should be cached to avoid re-execution when 
undoing or redoing.

REVERSIBLE_OPERATION

Set this property to 1 to indicate that the operation is reversible. When an operation is 
reversible, it can be undone by applying an operation rather than restoring a stored 
value. Rotation by a specified angle is an example of an operation that is reversible, 
since applying another rotation by the complementary angle returns the visualization 

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: No Init: Yes Registered: No
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to its original state. Individual operations should use the value of this property to 
determine how the operation should be undone.

SHOW_EXECUTION_UI

Set this property to 1 to indicate that the operation should display a user interface 
element such as a dialog when the operation is executed. The flag is ignored by the 
IDLitOperation itself, but can be used by subclasses (notably IDLitDataOperation) to 
determine when to display user interface elements. This property is registered, but it 
is hidden by default. 

TYPES

Set this property to a string or an array of strings indicating the data or visualization 
types to which the operation can be applied. iTools data types are described in 
Chapter 3, “Data Management” (iTool Developer’s Guide); iTools visualization types 
are described in Chapter 6, “Creating a Visualization” (iTool Developer’s Guide). Set 
this property to a null string ('') to specify that the operation can be applied to data 
and visualizations of all types.

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: No Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type Boolean

Name String Show Dialog

Get: Yes Set: No Init: Yes Registered: Yes

Property Type User Defined

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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IDLitOperation::Cleanup

The IDLitOperation::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the object.

Note
An operation based on the IDLitOperation class need not implement this method if 
the operation does not allocate any pointers or object references of its own.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitOperation::]Cleanup   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitOperation::DoAction

The IDLitOperation::DoAction function method is called when an operation is 
requested by the iTools system, either as the result of a user action such as selection 
of a menu item or toolbar button, or by another operation.

Note
Every operation based directly on the IDLitOperation class must implement its own 
DoAction method. See Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s 
Guide) for details.

A specific operation class’ implementation of this method must create an initialized 
IDLitCommandSet object, execute the operation, and return the command set object 
to the caller. DoAction can also call the IDLitOperation::RecordInitialValues and 
IDLitOperation::RecordFinalValues methods to ensure that the appropriate values are 
committed to the undo-redo transaction buffer.

If your operation changes the values of its own registered properties (as the result of 
user interaction with a dialog or other interface element called by DoUIService, for 
example), be sure to call the RecordInitialValues and RecordFinalValues methods. 
This ensures that changes made through the dialog are placed in the undo-redo 
transaction buffer.

Note
If you are creating an operation that acts directly on the data that underlies a 
visualization, consider using the IDLitDataOperation class rather than the 
IDLitOperation class. IDLitDataOperation provides additional automation of the 
Undo/Redo mechanism.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitOperation::]DoAction(Tool)

Return Value

If successful, this method returns an IDLitCommandSet object or array of 
IDLitCommandSet objects that will be placed in the iTool’s command buffer. The 
command set object will be passed to the UndoOperation and RedoOperation 
methods as necessary. If not successful, this method returns a null object reference.
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Note
The OPERATION_IDENTIFIER property of the command set object returned by 
the IDLitOperation::DoAction method is set equal to the full identifier of the 
operation itself. This implies that UndoOperation and RedoOperation methods exist 
for the operation, and that they implement the necessary undo and redo 
mechanisms. If you are overriding this method, you must either ensure that the 
appropriate UndoOperation and RedoOperation methods exist, or manually create 
an IDLitCommandSet object with the OPERATION_IDENTIFIER set to another 
operation that is capable of undoing or redoing the changes made by your method.

Arguments

Tool

An object reference to the iTool object on which the operation executes.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitOperation::GetProperty

The IDLitOperation::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of a property 
or group of properties of an operation object.

Note
An operation based on the IDLitOperation class must implement this method if the 
operation defines one or more properties not inherited from the superclass. See 
Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for details.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitOperation::]GetProperty [, PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitOperation Properties” on page 234 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved using this 
method. To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword 
set equal to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Example

To retrieve the value of the REVERSIBLE_OPERATION property:

Obj->IDLitOperation::GetProperty, REVERSIBLE_OPERATION = rev

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitOperation::Init

The IDLitOperation::Init function method initializes the IDLitOperation object and 
sets properties that define the behavior the operation provides.

Note
An operation based on the IDLitOperation class must implement this method. See 
Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for details.

Note
Init methods are special life cycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitOperation' [, PROPERTY=variable] )

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitOperation::]Init( [, PROPERTY=variable])   (In a lifecycle 
method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitOperation Properties” on page 234 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized during 
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object creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify the 
property name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitOperation::QueryAvailability

The IDLitOperation::QueryAvailability function method is automatically called by 
the iTool to determine whether this operation is applicable for the selected data and/or 
visualization. By default, whenever selection changes in the tool, the operation is 
queried to determine if its type matches the type of the visualization or the data 
within the visualization. The menu item or toolbar button associated with the 
operation is then enabled or disabled automatically.

If you are writing a subclass of IDLitOperation and you do not want to use the 
standard type matching, you might want to override this method in your own 
subclass.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitOperation::]QueryAvailability( Tool, SelTypes )

Return Value

This method returns a 1 if the object is applicable for the selected items, or 0 (zero) 
otherwise.

Arguments

Tool

An object reference to the iTool object on which the operation executes.

SelTypes

A string array containing the types of the currently selected visualizations. For an 
explanation of iTool types, see “Predefined iTool Visualization Classes” (Chapter 6, 
iTool Developer’s Guide).

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.2 Introduced
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IDLitOperation::RecordFinalValues

The IDLitOperation::RecordFinalValues function method records the information 
needed to redo an operation. Information about individual operations is recorded in 
IDLitCommand objects, which are in turn stored in an IDLitCommandSet object that 
is passed to the IDLitOperation::UndoOperation and IDLitOperation::RedoOperation 
methods.

Note
If you are creating an operation that acts directly on the data that underlies a 
visualization, consider using the IDLitDataOperation class rather than the 
IDLitOperation class. IDLitDataOperation provides additional automation of the 
Undo and Redo mechanisms.

If this method is implemented for an operation, it should do the following:

• Retrieve the appropriate IDLitCommand object from the IDLitCommandSet 
object specified as the first parameter,

• Record any information necessary to redo the operation in the IDLitCommand 
object,

• Return 1 for success.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitOperation::]RecordFinalValues(CommandSet, Targets 
[, IdProperty] )

Return Value

The return value is 1 if the final values were recorded successfully, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

CommandSet

An IDLitCommandSet object that encapsulates all information recorded for this 
execution of the operation. The command set object is generally created by the 
IDLitOperation::DoAction method, which then calls the RecordInitialValues method 
to store the initial state of the target object.
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Targets

An array of objects that are the targets of this operation. In most cases, the target 
objects are the currently selected objects, as returned by the 
IDLitTool::GetSelectedItems method.

IdProperty

A property identifier string specifying the target property or parameter of the 
operation.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitOperation::RecordInitialValues

The IDLitOperation::RecordInitialValues function method records the information 
needed to undo an operation. Information about individual operations is recorded in 
IDLitCommand objects, which are in turn stored in an IDLitCommandSet object that 
is passed to the IDLitOperation::UndoOperation and IDLitOperation::RedoOperation 
methods.

Note
If you are creating an operation that acts directly on the data that underlies a 
visualization, consider using the IDLitDataOperation class rather than the 
IDLitOperation class. IDLitDataOperation provides additional automation of the 
Undo and Redo mechanisms.

If this method is implemented for an operation, it should do the following:

• Create an IDLitCommand object, setting its TARGET_IDENTIFIER property 
to the identifier of the target object

• Record any information necessary to redo the operation in the IDLitCommand 
object

• Add the IDLitCommand object to the IDLitCommandSet object specified as 
the first parameter

• Return 1 for success

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitOperation::]RecordInitialValues(CommandSet, Targets 
[, IdProperty])

Return Value

The return value is 1 if the initial values were recorded successfully, or zero 
otherwise.

Arguments

CommandSet

An IDLitCommandSet object that encapsulates all information recorded for this 
execution of the operation. The command set object is generally created by the 
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IDLitOperation::DoAction method, which then calls the RecordInitialValues method 
to store the initial state of the target object.

Targets

An array of objects that are the targets of this operation. In most cases, the target 
objects are the currently selected objects, as returned by the 
IDLitTool::GetSelectedItems method.

IdProperty

A property identifier string specifying the target property or parameter of the 
operation.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitOperation::RedoOperation

The IDLitOperation::RedoOperation function method is called by the iTool system 
when the user requests the re-execution of an operation (usually by selecting Redo 
from the iTool Edit menu or toolbar).

Note
An operation based on the IDLitOperation class must implement this method. See 
Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for details.

Note
If you are creating an operation that acts directly on the data that underlies a 
visualization, consider using the IDLitDataOperation class rather than the 
IDLitOperation class. IDLitDataOperation provides additional automation of the 
Undo and Redo mechanisms.

If this method is implemented for an operation, it should do the following:

• Retrieve the IDLitCommand objects from the IDLitCommandSet object 
passed as the first argument,

• For each IDLitCommand object, retrieve the target of the operation, using the 
TARGET_IDENTIFIER property,

• Retrieve the stored information and use it to redo the operation,

• Return 1 for success.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitOperation::]RedoOperation(CommandSet)

Return Value

The return value is 1 if the operation was redone successfully, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

CommandSet

An IDLitCommandSet object that contains all the IDLitCommand objects that were 
stored during the original execution of the operation. 
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Keywords

None

Version History

See Also

IDLitOperation::RecordFinalValues, IDLitOperation::RecordInitialValues, 
IDLitOperation::UndoOperation

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitOperation::SetProperty

The IDLitOperation::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of a property or 
group of properties for the operation.

Note
An operation based on the IDLitOperation class must implement this method if the 
operation defines one or more properties not inherited from the superclass. See 
Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for details.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitOperation::]SetProperty [, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitOperation Properties” on page 234 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using this method. 
To set the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set equal to the 
appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitOperation::UndoOperation

The IDLitOperation::UndoOperation function method is called by the iTool system 
when the user requests the un-execution of an operation (usually by selecting Undo 
from the iTool Edit menu or toolbar).

Note
An operation based on the IDLitOperation class must implement this method. See 
Chapter 7, “Creating an Operation” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for details.

Note
If you are creating an operation that acts directly on the data that underlies a 
visualization, consider using the IDLitDataOperation class rather than the 
IDLitOperation class. IDLitDataOperation provides additional automation of the 
Undo and Redo mechanisms.

If this method is implemented for an operation, it should do the following:

• Retrieve the IDLitCommand objects from the IDLitCommandSet object 
passed as the first argument,

• For each IDLitCommand object, retrieve the target of the operation, using the 
TARGET_IDENTIFIER property,

• Retrieve the stored information and use it to undo the operation,

• Return 1 for success.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitOperation::]UndoOperation(CommandSet)

Return Value

The return value is 1 if the operation was undone successfully, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

CommandSet

An IDLitCommandSet object that contains all the IDLitCommand objects that were 
stored during the original execution of the operation.
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Keywords

None

Version History

See Also

IDLitOperation::RecordFinalValues, IDLitOperation::RecordInitialValues, 
IDLitOperation::RedoOperation

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameter

The IDLitParameter class implements parameter management methods that allow 
parameter names to be associated with IDLitData objects. IDLitParameter objects are 
not intended to be created as standalone entities; rather, this class should be included 
as the superclass of another iTool class.

Note
In the iTools system, management of data parameters is handled by the 
IDLitVisualization class, of which the IDLitParameter class is a superclass. In 
practice, this means that if you need to override any methods of the IDLitParameter 
class, you will do so in the definition of your visualization class. In most cases, the 
only method you will need to implement is the OnDataChangeUpdate method.

When an object that inherits from the IDLitParameter class is created, the following 
are created as part of the new object’s instance data:

• An IDL_Container object, which will contain parameter names for all 
parameters registered with the object. Parameter names are discussed in 
“Parameters” (Chapter 3, iTool Developer’s Guide),

• A pointer to a string array containing the parameter names for all parameters 
registered with the object,

• An IDLitParameterSet object, which will contain the actual IDLitData objects 
associated with the object’s parameters. Parameter sets are discussed in 
“IDLitParameterSet” on page 276.

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitparameter__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework subdirectory of 
the IDL distribution.

Superclasses

None

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 
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Creation

The objects of this class are not created as standalone objects.

Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitParameter::Cleanup

• IDLitParameter::GetParameter

• IDLitParameter::GetParameterAttribute

• IDLitParameter::GetParameterSet

• IDLitParameter::Init

• IDLitParameter::OnDataChangeUpdate

• IDLitParameter::OnDataDisconnect

• IDLitParameter::QueryParameter

• IDLitParameter::RegisterParameter

• IDLitParameter::SetData

• IDLitParameter::SetParameterAttribute

• IDLitParameter::SetParameterSet

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameter Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own.
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IDLitParameter::Cleanup

The IDLitParameter::Cleanup procedure method removes the data observer from 
each data object in the visualization object’s parameter set, and cleans up the objects 
and pointers defined to hold parameter data when the visualization object was 
created.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: If you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass.

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitParameter::]Cleanup  (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameter::GetParameter

The IDLitParameter::GetParameter function method retrieves the IDLitData object 
associated with a registered parameter.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitParameter::]GetParameter(Name [, /ALL] 
[, COUNT=variable] )

Return Value

Returns an object reference to the IDLitData object associated with the specified 
parameter name, or a null object reference if no data objects are associated with the 
specified parameter name.

Arguments

Name

A scalar string containing the parameter name associated with the IDLitData object 
to be retrieved.

Keywords

ALL

Set this keyword to retrieve all of the IDLitData objects contained in the visualization 
object’s IDLitParameterSet object.

COUNT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain the number of items 
returned by this function.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameter::GetParameterAttribute

The IDLitParameter::GetParameterAttribute procedure method retrieves one or more 
parameter attributes for a registered parameter.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitParameter::]GetParameterAttribute, ParamName 
[, BY_VALUE=variable] [, DESCRIPTION=variable] [, INPUT=variable] 
[, OPTARGET=variable] [, OPTIONAL=variable] [, OUTPUT=variable] 
[, TYPES=variable]

Arguments

ParamName

A scalar string or string array containing names of registered parameters.

Keywords

BY_VALUE

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 (one) if ParamName 
is marked as being a by-value parameter, or a 0 (zero) if ParamName is marked as 
being a by-reference parameter.

DESCRIPTION

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain the full name or 
description of this object.

INPUT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 (one) if ParamName 
is an input parameter, or a 0 (zero) otherwise.

OPTARGET

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 (one) if ParamName 
may be the target of any operations, or a 0 (zero) otherwise.
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OPTIONAL

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 (one) if ParamName 
is an optional parameter, or a 0 (zero) otherwise.

OUTPUT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 (one) if ParamName 
is an output parameter, or a 0 (zero) otherwise.

TYPES

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a scalar string or string 
array giving the data types that correspond to this parameter. See “iTool Data Types” 
(Chapter 3, iTool Developer’s Guide) for more on parameter data types.

Example

This example creates an iPlot tool and retrieves the description attribute of the 
registered parameter named “vertices”:

IPLOT, RANDOMU(seed, 15)
idTool = IGETCURRENT(TOOL=otool)
idPlot = oTool->FindIdentifiers('*plot*', /VISUALIZATIONS)
oPlot = oTool->GetByIdentifier(idPlot)
oPlot->GetParameterAttribute, 'vertices', DESCRIPTION=desc
PRINT, desc

IDL prints:

Vertex Data

Version History

See Also

IDLitParameter::QueryParameter, IDLitParameter::RegisterParameter, 
IDLitParameter::SetParameterAttribute

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitParameter::GetParameterSet

The IDLitParameter::GetParameterSet function method returns a reference to the 
IDLitParameterSet object associated with the visualization object.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitParameter::]GetParameterSet( [/DEEP_COPY] )

Return Value

Returns an IDLitParameterSet object that contains the IDLitData objects and 
associated parameter names for the visualization object.

Arguments

None

Keywords

DEEP_COPY

Set this keyword to cause GetParameterSet to return a parameter set that contains 
copies of the IDLitData objects used by the visualization object’s registered 
parameters. If this keyword is not set, the parameter set returned by this function will 
contain references to the IDLitData objects that are being used by the visualization 
object’s registered parameters. 

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameter::Init

The IDLitParameter::Init function method initializes object instance fields that 
contain parameter data. Since the IDLitParameter class is always used as a superclass 
of another class (IDLitVisualization, in the context of the iTool system), initializing 
this class simply initializes the objects and pointers used to store parameter 
information in the IDLitVisualization object.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitParameter::]Init()   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Return Value

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameter::OnDataChangeUpdate

The IDLitParameter::OnDataChangeUpdate method is called when a data value has 
been updated or a new data object has been associated with the visualization object.

Note
A visualization class based on the IDLitVisualization class must implement this 
method in order for changes or additions to the data parameters to be updated 
automatically in the resulting visualizations.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitParameter::]OnDataChangeUpdate, Data, ParameterName

Arguments

Data

An object reference to the IDLitData object or the IDLitParameterSet object 
containing the changed parameter data. If Data is an IDLitParameterSet object, the 
ParameterName argument must be set to the string '<PARAMETER SET>'.

ParameterName

An upper-case scalar string containing the name of the parameter that has changed. 
The parameter specified via this argument must be registered with the visualization 
object. If oData is an IDLitParameterSet object, this argument must be set to the 
string '<PARAMETER SET>'.

Keywords

None

Example

Normally, an implementation of this method will contain a CASE statement that 
switches based on the value of the ParameterName argument. For example, the 
following code handles a parameter named Z:
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PRO MyVis::OnDataChangeUpdate, oData, ParameterName

CASE ParameterName OF
'Z': BEGIN

;; do something with the z data
END
'<PARAMETER SET>': BEGIN

oZ = oData->GetByName('Z')
;; do something with the z data.

END
ENDCASE

END

Note
The Z parameter is handled twice — once if supplied as an individual IDLitData 
object and once if supplied via the IDLitParameterSet object.

See “Creating an OnDataChangeUpdate Method” in the section “Creating a New 
Visualization Type” (Chapter 6, iTool Developer’s Guide) for more discussion of the 
OnDataChangeUpdate method.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameter::OnDataDisconnect

The IDLitParameter::OnDataDisconnect procedure method is called when a data 
value has been disconnected from a parameter. The general idea is that when a data 
item is disassociated from a visualization parameter, one or more properties of the 
visualization may need to be reset to reasonable default values.

Note
A visualization class based on the IDLitVisualization class must implement this 
method in order for changes or additions to the data parameters to be updated 
automatically in the resulting visualizations.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitParameter::]OnDataDisconnect, ParameterName

Arguments

ParameterName

An upper-case string containing the name of the parameter that was disconnected. 
The parameter must have been previously registered with the visualization.

Keywords

None

Example

Normally, an implementation of this method will contain a CASE statement that 
switches based on the value of the ParameterName argument. For example, the 
following sample code performs some action when the parameter name is TEXTURE:

PRO MyVis::OnDataDisconnect, ParameterName

CASE ParameterName OF 
'TEXTURE': BEGIN
;; do something to remove the ref. of the texture
END

ENDCASE

END
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameter::QueryParameter

The IDLitParameter::QueryParameter function method checks whether a parameter 
is registered, or retrieves a list of the names of all registered parameters.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitParameter::]QueryParameter([ParamName] 
[, COUNT=variable])

Return Value

If ParamName is a scalar string, this function returns a 1 if ParamName corresponds 
to a valid registered parameter, or a 0 otherwise. If ParamName is an array, the result 
is an array of 1s and 0s. If ParamName is not specified, Result is a string array 
containing the names of all registered parameters.

Arguments

ParamName

A scalar string or string array containing parameter names. If ParamName is not 
supplied, this function returns a list of all registered parameters.

Keywords

COUNT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain the number of 
parameters in Result. If ParamName is not supplied, then COUNT contains the 
number of registered parameters. If ParamName is supplied then COUNT contains 
the total number of matched parameters.

Example

This example creates an iPlot tool and tests whether a the plot visualization has a 
registered parameter named “vertices”:

IPLOT, RANDOMU(seed, 15)
idTool = IGETCURRENT(TOOL=otool)
idPlot = oTool->FindIdentifiers('*plot*', /VISUALIZATIONS)
oPlot = oTool->GetByIdentifier(idPlot)
PRINT, oPlot->QueryParameter('vertices')
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IDL prints:

1

Continuing the same example, we now query for the names of all parameters of the 
plot visualization:

Params = oPlot->QueryParameter(COUNT=count)
FOR i=0,count-1 DO PRINT, Params[i]

IDL prints:

Y
X
VERTICES
Y ERROR
X ERROR
PALETTE
VERTEX_COLORS

Version History

See Also

IDLitParameter::GetParameter, IDLitParameter::GetParameterAttribute, 
IDLitParameter::RegisterParameter, IDLitParameter::SetParameterAttribute

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitParameter::RegisterParameter

The IDLitParameter::RegisterParameter procedure method registers a parameter with 
the visualization object. Registered parameters are displayed in the iTool parameter 
editor dialog, allowing users to interactively assign data values to individual 
visualization parameters.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitParameter::]RegisterParameter, Name [, /BY_VALUE] 
[, DESCRIPTION=string] [, /INPUT] [, /OPTARGET] [, /OPTIONAL] 
[, /OUTPUT] [, TYPES=string]

Arguments

Name

Set this argument to a string specifying the name of the parameter.

Keywords

BY_VALUE

Set this keyword to indicate that this parameter is a by-value parameter. If a 
parameter is marked as by value, when data is associated with it a copy of the data is 
made and managed by this class.

DESCRIPTION

Set this keyword to a string giving the full name or description of this object.

INPUT

Set this keyword to indicate that this is an input parameter.

OPTARGET

Set this keyword to indicate that this parameter may be the target of any operations.
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OPTIONAL

If this keyword is set, then this parameter is an optional parameter, and it is not 
required to be set. The default is OPTIONAL=0, indicating that it is required to be 
set. 

OUTPUT

Set this keyword to indicate that this is an output parameter.

TYPES

Set this keyword to a scalar string or string array giving the data types that correspond 
to this parameter. See “iTool Data Types” (Chapter 3, iTool Developer’s Guide) for 
more on parameter data types.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameter::SetData

The IDLitParameter::SetData function method is used to set data in this interface, 
associating a data object with a given parameter. This method can automatically 
perform type matching to determine which parameter to associate with a particular 
parameter or the user can specify a parameter name. 

If a parameter name is provided by the user via the PARAMETER_NAME keyword, 
this method will query the given data object for a data item that is of one of the types 
supported by this parameter and associate the found data item with the parameter. 
This could be the data object provided or if the data object contains other data 
objects, one of its children. If a type match doesn’t occur, the method will return 0.

If no parameter name is provided, this method will start with the first available 
parameter (non-associated parameters, starting with op-targets first) and attempt to 
perform a data type match. When a data type match between the parameter and the 
provided data item (or one of its contained items) the association between the two are 
made. 

When a data match has been made, this object is made an observer of the data object 
and if the NO_UPDATE keyword is not set, the OnDataChangeUpdate() method is 
called on this object. 

If a type match is found, but the given parameter already has a data object associated 
with it, the type match will continue. 

If a match cannot be found, a value of 0 is returned.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitParameter::]SetData(Data [, /BY_VALUE] [, /NO_UPDATE] 
[, PARAMETER_NAME=string] )

Return Value

Returns 1 if the IDLitData object was successfully matched with a parameter 
registered with the visualization object, or 0 otherwise.

Arguments

Data

An IDLitData object to be matched with a parameter registered with the visualization 
object.
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Keywords

BY_VALUE

Set this keyword to cause Data to be copied and managed by the visualization’s 
parameter interface. If this keyword is not set, the data object is managed by the iTool 
system, and can be altered by other iTools.

NO_UPDATE

Set this keyword to prevent the OnDataChangeUpdate method from being called 
when Data is associated with one of the visualization object’s registered parameters. 
If this keyword is not set, the OnDataChangeUpdate method is called, providing the 
opportunity for subclasses of the visualization object to be notified that data 
associated with the parameter interface has changed.

PARAMETER_NAME

Set this keyword to a scalar string containing the name of the registered parameter 
with which Data should be associated. If the iTool data type of the data contained in 
Data does not match one of the data types supported by the specified registered 
parameter, Data will not be associated with the registered parameter and this function 
will return zero.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameter::SetParameterAttribute

The IDLitParameter::SetParameterAttribute procedure method sets one or more 
parameter attributes for a registered parameter.

Syntax

Obj->IDLitParameter::SetParameterAttribute, ParamName 
[, /BY_VALUE=variable] [, /DESCRIPTION=variable] [, /INPUT=variable] 
[, /OPTARGET=variable] [, /OPTIONAL=variable] [, /OUTPUT=variable] 
[, /TYPES=variable]

Arguments

ParamName

A scalar string or string array containing names of registered parameters. If 
ParamName is an array, the specified attribute values are set on all parameters in the 
array.

Keywords

BY_VALUE

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 (one) if ParamName 
is marked as being a by-value parameter, or a 0 (zero) if ParamName is marked as 
being a by-reference parameter.

DESCRIPTION

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain the full name or 
description of this object.

INPUT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 (one) if ParamName 
is an input parameter, or a 0 (zero) otherwise.

OPTARGET

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 (one) if ParamName 
may be the target of any operations, or a 0 (zero) otherwise.
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OPTIONAL

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 (one) if ParamName 
is an optional parameter, or a 0 (zero) otherwise.

OUTPUT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 (one) if ParamName 
is an output parameter, or a 0 (zero) otherwise.

TYPES

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a scalar string or string 
array giving the data types that correspond to this parameter. See “iTool Data Types” 
(Chapter 3, iTool Developer’s Guide) for more on parameter data types.

Example

This example creates an iPlot tool sets the description attribute of the registered 
parameter named “vertices”:

IPLOT, RANDOMU(seed, 15)
idTool = IGETCURRENT(TOOL=otool)
idPlot = oTool->FindIdentifiers('*plot*', /VISUALIZATIONS)
oPlot = oTool->GetByIdentifier(idPlot)
oPlot->SetParameterAttribute, 'vertices', $

DESCRIPTION='My Vertex Data'
oPlot->GetParameterAttribute, 'vertices', DESCRIPTION=desc
PRINT, desc

IDL prints:

My Vertex Data

Version History

See Also

IDLitParameter::GetParameterAttribute, IDLitParameter::QueryParameter, 
IDLitParameter::RegisterParameter

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitParameter::SetParameterSet

The IDLitParameter::SetParameterSet function method is used to associate an 
IDLitParameterSet object with the visualization object’s parameter interface. 
IDLitData objects contained in the parameter set object will be associated with the 
registered parameters of the visualization object, either based on the parameter names 
included in the parameter set object or on the iTool data types of the data objects. 
When the association of the parameter set’s data objects with the visualization 
object’s registered parameters is complete, the OnDataChangeUpdate method is 
called with the IDLitParameterSet object and the string '<PARAMETER SET>' as the 
arguments.

Note
When this method is called, the IDLitParameterSet object created when the 
visualization object was initialized will be disassociated from the object’s parameter 
interface. This means that any individual data objects or parameter names 
previously added to the initial parameter set object will also be disassociated from 
the visualization object’s parameter interface.

This method will not destroy or delete the information contained in the specified 
IDLitParameterSet object.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitParameter::]SetParameterSet(ParamSet)

Return Value

Returns 1 if the IDLitParameterSet object was successfully associated with the 
visualization object’s parameter interface, or 0 otherwise.

Arguments

ParamSet

An IDLitParameterSet object to be associated with the visualization object’s 
parameter interface.

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameterSet

The IDLitParameterSet class is a specialized subclass of the IDLitDataContainer 
class that provides the ability to associate names with the contained IDLitData 
objects. This association allows the iTool developer to package a set of data 
parameters in a single container, which is then provided to the iTools system for 
processing a display.

In addition to providing a mechanism for associating IDLitData objects with 
parameter names, the IDLitParameterSet class allows you to incorporate an 
IDLitData object for which no parameter name is provided. These auxiliary data 
items are treated as parameters for which the parameter name is a null string (''). 
The auxiliary data mechanism allows you to associate any amount of data with a 
parameter set without the need to define parameter names.

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitparameterset__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework 
subdirectory of the IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDLitDataContainer

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitParameterSet::Init” on page 289.

Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own, but do have properties inherited 
from the superclass.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitParameterSet::Add
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• IDLitParameterSet::Cleanup

• IDLitParameterSet::Copy

• IDLitParameterSet::Get

• IDLitParameterSet::GetByName

• IDLitParameterSet::GetParameterName

• IDLitParameterSet::Init

• IDLitParameterSet::Remove

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclass.

Examples

See Chapter 3, “Data Management” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for examples using 
this class and its methods.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameterSet Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own, but do have properties inherited 
from the superclass.

Objects in this class inherit:

• IDLitDataContainer
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IDLitParameterSet::Add

The IDLitParameterSet::Add procedure method is used to add a data object to the 
parameter set.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitParameterSet::]Add, Data [, PARAMETER_NAME=string] 
[, /PRESERVE_LOCATION]

Arguments

Data

An object reference or array of object references to IDLitData objects to be added to 
the parameter set. 

Note
The objects to be added must be of class type IDLitData or a subclass of IDLitData. 
You cannot add the same Parameter Set object to itself.

Keywords

PARAMETER_NAME

Set this keyword to a string or array of strings containing the names of parameters to 
be associated with the data objects. If this value is not provided, a null string ('') is 
associated with the data object. If the value of this keyword is an array with fewer 
elements than the array specified as the Data argument, null strings are associated 
with data objects for which no parameter name is specified.

PRESERVE_LOCATION

Set this keyword to leave the PARENT property of all data items specified by the 
Data argument unchanged. Normally, when an item is added to a parameter set (or 
any data container), the item’s PARENT property is changed to be the parameter set 
or data container object. This, in turn, changes the data item’s identifier string, since 
the item’s location in the iTools hierarchy has changed. (See “iTool Object 
Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for details.) In many cases, it is 
desirable to leave the PARENT property unchanged when adding items to a 
parameter set.
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Version History

See Also

IDLitParameterSet::Remove

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameterSet::Cleanup

The IDLitParameterSet::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the 
parameter set object.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: If you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass.

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or 

Obj->[IDLitParameterSet::]Cleanup  (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameterSet::Copy

The IDLitParameterSet::Copy function method will return a copy of the parameter 
set and its contents. All items contained in the parameter set (and their data) are 
copied and added to the new parameter set.

For individual data objects contained in the parameter set, the following values are 
not copied:

• Values of unregistered properties.

• Values of properties registered after the data object is created.

• Property attribute values.

Note
If the data within the contained data object consists of object references, only the 
object references are copied.

Note
When a parameter set is copied, a new copy of each item in the parameter set is 
created with a new, unique, iTool identifier, even if the data item was originally 
added with the PRESERVE_LOCATION keyword set.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitParameterSet::]Copy()

Return Value

Returns an IDLitParameterSet object that is a copy of the parameter set object on 
which the method was called.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameterSet::Get

The IDLitParameterSet::Get function method is used to retrieve one or more 
IDLitData objects from the parameter set.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitParameterSet::]Get( [, /ALL] [, COUNT=variable] 
[, NAME=variable] [, POSITION=integer] )

Return Values

Returns an object reference or array of object references to the IDLitData objects 
specified, or returns -1 if the method fails.

Arguments

None

Keywords

ALL

Set this keyword to return an array containing object references to all IDLitData 
items in the parameter set.

COUNT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain the number of items 
returned by this function.

NAME

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a string or string array of 
the parameter names associated with the returned IDLitData objects. If a returned 
data object has no parameter name, a null string ('') is returned.

POSITION

Set this keyword equal to a scalar or array containing the zero-based indices of the 
positions of the desired IDLitData objects within the parameter set.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameterSet::GetByName

The IDLitParameterSet::GetByName function method returns the IDLitData object 
associated with a specified named parameter.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitParameterSet::]GetByName( Names [, COUNT=variable] 
[, NAME=variable] )

Return Value

An object reference or array of object references to the IDLitData objects specified 
by the Names argument. If no matching parameter names are found, a null object is 
returned.

Note
If multiple parameter names are specified, the IDLitData objects are returned in the 
order in which they are stored in the IDLitParameterSet object, which is not 
necessarily the same as the order specified in the Names argument. Use the value 
returned by the NAME keyword to associate the parameter names with IDLitData 
objects in the returned array.

Arguments

Names

A scalar string or string array that contains the parameter names of the IDLitData 
objects to be retrieved from the parameter set. 

Note
Parameter names can be supplied in any case; the search is case insensitive.

Keywords

COUNT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain the number of items 
returned by this function.
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NAME

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a scalar string or string 
array of the parameter names of the IDLitData objects returned by this method. When 
multiple parameter names are specified via the Names argument, the array returned in 
the NAME variable can be used to sort through the returned IDLitData objects by 
matching the indices of the two returned arrays.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameterSet::GetParameterName

The IDLitParameterSet::GetParameterName function method retrieves the name of a 
specified parameter using a provided data object.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitParameterSet::]GetParameterName(Data, Name)

Return Value

Returns an integer 1 if a parameter name was found for the specified IDLitData 
object, or 0 if no parameter name was found.

Arguments

Data

An IDLitData object for which the parameter name is being requested.

Name

A named variable that will contain the parameter name associated with the object 
specified by the oData argument. If no parameter name is associated with the object 
specified by the oData argument, a null string ('') is returned.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameterSet::Init

The IDLitParameterSet::Init function method initializes the IDLitParameter object.

Note
Init methods are special life cycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitParameterSet')

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitParameterSet::]Init()   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or 0 otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

The IDLitParameterSet object has no properties of its own, but inherits the properties 
of its superclass, IDLitDataContainer. Any property listed under 
“IDLitDataContainer Properties” on page 90 that contains the word “Yes” in the 
“Init” column of the properties table can be initialized during object creation using 
this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify the property name as a 
keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitParameterSet::Remove

The IDLitParameterSet::Remove procedure method is used to remove a data item 
from the parameter set.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitParameterSet::]Remove [, Items] [, /ALL] [, POSITION=integer]

Arguments

Items

An object reference or array of object references to IDLitData objects to be removed 
from the parameter set. 

Keywords

ALL

Set this keyword to remove all items from the parameter set. If this keyword is set, the 
Items parameter is not required.

POSITION

Set this keyword equal to a scalar or array containing the zero-based indices within 
the parameter set of the specified IDLitData objects to be removed. If this keyword is 
set, the Items parameter is not required

Version History

See Also

IDLitParameterSet::Add

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitReader

The IDLitReader class defines the interface used to construct file readers for the 
iTools framework. Objects of this class are not intended to be created as standalone 
entities; rather, this class should be included as the superclass of an iTool file reader 
class.

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitreader__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework subdirectory of the 
IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDLitComponent

IDLitIMessaging

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitReader::Init” on page 300.

Properties

Objects of this class do not have any properties of their own, but do have properties 
inherited from any superclasses.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitReader::Cleanup

• IDLitReader::GetData

• IDLitReader::GetFileExtensions

• IDLitReader::GetFilename

• IDLitReader::GetProperty
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• IDLitReader::Init

• IDLitReader::IsA

• IDLitReader::SetFilename

• IDLitReader::SetProperty

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclasses.

Examples

See Chapter 9, “Creating a File Reader” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for examples 
using this class and its methods.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitReader Properties

Objects of this class do not have any properties of their own, but do have properties 
inherited from any superclasses.

Objects in this class inherit:

• IDLitComponent

• IDLitIMessaging
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IDLitReader::Cleanup

The IDLitReader::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the object, and 
should be called by the subclass’ Cleanup method. 

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitReader::]Cleanup   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitReader::GetData

The IDLitReader::GetData function method is called by the system to retrieve the 
data from the current file. When called, the reader should access the current filename 
and read the desired data. Once the information is loaded, the reader should place the 
obtained data in a data object, which is then passed back to the system.

This method will contain a majority of the implementation for a new reader class.

Your file reader must implement the GetData method and create an iTool data object.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitReader::]GetData(Data)

Return Value

Returns a 1 if successful, or a 0 if the read operation failed.

Arguments

Data

A data object that contains the read information. The reader determines the exact type 
and format of this data object, which keys off the type of information being read and 
what the format supports.

Keywords

None

Version History

See Also

Chapter 9, “Creating a File Reader” (iTool Developer’s Guide)

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitReader::GetFileExtensions

The IDLitReader::GetFileExtensions function method is called by the system to 
retrieve the file extensions supported by this particular reader.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitReader::]GetFileExtensions( [, COUNT=variable])

Return Value

Returns a scalar or string array that contains the file extensions associated with this 
reader.

Arguments

None

Keywords

COUNT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain the number of items 
returned by this function.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitReader::GetFilename

The IDLitReader::GetFilename function method is called by the system to retrieve 
the current filename associated with this reader. Due to the automated nature of the 
file reader system, filenames can be associated with a file reader and then read at a 
later time. This method allows direct access to the file currently associated with the 
reader.

In addition, this methodology is helpful when multiple reads are performed from a 
given file.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitReader::]GetFilename()

Return Value

Returns a string containing the current file name associated with this reader, or an 
empty string if no filename has been associated.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitReader::GetProperty

The IDLitReader::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of an 
IDLitReader property, and should be called by the subclass’ GetProperty method. 
This method also retrieves properties defined in the superclasses.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitReader::]GetProperty[, PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitReader Properties” on page 294 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved using this 
method. To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword 
set equal to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitReader::Init

The IDLitReader::Init function method initializes the IDLitReader object, and should 
be called by the subclass’ Init method. This method also calls the superclass’ Init 
method. 

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW( 'IDLitReader' [, Extensions] [, PROPERTY=value] )

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitReader::]Init( [, Extensions] [, PROPERTY=value] )   (In a 
lifecycle method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

Extensions

A optional argument containing a scalar or string array with the file extensions that 
are common for this file type. These values should not include the period that is often 
associated with file extensions (i.e., a correct value is 'jpeg' and not '.jpeg'). If 
this argument is not set, or if a null string is provided, IDL does not include this file 
reader in the list of filters in a file-selection dialog, but still uses it when attempting to 
match a file to a reader.
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Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitReader Properties” on page 294 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized during 
object creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify the 
property name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitReader::IsA

The IDLitReader::IsA function method is called by the system to determine if the 
given file is of the type supported by this file reader. Often this is used to determine 
what file reader to use when opening a new file.

The default behavior provided by this method is to check the file extension on the 
provided file name with the extensions provided to this object during initialization.

When a new reader is implemented, the default behavior can be used, or the 
developer can provide further logic to determine if the provided file is the correct 
type.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitReader::]IsA(Filename)

Return Value

Returns a 1 if the reader supports this type of file, or a 0 if the reader does not support 
this type of file.

Arguments

Filename

A string representing of the filename, which is used to check and determine if the 
reader supports its format.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitReader::SetFilename

The IDLitReader::SetFilename procedure method is called by the system to set the 
current filename associated with this reader. Due to the automated nature of the file 
reader system, filenames can be associated with a file reader and then the read at a 
later time. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitReader::]SetFilename, Filename

Arguments

Filename

A string that contains the filename associated with this reader.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitReader::SetProperty

The IDLitReader::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of an IDLitReader 
property, and should be called by the subclass’ SetProperty method. This method also 
calls the superclass’ SetProperty method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitReader::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitReader Properties” on page 294 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using this method. 
To set the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set equal to the 
appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool

The IDLitTool class represents all the functionality provided by a particular instance 
of an IDL Intelligent Tool. It provides the management systems for the underlying 
iTool functionality and implements the desired interfaces for external parties to 
interact with this functionality in a known manner.

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlittool__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework subdirectory of the 
IDL distribution.

Note on the IDLitToolbase Class

All iTools included with the IDL release are based on a subclass of the IDLitTool 
class named IDLitToolbase. If your aim is to create a new iTool that shares the 
common features of the iTools included with IDL, you should base your new iTool on 
the IDLitToolbase class. Since IDLitToolbase is a subclass of IDLitTool, it inherits all 
of IDLitTool’s methods and properties. Additional features included in the 
IDLitToolbase class are described in “Subclassing from the IDLitToolbase Class” 
(Chapter 5, iTool Developer’s Guide).

Superclasses

IDLitContainer

IDLitIMessaging

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitTool::Init” on page 340.

Properties

Objects of this class have the following properties. See “IDLitTool Properties” on 
page 309 for details on individual properties.

• DESCRIPTION
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• ICON

• NAME

• TYPE

• UPDATE_BYTYPE

• VERBOSE

• VERSION

In addition, objects of this class inherit the properties of all superclasses of this class.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitTool::ActivateManipulator

• IDLitTool::Add

• IDLitTool::AddService

• IDLitTool::Cleanup

• IDLitTool::CommitActions

• IDLitTool::DisableUpdates

• IDLitTool::DoAction

• IDLitTool::DoSetProperty

• IDLitTool::DoUIService

• IDLitTool::EnableUpdates

• IDLitTool::FindIdentifiers

• IDLitTool::GetCurrentManipulator

• IDLitTool::GetFileReader

• IDLitTool::GetFileWriter

• IDLitTool::GetManipulators

• IDLitTool::GetOperations

• IDLitTool::GetProperty

• IDLitTool::GetSelectedItems

• IDLitTool::GetService
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• IDLitTool::GetThumbnail

• IDLitTool::GetVisualization

• IDLitTool::Init

• IDLitTool::RefreshCurrentWindow

• IDLitTool::Register

• IDLitTool::RegisterCustomization

• IDLitTool::RegisterFileReader

• IDLitTool::RegisterFileWriter

• IDLitTool::RegisterManipulator

• IDLitTool::RegisterOperation

• IDLitTool::RegisterStatusBarSegment

• IDLitTool::RegisterVisualization

• IDLitTool::SetProperty

• IDLitTool::UnRegister

• IDLitTool::UnRegisterCustomization

• IDLitTool::UnRegisterFileReader

• IDLitTool::UnRegisterFileWriter

• IDLitTool::UnRegisterManipulator

• IDLitTool::UnRegisterOperation

• IDLitTool::UnRegisterStatusBarSegment

• IDLitTool::UnRegisterVisualization

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclasses.

Examples

See “Example: Simple iTool” (Chapter 5, iTool Developer’s Guide).

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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See Also

Chapter 5, “Creating an iTool” (iTool Developer’s Guide)
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IDLitTool Properties

IDLitTool objects have the following properties in addition to properties inherited 
from any superclasses. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the 
property table can be retrieved via IDLitTool::GetProperty. Properties with the word 
“Yes” in the “Init” column of the property table can be set via IDLitTool::Init. 
Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Set” column in the property table can be set 
via IDLitTool::SetProperty.

Objects of this class have the following properties.

• DESCRIPTION

• ICON

• NAME

• TYPE

• UPDATE_BYTYPE

• VERBOSE

• VERSION

In addition, objects of this class inherit:

• IDLitContainer

• IDLitIMessaging

DESCRIPTION

This property contains a string representing the full name or description of this 
object.

Property Type STRING

Name String Description

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: Yes
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ICON

A string identifying the icon that should be used when displaying the iTool object. 
See “System Resources” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for additional details.

NAME

A string representing the name of this object.

TYPE

A string or vector of strings that identify the type(s) that this iTool represents.

UPDATE_BYTYPE

A Boolean value controlling whether the given iTool will add new functionality to it 
as new visualization types are added. By default, when a new visualization is added 
to the iTool, any functionality associated with that visualization type is added to the 
iTool. If this property is set to zero (False), this updating is disabled.

Property Type String

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type STRING

Name String Name

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: Yes

Property Type String

Name String not displayed

Get: No Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: No Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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VERBOSE

A named variable that will control the verbose logging of the iTool. If set to a non-
zero value, the iTool will log more information than normal. If this keyword is set to 
0, minimal logging (error conditions only) will be sent to the logging system.

VERSION

A named variable that will be set to the version of the iTool system. 

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type String

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: No Init: Yes Registered: No
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IDLitTool::ActivateManipulator

Version History

The IDLitTool::ActivateManipulator procedure method activates a manipulator that 
has been registered with this tool.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]ActivateManipulator, Identifier [, /DEFAULT]

Arguments

Identifier

A string representing the identifier of the manipulator to activate.

Keywords

DEFAULT

Set this keyword to a non-zero value to indicate that the default manipulator 
registered with this tool should be activated. If this keyword is set, the Identifier 
argument is ignored.

Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitTool::Add

The IDLitTool::Add procedure method adds any item to the iTool. If called with a 
Visualization, that visualization is added to the current IDLitWindow object. If called 
with a data object, that data object is placed in the systems data manager. All other 
items are added to the iTool container. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]Add, Item

Arguments

Item

The item to add to the iTool.

Keywords

This method passes keywords to the Add method of the appropriate object. If the 
target destination is a data object, no keywords are passed. If the target destination is 
a visualization object, the keywords are passed to the IDLitWindow::Add method; 
otherwise, the keywords are passed to the IDLitContainer::Add method.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::AddService

The IDLitTool::AddService procedure method adds a service to the iTool. Unlike the 
register methods, which register the definition of an object class to be instantiated 
later, this method takes an existing object instance and adds it to the service 
repository in the iTool.

The relative identifier for the service added will be SERVICES/identifier, where 
identifier is the value of the IDENTIFIER property of the service object.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]AddService, oService

Arguments

oService

An object reference to the service to be added to the service repository.

Note
The service object reference can be retrieved later by providing the service’s object 
identifier to the IDLitTool::GetService method.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::Cleanup

The IDLitTool::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the object, and 
should be called by the Cleanup method of a subclass.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitTool::]Cleanup   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::CommitActions

The IDLitTool::CommitActions procedure method commits all pending transactions 
to the undo-redo buffer and causes a refresh of the current window.

This method is designed to be used in conjunction with the IDLitTool::DoSetProperty 
method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]CommitActions

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

See Also

IDLitTool::DoSetProperty

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::DisableUpdates

The IDLitTool::DisableUpdates procedure method disables all drawing updates to the 
current window and UI updates (menu sensitivity) being passed to the user interface. 
After this method is called, updates are re-enabled by calling the EnableUpdates 
method. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]DisableUpdates [, PREVIOUSLY_DISABLED=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

PREVIOUSLY_DISABLED

Set this keyword to a named variable that upon return will be 1 if the tool had 
previously been disabled, or 0 otherwise.

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Added PREVIOUSLY_DISABLED keyword
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IDLitTool::DoAction

The IDLitTool::DoAction function method initiates an operation or action in the 
iTool object. The identifier that is passed in as the argument to this method specifies 
the action that executes.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]DoAction(Identifier)

Return Value

Returns 1 if the action succeeds, or 0 if the action fails.

Arguments

Identifier

This argument is set to a string identifier that specifies the object in the iTool that 
performs the operation that it implements. 

Keywords

All keywords are passed to the DoAction function of the object in the iTool that 
performs the operation.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::DoSetProperty

The IDLitTool::DoSetProperty function method sets the value of a registered 
property on a target component object, and places the change in the undo/redo 
transaction buffer.

Note
In order to commit the change to the undo/redo transaction buffer, you must call the 
IDLitTool::CommitActions method. The property change is not actually undoable 
until it has been committed.

The separation of addition of the change to the buffer and commit of the change 
allows you to “package” several property changes into a single undo/redo transaction. 
The call to the CommitActions method will commit any changes that have been 
performed but not committed. For example, the following statements change two 
properties on an iTool component (oTarget) and commit them together:

targetID = oTarget->GetFullIdentifier()
status = oTool->DoSetProperty(targetID, 'Property1', 'Value 1')
status = oTool->DoSetProperty(targetID, 'Property2', 'Value 2')
oTool->CommitActions

If the user later undoes the action, both property value changes will be reversed in one 
step.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]DoSetProperty(TargetIdentifier, PropertyIdentifier, 
Value)

Return Value

Returns 1 if the SetProperty was successful, or 0 otherwise. 

Note
If successful, you are responsible for calling IDLitTool::CommitActions to 
complete the transaction.
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Arguments

TargetIdentifier

A scalar string or a string array containing the full object identifiers of the objects on 
which the property is being set. 

PropertyIdentifier

A scalar string containing the identifier of the property whose value is being changed. 
PropertyIdentifier must be a registered property of the target objects.

Value

The new property value.

Keywords

None

Version History

See Also

IDLitTool::CommitActions

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::DoUIService

The IDLitTool::DoUIService function method initiates a request for a UI service to 
execute. This method allows underlying iTool functionality to perform user-interface 
interactions without having a direct connection to the user interface portion of the 
iTool.

An example of an iTool UI service would be the File → Open command, which will 
prompt the user to select a file using the standard file open dialog. This command is 
identified by setting the ServiceIdentifier argument to FileOpen. See Chapter 13, 
“Creating a User Interface Service” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for more information 
about UI services.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]DoUIService(ServiceIdentifier, Requestor)

Return Value

Returns 1 if the action succeeds, or 0 if the action fails.

Arguments

ServiceIdentifier

A string identifier that specifies the UI service being requested. This identifier is 
passed to the tools user interface for control dispatching purposes. 

Requestor

An object reference to the object that is requesting the UI service. The UI service uses 
this object to obtain any information particular to the interaction taking place.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::EnableUpdates

The IDLitTool::EnableUpdates procedure method re-enables all drawing updates to 
the current window and UI updates (menu sensitivity) being passed to the user 
interface. After this method is called, updates can be disabled by calling the 
DisableUpdates method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]EnableUpdates

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::FindIdentifiers

The IDLitTool::FindIdentifiers function method allows you to retrieve the full 
identifiers for items within the tool container.

Warning
The FindIdentifiers method recurses through the entire object hierarchy of the 
specified object, which may be slow for large container hierarchies. If you find it 
necessary to call FindIdentifiers multiple times, it may be more efficient to use a 
single call with one or more wildcards (“*”) to return all relevant identifiers, and 
then perform the necessary searches using the returned list.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]FindIdentifiers([Pattern] [, /ANNOTATIONS] 
[, COUNT=variable] [, /DATA_MANAGER] [, /FILE_READERS] 
[, /FILE_WRITERS] [, /LEAF_NODES] [, /MANIPULATORS] 
[, /OPERATIONS] [, /VISUALIZATIONS] )

Return Value

Returns a scalar string or string array containing the full object identifiers for all 
items matching the Pattern. If no object identifiers are matched, the function returns a 
scalar null string.

Arguments

Pattern

A string specifying a search pattern to be used for filtering the returned object 
identifiers. Only object identifiers that match Pattern are returned. Matching is case 
insensitive. If Pattern is not supplied, identifiers for all objects within the object on 
which this method is called are returned. See STRMATCH for a description of the 
rules used when matching patterns. See “Retrieving Component Identifiers” 
(Appendix A, iTool Developer’s Guide) for additional information and examples.

Note
Objects for which the PRIVATE property contains a True value are not included in 
the Result. Only objects that subclass from IDLitComponent can be marked as 
private.
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Keywords

ANNOTATIONS

Set this keyword to only return identifiers for items within the annotation layer of all 
views within the graphics window.

COUNT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain the number of identifiers 
in Result.

DATA_MANAGER

Set this keyword to only return identifiers for items within the Data Manager 
container.

FILE_READERS

Set this keyword to only return identifiers for items within the File Readers container.

FILE_WRITERS

Set this keyword to only return identifiers for items within the File Writers container.

LEAF_NODES

Set this keyword to return only leaf nodes. Leaf nodes are objects which are either not 
a container, or are an empty container.

Note
If all of the objects within a container are marked as PRIVATE, then that container 
is considered a leaf node. Only objects that subclass from IDLitComponent can be 
marked as private.

MANIPULATORS

Set this keyword to only return identifiers for items within the Manipulators 
container.

OPERATIONS

Set this keyword to only return identifiers for items within the Operations container.
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VISUALIZATIONS

Set this keyword to only return identifiers for items within the Visualization layer of 
all views within the graphics window.

Example

This example finds the plot visualization and changes the color:

IPLOT, RANDOMU(s,100)
void = IGETCURRENT(TOOL=oTool)

; Find the Plot visualization and change the color.
id = oTool->FindIdentifiers('*plot*', /VISUALIZATIONS)

void = oTool->DoSetProperty(id, 'COLOR', [255,0,0])

This example finds the file open operation and loads in an image:

IIMAGE
void = IGETCURRENT(TOOL=oTool)

; Find the File Open operation and open a file.
id = oTool->FindIdentifiers('*File/Open*', /OPERATIONS)

oOp = oTool->GetByIdentifier(id)
oOp->SetProperty, SHOW_EXECUTION_UI=0, $

FILENAMES=FILEPATH('rose.jpg', SUBDIR=['examples','data'])
void = oTool->DoAction(id)
oOp->SetProperty, SHOW_EXECUTION_UI=1

Version History

See Also

“Retrieving Component Identifiers” (Appendix A, iTool Developer’s Guide)

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitTool::GetCurrentManipulator

The IDLitTool::GetCurrentManipulator function method returns the current 
manipulator in the system. 

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]GetCurrentManipulator()

Return Value

Returns an object reference to the current manipulator.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::GetFileReader

The IDLitTool::GetFileReader function method retrieves a file reader registered with 
the iTool object. If the requested item does not exist in the given iTool, the system 
will be queried to see if it supports an object of the given identifier.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]GetFileReaders(Identifier [, /ALL] 
[, COUNT=variable])

Return Value

Returns the object descriptors constructed for the registered file reader.

If the ALL keyword is set, the Identifier argument is ignored and the resulting list of 
object descriptors will be both those registered with the specific iTool and those file 
readers registered with the system.

Arguments

Identifier

A string representing the single level identifier of the item that is being requested. 
This identifier is the value provided during object registration and is either supplied 
using the IDENTIFIER keyword during registration, or constructed automatically by 
the name that is provided during the registration call.

Keywords

ALL

Set this keyword to return all file readers registered with the iTool and the system.

COUNT

Set this keyword to a named variable that will contain the number of object 
descriptors returned by this method. 
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::GetFileWriter

The IDLitTool::GetFileWriter function method retrieves a file writer registered with 
the iTool object. If the requested item does not exist in the given iTool, the system 
will be queried to see if it supports an object of the given identifier.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]GetFileWriters(Identifier [, /ALL] 
[, COUNT=variable])

Return Value

Returns the object descriptors constructed for the registered file writer.

If the ALL keyword is set, the Identifier argument is ignored and the resulting list of 
object descriptors will be both those registered with the specific iTool and those file 
writers registered with the system.

Arguments

Identifier

A string representing the identifier of the item that is being requested. This identifier 
is the value provided during object registration and is either supplied using the 
IDENTIFIER keyword during registration, or constructed automatically by the name 
that is provided during the registration call.

Keywords

ALL

Set this keyword to return all file writers registered with the iTool and the system.

COUNT

Set this keyword to a named variable that will contain the number of object 
descriptors returned by this method. 
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::GetManipulators

The IDLitTool::GetManipulators function method retrieves the manipulators 
registered with the iTool object. Unlike other items in the iTool and due to the active 
nature of the subsystem, manipulators are instantiated when registered.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]GetManipulators( [, COUNT=variable])

Return Value

Returns the object references to the manipulators that were instantiated when items 
were registered with the iTool.

Arguments

None

Keywords

COUNT

Set this keyword to a named variable that will contain the number of object 
descriptors returned by this method. 

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::GetOperations

The IDLitTool::GetOperations function method retrieves the operations registered 
with the iTool object. 

Note
This routine returns a set of object descriptor classes that reference the items 
registered with the iTool. In addition, if the operation folder in the registry contains 
sub-folders, the returned list will contain IDLitContainer classes, each containing 
sub-operations.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]GetOperations([, COUNT=variable] 
[, IDENTIFIER=string] )

Return Value

Returns the object descriptors constructed for the registered operations. 

Arguments

None

Keywords

COUNT

Set this keyword to a named variable that will contain the number of object 
descriptors returned by this method. 

IDENTIFIER

Set this keyword to an optional identifier that identifies the location in the operation 
hierarchy to retrieve the operation object descriptors from. 

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::GetProperty

The IDLitTool::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of an IDLitTool 
property, and should be called by the subclass’ GetProperty method. This method 
also retrieves properties defined in the superclasses.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]GetProperty, [PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitTool Properties” on page 309 that contains the word 
“Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved using this method. 
To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set equal 
to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::GetSelectedItems

The IDLitTool::GetSelectedItems function method returns a vector of references to 
the objects currently selected within the current window in the iTool. If no objects are 
currently selected, this function returns -1.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]GetSelectedItems( [, COUNT=variable])

Return Value

Returns a vector of references to the currently selected objects. If no objects are 
currently selected, this function returns -1.

Arguments

None

Keywords

COUNT

Set this keyword to a named variable that will contain the number of valid items 
returned by this function.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::GetService

The IDLitTool::GetService method retrieves a service that has been registered with 
the iTool. 

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]GetService(IdService)

Return Value

Returns an object reference for the service.

Arguments

IdService

The relative identifier of the desired service.

Note
IdService should specify only the relative identifier, not the fully-qualified 
identifier. See “iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for 
details.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::GetThumbnail

The IDLitTool::GetThumbnail method retrieves a thumbnail image of the current 
iTool. 

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]GetThumbnail( [, THUMBBACKGROUND=variable] 
[, /THUMBORDER] [, THUMBSIZE=variable] )

Return Value

Returns a True Color (3xmxm) image.

Arguments

None

Keywords

THUMBBACKGROUND

Set this keyword to specify the color of the background to use in the thumbnail. This 
keyword has an effect only if the aspect ratio of the tool window is not equal to 1. If 
set to a scalar value, the color of the lower left pixel of the tool window is used as the 
background color. If set to an RGB triplet, the supplied color will be used. If a value 
is not specified, a default value of [255,255,255] (white) is used. 

THUMBORDER

Set this keyword to return the thumbnail in top-to-bottom order rather than the IDL 
default of bottom-to-top order.

THUMBSIZE

Set this keyword to the size of the thumbnail to return. A thumbnail is always 
returned as a square image. If a value is not supplied, a default value of 32 is used. 
THUMBSIZE must be greater than 3 and must shrink the tool window. 
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Version History

7.1 Introduced
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IDLitTool::GetVisualization

The IDLitTool::GetVisualization function method retrieves a visualization registered 
with the iTool object. If the requested item does not exist in the given iTool, the 
system will be queried to see if it supports an object of the given identifier.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]GetVisualization(Identifier [, /ALL] 
[, COUNT=variable])

Return Value

Returns the object descriptors constructed for the registered visualizations. (See 
“iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of 
object descriptors.)

If the ALL keyword is set, the Identifier argument is ignored and the resulting list of 
object descriptors will be both those registered with the specific iTool as well as those 
visualizations registered with the system.

Arguments

Identifier

A string containing the relative identifier of the item that is being requested. This 
identifier is the value provided during object registration and is either supplied using 
the IDENTIFIER keyword during registration, or constructed automatically by the 
name that is provided during the registration call. (See “iTool Object Identifiers” 
(Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of relative vs. fully-qualified 
identifiers.)

Keywords

ALL

Set this keyword to return all visualizations registered with the iTool and the system.
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COUNT

Set this keyword to a variable that will contain the number of object descriptors 
returned by this method. (See “iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool 
Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of object descriptors.)

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::Init

The IDLitTool::Init function method initializes the IDLitTool object, and should be 
called by the Init method of a subclass. 

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW(’IDLitTool’[, PROPERTY=value])

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitTool::]Init( [, PROPERTY=value])   (In a lifecycle method 
only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitTool Properties” on page 309 that contains the word 
“Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized during object 
creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify the property 
name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::RefreshCurrentWindow

The IDLitTool::RefreshCurrentWindow procedure method redraws the current 
window of the iTool. The redraw will occur only if updates are enabled in the iTool.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]RefreshCurrentWindow

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::Register

The IDLitTool::Register procedure method registers a generic object subclassed from 
the IDLitComponent class with the iTool. Once registered, the iTool has the ability to 
instantiate this type of component when needed. Unlike the other provided methods 
to register components, this method is generic. 

This method allows items to be registered in the standard registry folders of the 
IDLitTool object, and can be used as well for the creation of new folders. If the 
provided identifier specifies a folder that does not currently exist in the iTool, it is 
created.

Note
For information on registering functionality with the iTool system, making the 
registered functionality available to all iTools, see IREGISTER.

This method performs none of the validation performed by the specific registration 
functions. As such, it can cause issues with iTool operation, if used incorrectly. You 
should use the following related methods for registering certain, specific components 
to insure validation:

• File readers — “IDLitTool::RegisterFileReader” on page 347

• File writers — “IDLitTool::RegisterFileWriter” on page 350

• Manipulators — “IDLitTool::RegisterManipulator” on page 353

• Operations — “IDLitTool::RegisterOperation” on page 355

• Visualizations — “IDLitTool::RegisterVisualization” on page 360

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]Register, Name, ClassName [, /DEFAULT] 
[, DESCRIPTION=string] [, ICON=string] [, IDENTIFIER=string] 
[, PROXY=string]

Arguments

Name

A string containing the human readable name of the component type being registered 
with the iTool.
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Note
If the IDENTIFIER keyword is not supplied, the Name argument will be used as the 
basis for the component’s identifier.

ClassName

A string containing the class name of the component being registered. This class 
name is used by the iTool object to instantiate a component of this type when 
requested by the system.

Keywords

Note
Any keywords provided to this routine but not listed here are treated as property 
defaults for the registered item and applied to the registered object when it is 
created.

DEFAULT

Set this keyword to specify that the item being registered should be the default item of 
its type. Making an item the default places the item first in the list of items of its type. 
When the iTool system chooses an item, it will use the first item in the list that 
matches the data type of the selected data. When items are displayed in a list for the 
user to select from, the default item will appear at the top of the list.

For example, if you register a visualization type with the DEFAULT keyword set, 
your visualization type will be used by the iTool (assuming the selected data is of the 
proper type) unless you specifically choose a different visualization type.

Note
If you register more than one item with the DEFAULT keyword set, the last item 
registered will appear first in the list of items of that type.

DESCRIPTION

Set this keyword to a string that provides a brief description of the component being 
registered. 
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ICON

Set this keyword to the icon that should be used when displaying the iTool object. See 
“System Resources” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for additional details.

IDENTIFIER

Set this keyword to the identifier that should be used by the system for this 
component type. If not provided, an identifier is constructed from the provided Name 
value.

To use one of the iTool-provided registration locations, the value of this keyword 
should contain the destination for the new component that is being registered. Valid 
destinations in the iTool are:

• Visualizations

• Operations

• Manipulators

• File Writers

• File Readers

Note
If an item with the specified identifier has already been registered with the iTool 
system, the existing item will be replaced by the new item.

PROXY

Set this keyword to the identifier of the object that this registered item should utilize 
instead of providing a new object descriptor. If a proxy is registered, all requests and 
actions performed to this item are routed to the item specified by the identifier 
provide to this keyword. (See “iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool 
Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of object descriptors.)

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Added DEFAULT keyword
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IDLitTool::RegisterCustomization

The IDLitTool::RegisterCustomization procedure method registers an operation class 
that represents the graphics customization operation to be associated with this tool.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]RegisterCustomization, Name, ClassName

Arguments

Name

A string representing the name of the customization operation.

ClassName

A string representing the classname of the operation being registered.

Keywords

Note
Any keywords provided to this routine are treated as property defaults for the 
registered operation and applied to the registered object when it is created.

Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitTool::RegisterFileReader

The IDLitTool::RegisterFileReader procedure method registers a file reader 
component with the iTool. Once registered, the iTool has the ability to instantiate this 
type of component when needed.

When a reader class is registered with the iTool, an object descriptor for this 
operation class is placed in the iTool’s file reader folder. To retrieve this descriptor at 
a later time, the iTool relative identifier would be FILE READERS/identifier, 
where identifier is the identifier provided to this method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]RegisterFileReader, Name, ClassName [, /DEFAULT] 
[, DESCRIPTION=string] [, ICON=string] [, IDENTIFIER=string] 
[, PROXY=string]

Arguments

Name

The human readable name of the component type being registered with the iTool.

Note
If the IDENTIFIER keyword is not supplied, the Name argument will be used as the 
basis for the component’s identifier.

ClassName

A string containing the class name of the component being registered. This class 
name is used by the iTool object to instantiate a component of this type when 
requested by the system.

Keywords

Note
Any keywords provided to this routine but not listed here are treated as property 
defaults for the registered item and applied to the registered object when it is 
created.
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DEFAULT

Set this keyword to specify that the file reader being registered should be the default 
file reader. When the iTool system picks a reader for a file of the specified type, it will 
attempt to use the specified file reader first. The file reader will also be displayed at 
the top of the list of file readers displayed for the user to select from.

Note
If you register more than one file reader with the DEFAULT keyword set, the last 
file reader registered will appear first in the list of items of file readers.

DESCRIPTION

Set this keyword to a string that provides a brief description of the component being 
registered. 

ICON

Set this keyword to the icon that should be used when displaying the file reader in an 
iTool browser. See “System Resources” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for 
additional details.

IDENTIFIER

Set this keyword to the identifier that should be used by the system for this 
visualization type. If not provided, an identifier is constructed from the provided 
Name value.

While some items registered with an iTool can contain sub-folders that are specified 
by identifiers, the file reader registration cannot. As such, any nested identifiers that 
are registered are not visible to the iTool system.

Note
If an item with the specified identifier has already been registered with the iTool 
system, the existing item will be replaced by the new item.

PROXY

Set this keyword to the identifier of the object that this registered item should utilize 
instead of providing a new object descriptor. If a proxy is registered, all requests and 
actions performed on this item are routed to the item specified by the identifier 
provided for this keyword. (See “iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool 
Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of object descriptors.)
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Version History

See Also

IREGISTER

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Added DEFAULT keyword
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IDLitTool::RegisterFileWriter

The IDLitTool::RegisterFileWriter procedure method registers a file writer 
component with the iTool. Once registered, the iTool has the ability to instantiate this 
type of component when needed.

When a writer class is registered with the system, an object descriptor for this 
operation class is placed in the iTool’s file writer folder. To retrieve this descriptor at 
a later time, the iTool relative identifier would be FILE WRITERS/identifier, 
where identifier is the identifier provided to this method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]RegisterFileWriter, Name, ClassName [, /DEFAULT] 
[, DESCRIPTION=string] [, ICON=string] [, IDENTIFIER=string] 
[, PROXY=string]

Arguments

Name

A string containing the human readable name of the component type being registered 
with the iTool. 

Note
If the IDENTIFIER keyword is not supplied, the Name argument will be used as the 
basis for the component’s identifier.

ClassName

A string containing the class name of the component being registered. The iTool 
object uses this class name to instantiate a component of this type when requested by 
the system.

Keywords

Note
Any keywords provided to this routine but not listed here are treated as property 
defaults for the registered item and applied to the registered object when it is 
created.
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DEFAULT

Set this keyword to specify that the file writer being registered should be the default 
file writer. When the iTool system picks a writer for a file of the specified type, it will 
attempt to use the specified file writer first. The file writer will also be displayed at 
the top of the list of file writers displayed for the user to select from.

Note
If you register more than one file writer with the DEFAULT keyword set, the last 
file writer registered will appear first in the list of file writers.

DESCRIPTION

Set this keyword to a string that provides a brief description of the component being 
registered. 

ICON

Set this keyword to the icon that should be used when displaying the file writer in an 
iTool browser. See “System Resources” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for 
additional details.

IDENTIFIER

Set this keyword to the identifier that should be used by the system for this 
visualization type. If not provided, an identifier is constructed from the provided 
Name value. 

While some items registered with an iTool can contain sub-folders that are specified 
by identifiers, the file writer registration cannot. As such, any nested identifiers that 
are registered are not visible to the iTool system.

Note
If an item with the specified identifier has already been registered with the iTool 
system, the existing item will be replaced by the new item.

PROXY

Set this keyword to the identifier of the object that this registered item should utilize 
instead of providing a new object descriptor. If a proxy is registered, all requests and 
actions performed on this item are routed to the item specified by the identifier 
provided for this keyword. (See “iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool 
Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of object descriptors.)
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Version History

See Also

IREGISTER

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Added DEFAULT keyword
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IDLitTool::RegisterManipulator

The IDLitTool::RegisterManipulator procedure method registers a manipulator 
component with the iTool. Once registered, the iTool has the ability to instantiate this 
type of component when needed.

When a manipulator class is registered with the system, an object of the given class is 
created and added to the tools manipulator manager (an instance of 
IDLitManipulatorManager). To reference the new manipulator, the identifier that is 
provided should be prepended with the MANIPULATORS identifier level.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]RegisterManipulator, Name, ClassName [, /DEFAULT] 
[, DESCRIPTION=string] [, ICON=string] [, IDENTIFIER=string]

Arguments

Name

A string containing the human readable name of the component type being registered 
with the iTool.

Note
If the IDENTIFIER keyword is not supplied, the Name argument will be used as the 
basis for the component’s identifier.

ClassName

A string containing the class name of the component being registered. This class 
name is used by the iTool object to instantiate a component of this type when 
requested by the system.

Keywords

Note
Any keywords provided to this routine but not listed here are treated as property 
defaults for the registered item and applied to the registered object when it is 
created.
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DEFAULT

If set, this registered item will be treated as the default manipulator for this iTool. 
Only one default manipulator can exist at anytime.

DESCRIPTION

Set this keyword to a string that provides a brief description of the component being 
registered. 

ICON

Set this keyword to the icon that should be used when displaying the manipulator in 
an iTool menubar. See “System Resources” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for 
additional details.

IDENTIFIER

Set this keyword to the identifier that should be used by the system for this 
visualization type. If not provided, an identifier is constructed from the provided 
name value.

Note
If an item with the specified identifier has already been registered with the iTool 
system, the existing item will be replaced by the new item.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::RegisterOperation

The IDLitTool::RegisterOperation procedure method registers an operation 
component with the iTool. Once registered, the iTool has the ability to instantiate this 
type of operation when needed.

When an operation class is registered with the system, an object descriptor for this 
operation class is placed in the tools operations folder. To retrieve this descriptor at a 
later time, the iTool relative identifier would be OPERATIONS/identifier, where 
identifier is the identifier provided to this method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]RegisterOperation, Name, ClassName 
[, ACCELERATOR=string] [, /CHECKED] [, DESCRIPTION=string] 
[, /DROPLIST_EDIT] [, DROPLIST_INDEX=value] 
[, DROPLIST_ITEMS=string array] [, ICON=string] [, IDENTIFIER=string] 
[, PROXY=string] [, /SEPARATOR]

Arguments

Name

A string containing the human readable name of the operation type being registered 
with the iTool.

Note
If the IDENTIFIER keyword is not supplied, the Name argument will be used as the 
basis for the component’s identifier.

ClassName

A string containing the class name of the operation component being registered. This 
class name is used by the iTool object to instantiate an operation component of this 
type when requested.
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Keywords

Note
Any keywords provided to this routine but not listed here are treated as property 
defaults for the registered item and applied to the registered object when it is 
created.

ACCELERATOR

Set this keyword to a string giving the keyboard accelerator to be used for the menu 
item associated with this operation. For valid values see the ACCELERATOR 
keyword to WIDGET_BUTTON.

Note
This keyword is only a hint to the Tool, and may be ignored if a non-standard user 
interface is being used.

CHECKED

Set this keyword to indicate that a “checked” menu item should be used for this 
operation.

Note
This keyword is only a hint to the Tool, and may be ignored if a non-standard user 
interface is being used.

DESCRIPTION

Set this keyword to a string that provides a brief description of the component being 
registered. 

DROPLIST_EDIT

Set this keyword to indicate that a droplist associated with this operation should be 
editable (that is, the droplist should be a combobox widget). The default is to create a 
non-editable droplist widget. The DROPLIST_ITEMS keyword must be set for this 
keyword to have any effect.

Note
This keyword is only a hint to the iTool, and may be ignored if a non-standard user 
interface is being used.
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DROPLIST_INDEX

Set this keyword equal to the starting index of the droplist associated with this 
operation. The default is 0 (zero). The DROPLIST_ITEMS keyword must be set for 
this keyword to have any effect.

Note
This keyword is only a hint to the iTool, and may be ignored if a non-standard user 
interface is being used.

DROPLIST_ITEMS

Set this keyword equal to a scalar string or string array containing values to be used 
for the droplist. If this keyword is set, the DoAction method for the associated 
operation must accept a keyword called OPTION. When an item from the droplist is 
selected, the DoAction method will be called with the OPTION keyword set equal to 
the selected string value.

Note
This keyword is only a hint to the iTool, and may be ignored if a non-standard user 
interface is being used.

ICON

Set this keyword to the icon that should be used when displaying the operation in an 
iTool browser. See “System Resources” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for 
additional details.

IDENTIFIER

Set this keyword to the identifier for the iTool for this component type. If not 
provided, an identifier is constructed from the Name. 

Operations are placed in the operation folder of the iTool component hierarchy. If 
a multiple level identifier is provided (indicated by the presence of one or more “/” 
characters), the item is placed in the corresponding subfolder of the tool’s 
operation folder. If the specified subfolder is not present, it is created. This 
functionality allows operations to be classified in logical groupings and results in 
sub-menu items in the menus of the iTool interface.

See “iTool Object Hierarchy” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a discussion 
of object identifiers and the iTool component hierarchy.
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Note
If an item with the specified identifier has already been registered with the iTool 
system, the existing item will be replaced by the new item.

PROXY

Set this keyword to the identifier of the object that this registered item should utilize 
instead of providing a new object descriptor. If a proxy is registered, all requests and 
actions performed on this item are routed to the item specified by the identifier 
provided for this keyword. (See “iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool 
Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of object descriptors.)

SEPARATOR

Set this keyword to indicate that a menu separator should be placed before this 
operation, if this operation appears in a menu.

Note
This keyword is only a hint to the Tool, and may be ignored if a non-standard user 
interface is being used.

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Added ACCELERATOR, CHECKED, DISABLE, 
DROPLIST_EDIT, DROPLIST_INDEX, DROPLIST_ITEMS, 
SEPARATOR keywords

6.2 Deprecated DISABLE keyword
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IDLitTool::RegisterStatusBarSegment

The IDLitTool::RegisterStatusBarSegment procedure method registers a status 
message bar segment with the tool.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]RegisterStatusBarSegment, Name [, IDENTIFIER=string] 
[, NORMALIZED_WIDTH=scalar]

Arguments

Name

A scalar string containing the name of the status bar segment.

Keywords

IDENTIFIER

Set this keyword to a string containing the relative identifier for the status bar 
segment being registered. If this keyword is not specified, the Name argument is used 
as the identifier. See “iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) 
for a discussion of iTool identifiers.

NORMALIZED_WIDTH

Set this keyword to a floating-point integer between 0 and 1.0 indicating the 
normalized width (relative to the overall width of the status bar) that this segment 
should occupy.

Version History

See Also

IDLitTool::UnRegisterStatusBarSegment

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitTool::RegisterVisualization

The IDLitTool::RegisterVisualization procedure method registers a visualization 
component with the iTool. Once registered, the iTool has the ability to instantiate this 
type of visualization when needed.

When a visualization class is registered with the system, an object descriptor for this 
visualization class is placed in the iTool’s visualization folder. To retrieve this 
descriptor at a later time, the iTool relative identifier would be: 
VISUALIZATIONS/identifier where identifier is the identifier provided to this 
method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]RegisterVisualization, Name, ClassName [, /DEFAULT] 
[, DESCRIPTION=string] [, ICON=string] [, IDENTIFIER=string] 
[, PROXY=string]

Arguments

Name

A string containing the human readable name of the visualization type being 
registered with the iTool.

Note
If the IDENTIFIER keyword is not supplied, the Name argument will be used as the 
basis for the component’s identifier.

ClassName

A string containing the class name of the visualization component being registered. 
The iTool object uses this class name to instantiate a visualization component of this 
type when requested.

Keywords

Note
Any keywords provided to this routine but not listed here are treated as property 
defaults for the registered item and applied to the registered object when it is 
created.
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DEFAULT

If set, this registered item will be treated as the default visualization for this iTool. 
Only one default visualization can exist at a time. 

DESCRIPTION

Set this keyword to a string that provides a brief description of the component being 
registered. 

ICON

Set this keyword to the icon that should be used when displaying the visualization in 
an iTool browser. See “System Resources” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for 
additional details.

IDENTIFIER

Set this keyword to the identifier that should be used by the system for this 
visualization type. If not provided, an identifier is constructed from the provided 
name value. 

While some items registered with an iTool can contain sub-folders that are specified 
by identifiers, the visualization registration cannot. As such, any nested identifiers 
that are registered are not visible to the iTool system.

Note
If an item with the specified identifier has already been registered with the iTool 
system, the existing item will be replaced by the new item.

PROXY

Set this keyword to the identifier of the object that this registered item should utilize 
instead of providing a new object descriptor. If a proxy is registered, all requests and 
actions performed on this item are routed to the item specified by the identifier 
provided for this keyword.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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See Also

IREGISTER
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IDLitTool::SetProperty

The IDLitTool::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of an IDLitTool 
property, and should be called by the subclass’ SetProperty method. This method also 
calls the superclass’ SetProperty method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitTool Properties” on page 309 that contains the word 
“Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using this method. To set 
the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set equal to the 
appropriate property value.

Version History

See Also

IDLitTool::DoSetProperty

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::UnRegister

The IDLitTool::UnRegister procedure method unregisters a component with the 
iTool. When a component is unregistered, it is no longer available to perform 
whatever function it performs, and it is removed from iTool menus and toolbars.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]UnRegister, Identifier

Arguments

Identifier

Set this to the relative identifier of the component to be removed from the iTool. To 
remove a component from the standard folders in the iTool’s content registry, this 
identifier should contain the location of the component as well as the component 
identifier itself. See “iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) 
for a discussion of iTool identifiers.

Valid destinations in the iTool are:

• Visualizations

• Operations

• Manipulators

• File Writers

• File Readers

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::UnRegisterCustomization

The IDLitTool::UnRegisterCustomization procedure method unregistered an 
operation class (that was previously registered as the graphics customization 
operation to be associated with this tool).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]UnRegisterCustomization

Keywords

None

Arguments

None

Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitTool::UnRegisterFileReader

The IDLitTool::UnRegisterFileReader procedure method unregisters a file reader 
component with the iTool. When a file reader is unregistered, it is no longer available 
to import files into the iTool, and it is removed from iTool menus and toolbars.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]UnRegisterFileReader, Identifier

Arguments

Identifier

Set this to the relative identifier of the file reader to be removed from the iTool. See 
“iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of 
iTool identifiers.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::UnRegisterFileWriter

The IDLitTool::UnRegisterFileWriter procedure method unregisters a component 
with the iTool. When a file writer is unregistered, it is no longer available to export 
files from the iTool, and it is removed from iTool menus and toolbars.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]UnRegisterFileWriter, Identifier

Arguments

Identifier

Set this to the relative identifier of the file writer to be removed from the iTool. See 
“iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of 
iTool identifiers.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::UnRegisterManipulator

The IDLitTool::UnRegisterManipulator procedure method unregisters a manipulator 
component with the iTool. When a manipulator is unregistered, it is removed from 
iTool menus and toolbars.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]UnRegisterManipulator, Identifier

Arguments

Identifier

Set this to the relative identifier of the manipulator to be removed from the iTool. See 
“iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of 
iTool identifiers.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::UnRegisterOperation

The IDLitTool::UnRegisterOperation procedure method unregisters an operation 
component with the iTool. When an operation is unregistered, it is no longer available 
to perform actions within the iTool, and it is removed from iTool menus and toolbars.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]UnRegisterOperation, Identifier

Arguments

Identifier

Set this to the relative identifier of the component to be removed from the iTool. See 
“iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of 
iTool identifiers.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitTool::UnRegisterStatusBarSegment

The IDLitTool::UnRegisterStatusBarSegment procedure method unregisters a status 
message bar segment.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]UnRegisterStatusBarSegment, Identifier

Arguments

Identifier

Set this to the relative identifier of the status bar segment to be unregistered. See 
“iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of 
iTool identifiers.

Keywords

None

Version History

See Also

IDLitTool::RegisterStatusBarSegment

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitTool::UnRegisterVisualization

The IDLitTool::UnRegisterVisualization procedure method unregisters a 
visualization component with the iTool. When a visualization is unregistered, 
visualizations of its type can no longer be created by the iTool, and it is removed from 
iTool menus and toolbars.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitTool::]UnRegisterVisualization, Identifier

Arguments

Identifier

Set this to the relative identifier of the visualization to remove from the iTool. See 
“iTool Object Identifiers” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a discussion of 
iTool identifiers.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitToolbase

The IDLitToolbase class is a subclass of the IDLitTool class that registers all of the 
features (menu items, operations, manipulators, etc.) of a standard iTool. If your aim 
is to create a new iTool that shares the common features of the iTools included with 
IDL, you should base your new iTool on the IDLitToolbase class. Since 
IDLitToolbase is a subclass of IDLitTool, it inherits all of IDLitTool’s methods and 
properties. Additional features included in the IDLitToolbase class are described in 
“Subclassing from the IDLitToolbase Class” (Chapter 5, iTool Developer’s Guide).

Warning
The list of items registered by the IDLitToolbase class may change from release to 
release. If your aim is to have your tool present the same features as the standard 
iTools provided in an IDL release, subclass your tool from IDLitToolbase. If your 
aim is to create your own interface that stays static between releases of IDL, use 
IDLitToolbase as a template for your own tool, but do not subclass it directly.

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlittoolbase__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework subdirectory of 
the IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDLitTool

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitTool::Init” on page 340.

Properties

Objects of this class have no properties of their own, but do have properties inherited 
from any superclasses.
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Methods

Objects of this class have no methods of their own, but do have methods inherited 
from any superclasses.

Examples

See “Example: Simple iTool” (Chapter 5, iTool Developer’s Guide).

Version History

See Also

Chapter 5, “Creating an iTool” (iTool Developer’s Guide)

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI

The IDLitUI class serves as the link between the underlying functionality of an iTool 
and the IDL Widget interface that is displayed to the user. The user interface object 
provides the following functionality:

• Access to and communication with the underlying iTool object.

• Registration of various user interface elements that are part of the iTool.

• Registration and management of dialog sub-elements that are used by the iTool 
to perform specific tasks. 

For additional information on the IDLitUI class, and user interface issues in general, 
see Chapter 11, “iTool User Interface Architecture” (iTool Developer’s Guide).

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitui__define.pro in the lib/itools/ui_widgets subdirectory of the 
IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDLitContainer

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitUI::Init” on page 385.

Properties

Objects of this class have the following properties. See “IDLitUI Properties” on 
page 376 for details on individual properties.

• GROUP_LEADER

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitUI::AddOnNotifyObserver
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• IDLitUI::Cleanup

• IDLitUI::DoAction

• IDLitUI::GetProperty

• IDLitUI::GetTool

• IDLitUI::GetWidgetByName

• IDLitUI::Init

• IDLitUI::RegisterUIService

• IDLitUI::RegisterWidget

• IDLitUI::RemoveOnNotifyObserver

• IDLitUI::SetProperty

• IDLitUI::UnRegisterUIService

• IDLitUI::UnRegisterWidget

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclasses (if any).

Examples

See “Example: A Simple UI Panel” (Chapter 14, iTool Developer’s Guide).

Version History

See Also

Chapter 11, “iTool User Interface Architecture” (iTool Developer’s Guide)

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI Properties

IDLitUI objects have the following properties in addition to properties inherited from 
any superclasses. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the property 
table can be retrieved via IDLitUI::GetProperty. Properties with the word “Yes” in 
the “Init” column of the property table can be set via IDLitUI::Init. Properties with 
the word “Yes” in the “Set” column in the property table can be set via 
IDLitUI::SetProperty.

Objects of this class have the following properties.

• GROUP_LEADER

In addition, objects of this class inherit:

• IDLitContainer

GROUP_LEADER

A long integer containing the IDL Widget ID of the group leader widget for the user 
interface.

Property Type Long Integer (Widget ID)

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: No Init: No Registered: No
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IDLitUI::AddOnNotifyObserver

The IDLitUI::AddOnNotifyObserver procedure method is used to register a specified 
iTool component object as wishing to receive messages generated by the DoOnNotify 
method of another specified iTool component object. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitUI::]AddOnNotifyObserver, IdObserver, IdSubject

Arguments

IdObserver

The object identifier of an iTool component object that is the observer expressing 
interest in the subject specified by IdSubject. Often, IdObserver is the object 
identifier of the object on which this method is being called. 

The object specified by IdObserver must implement the OnNotify callback method, 
which is called when a notification message is dispatched to IdObserver by the 
DoOnNotify method of another iTool component object (usually the object specified 
by IdSubject). The OnNotify method has the following signature:

PRO ::OnNotify, idObject, idMessage, message

where

• idObject is the object identifier of the iTool component that is the source of the 
message.

• idMessage is a string that identifies the type of message being sent.

• message is the message data itself.

In general, the idMessage string is used by the OnNotify method to determine what 
type of action to take. See “IDLitIMessaging::DoOnNotify” on page 145 for 
additional details.

IdSubject

A string identifying the item that IdObserver is interested in. This is normally the 
object identifier of a particular iTool component object, but it can be any string value. 
When a message sent via IDLitIMessaging::DoOnNotify specifies IdSubject as the 
originator, the IdObserver object’s OnNotify method is called.
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Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI::Cleanup

The IDLitUI::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the object, and 
should be called by the Cleanup method of a subclass.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitUI::]Cleanup   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI::DoAction

The IDLitUI::DoAction function method initiates an operation or action in the iTool 
object associated with this user interface. The identifier that is passed in as the 
argument to this method specifies the action that executes.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitUI::]doAction(Identifier)

Return Value

Returns 1 if the action succeeds, or 0 if the action fails.

Arguments

Identifier

This argument is set to a string identifier that specifies the object in the iTool that 
performs the operation or action that it implements. 

Keywords

None.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI::GetProperty

The IDLitUI::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of an IDLitUI 
property, and should be called by the subclass’ GetProperty method. This method 
also retrieves properties defined in the superclass.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitUI::]GetProperty, [PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitUI Properties” on page 376 that contains the word 
“Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved using this method. 
To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set equal 
to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI::GetTool

The IDLitUI::GetTool function method returns an object reference to the iTool with 
which the user interface is associated.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitUI::]GetTool()

Return Value

Returns an object reference to the iTool associated with the current user interface, or a 
null object if there is no associated iTool.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI::GetWidgetByName

The IDLitUI::GetWidgetByName function method returns the IDL Widget ID of a 
widget that has been registered with the user interface object via a call to the 
IDLitUI::RegisterWidget method.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitUI::]GetWidgetByName(Name)

Return Value

Returns the widget identifier (a long integer) of the widget specified by the Name 
argument, or 0 if the widget was not registered with the iTool system.

Arguments

Name

Set this argument to the name that the desired widget was registered with. 

Keywords

None

Example

This method can be used to determine whether a given widget already exists and act 
accordingly. For example, the following code checks to determine whether a widget 
registered as myWidget exists; if it does, that widget is mapped and un-iconified:

wID = oUI->GetWidgetByName(myWidget)
IF(wID NE 0) THEN BEGIN

WIDGET_CONTROL, wID, /MAP, ICONIFY=0 ;; show the widget
RETURN

ENDIF

Similar code is used in many of the widget interface elements used by the standard 
iTools included with IDL.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI::Init

The IDLitUI::Init function method initializes the IDLitUI object, and should be 
called by the Init method of a subclass.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitUI', oTool)

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitUI::]Init(oTool)   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

oTool

An object reference to the IDLitTool object with which the user interface object is 
associated.

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI::RegisterUIService

The IDLitUI::RegisterUIService function method registers a user interface service 
with the user interface. Once the user interface service has been registered, the iTool 
with which the user interface is associated can call the UI service to display dialogs 
or other UI elements. 

Note
Every UI service must implement a callback function that displays the requested 
user interface. See Chapter 13, “Creating a User Interface Service” (iTool 
Developer’s Guide) for details.

Syntax

Restult = Obj->[IDLitUI::]RegisterUIService(Name, Callback)

Return Value

Returns an iTool object identifier for the UI service specified by Name.

Arguments

Name

A string containing the human readable name of the user interface being registered. 

Callback

A string containing the name of the callback function for this UI service. The 
callback function is called when execution of the UI service is requested. The 
callback should have the following calling signature:

FUNCTION NAME, oUI, oTarget

where:

• NAME is the name of the callback function,

• oUI is an object reference to the user interface object of which the UI service is 
a part

• oTarget is an object reference to the object that is the target of the operation or 
action with which the UI service is associated.
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Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI::RegisterWidget

The IDLitUI::RegisterWidget function method registers an IDL widget hierarchy 
with the user interface object. Once a widget has been registered with the UI object, 
the UI can route messages to that widget and manage visibility if the widget is 
registered with the FLOATING property set.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitUI::]RegisterWidget(wID, Name, Callback[, /FLOATING])

Return Value

The iTool object identifier of the user interface adaptor that links the widget specified 
by wID with the iTool.

Arguments

wID

A long integer containing the widget ID of the widget being registered. This value is 
provided to the routine specified by the Callback argument when it is called.

Name

A string containing the human readable name for the widget being registered.

Callback

A string containing the name of a callback procedure for the widget. Any notification 
messages sent by the iTool to this widget are sent to this callback procedure. The 
callback procedure should have the following calling signature:

PRO NAME, wID, strID, message, messageData

where:

• NAME is the name of the callback procedure,

• wID is the widget ID provided to the IDLitUI:;RegisterWidget method,

• strID is a string containing the object identifier of the iTool object that 
triggered the message,

• message is the message being sent to the callback procedure,

• messageData is any data associated with the message.
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Note
If this argument is set to an empty string, no callbacks will be made to this widget.

Keywords

FLOATING

Set this keyword to treat the widget as a floating element of the specified iTool user 
interface, to be managed by the user interface object. If this keyword is set, the widget 
will only be visible if the associated iTool is “current,” and the widget will be 
destroyed when the iTool is destroyed.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI::RemoveOnNotifyObserver

The IDLitUI::RemoveOnNotifyObserver procedure method is used to un-register a 
specified iTool component object as wishing to receive messages generated by the 
DoOnNotify method of another specified iTool component object. This method 
reverses the action of calling the IDLitUI::AddOnNotifyObserver method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitUI::]RemoveOnNotifyObserver, IdObserver, IdSubject

Arguments

IdObserver

The object identifier of an iTool component object that is currently registered as an 
observer of the component specified by IdSubject. Often, this is the object identifier 
of the object on which method is being called.

IdSubject

The object identifier of the iTool component object that IdObserver is currently 
registered as observing. This is normally the object identifier of a particular iTool 
component object, but it can also be a string that references a global system service. 

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI::SetProperty

The IDLitUI::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of an IDLitUI property, 
and should be called by the subclass’ SetProperty method. This method also calls the 
superclass’ SetProperty method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitUI::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI::UnRegisterUIService

The IDLitUI::UnRegisterUIService procedure method unregisters a user interface 
service with the user interface object.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitUI::]UnRegisterUIService, Name

Arguments

Name

A string containing the name of the UI service to be unregistered.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitUI::UnRegisterWidget

The IDLitUI::UnRegisterWidget procedure method unregisters a widget with the user 
interface object.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitUI::]UnRegisterWidget, Name

Arguments

Name

A string containing the name of the widget to be unregistered.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization

The IDLitVisualization class represents the base visualization component, from 
which all iTool visualization classes should subclass. IDLitVisualization acts as a 
container and provides methods for adding, removing, and grouping visualization 
components.

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitvisualization__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework 
subdirectory of the IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDLgrModel

IDLitIMessaging

IDLitParameter

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitVisualization::Init” on page 424.

Properties

Objects of this class have the following properties. See “IDLitVisualization 
Properties” on page 399 for details on individual properties.

• CENTER_OF_ROTATION

• IMPACTS_RANGE

• ISOTROPIC

• MANIPULATOR_TARGET

• PROPERTY_INTERSECTION

• SELECT_TARGET

• TYPE
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In addition, objects of this class inherit the properties of all superclasses of this class.

Methods

This class has all the methods associated with the superclasses, plus the following 
methods:

• IDLitVisualization::Add

• IDLitVisualization::Aggregate

• IDLitVisualization::BeginManipulation

• IDLitVisualization::Cleanup

• IDLitVisualization::EndManipulation

• IDLitVisualization::Get

• IDLitVisualization::GetCenterRotation

• IDLitVisualization::GetCurrentSelectionVisual

• IDLitVisualization::GetDataSpace

• IDLitVisualization::GetDataString

• IDLitVisualization::GetDefaultSelectionVisual

• IDLitVisualization::GetManipulatorTarget

• IDLitVisualization::GetProperty

• IDLitVisualization::GetRequestedAxesStyle

• IDLitVisualization::GetSelectionVisual

• IDLitVisualization::GetTypes

• IDLitVisualization::GetXYZRange

• IDLitVisualization::Init

• IDLitVisualization::Is3D

• IDLitVisualization::IsIsotropic

• IDLitVisualization::IsManipulatorTarget

• IDLitVisualization::IsSelected

• IDLitVisualization::Move

• IDLitVisualization::On2DRotate
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• IDLitVisualization::OnAxesRequestChange

• IDLitVisualization::OnAxesStyleRequestChange

• IDLitVisualization::OnDataChange

• IDLitVisualization::OnDataComplete

• IDLitVisualization::OnDataRangeChange

• IDLitVisualization::OnDimensionChange

• IDLitVisualization::OnWorldDimensionChange

• IDLitVisualization::Remove

• IDLitVisualization::RequestsAxes

• IDLitVisualization::Restore

• IDLitVisualization::Rotate

• IDLitVisualization::Scale

• IDLitVisualization::Select

• IDLitVisualization::Set3D

• IDLitVisualization::SetAxesRequest

• IDLitVisualization::SetAxesStyleRequest

• IDLitVisualization::SetCurrentSelectionVisual

• IDLitVisualization::SetData

• IDLitVisualization::SetDefaultSelectionVisual

• IDLitVisualization::SetParameterSet

• IDLitVisualization::SetProperty

• IDLitVisualization::UpdateSelectionVisual

• IDLitVisualization::VisToWindow

• IDLitVisualization::WindowToVis

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclasses.

Examples

See Chapter 6, “Creating a Visualization” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for examples 
using this class and its methods.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Deprecated GROUP_PARENT property
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IDLitVisualization Properties

IDLitVisualization objects have the following properties in addition to properties 
inherited from any superclasses. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Get” column 
of the property table can be retrieved via IDLitVisualization::GetProperty. Properties 
with the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the property table can be initialized via 
IDLitVisualization::Init. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the 
property table can be set via IDLitVisualization::SetProperty.

Objects of this class have the following properties.

• CENTER_OF_ROTATION

• IMPACTS_RANGE

• ISOTROPIC

• MANIPULATOR_TARGET

• PROPERTY_INTERSECTION

• SELECT_TARGET

• TYPE

In addition, objects of this class inherit:

• IDLgrModel

• IDLitIMessaging

• IDLitParameter

CENTER_OF_ROTATION

A two- or three-element vector, [x, y] or [x, y, z] indicating the center (in data 
coordinates) of rotation for this visualization. If a two-element vector is supplied, the 
z value remains unchanged. When retrieving the value of this property, the center of 
rotation is always returned as a three-element vector.

Property Type Vector

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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IMPACTS_RANGE 

A boolean that, when set to 0, indicates that the x, y, and z range of the contents of this 
visualization should not impact the x, y, and z range of any visualization that contains 
it. By default, IMPACTS_RANGE is 1.

ISOTROPIC

A boolean that, when set to a non-zero value, indicates that this object should have 
isotropic scaling applied to it. By default, ISOTROPIC is 0 (isotropic scaling is not 
enforced).

Setting isotropic scaling to True implies that the dimensions of the visualization can 
be related to physical dimensions and that the ratio of the dimensions must be 
preserved. An example is an image, where the pixels are usually square and should 
remain square.

Setting isotropic scaling to False implies that the visualization dimensions do not 
relate to physical dimensions and that the ratio of the dimensions is arbitrary. An 
example is a plot, where the aspect ratio of the X and Y coordinates is arbitrary and 
can be changed for appearance’s sake.

MANIPULATOR_TARGET 

A boolean that, when set to a non-zero value, indicates that this object should be 
treated as a target for manipulations. By default, MANIPULATOR_TARGET is 0 
(this object is not a target for manipulations). Whenever selection changes in a tool, 
each manipulator is checked against the selected visualization, to verify that the 
manipulator is allowable for that visualization. The MANIPULATOR_TARGET 
setting is only used when the manipulator does not have its TYPES property set. If 

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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the manipulator has its TYPES set, then the type must match the selected 
visualization (or a parent of the visualization).

PROPERTY_INTERSECTION

A boolean value that indicates whether the visualization should display the 
intersection or the union of the properties of any aggregated objects. Visualizations 
that display the union of their aggregated objects’ properties appear in iTool browsers 
as a single visualization with one set of properties. Visualizations that display the 
intersection of their aggregated objects’ properties appear in iTool browsers as a 
container for the aggregated objects, allowing access to the contained objects’ 
properties as well as to those of the container.

SELECT_TARGET 

A Boolean value that tags the visualization object as the target object to be returned 
when any object contained by the visualization is selected via the 
IDLitVisualization::Select method.

• 0 = Do not tag the visualization object as the target object.

• 1 = Tag the visualization object as the target object (default).

This property is registered as a Boolean property, but it is hidden by default.

Property Type Boolean

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type Boolean

Name String no default value

Get: Yes Set: No Init: Yes Registered: No

Property Type Boolean

Name String Select target

Get: Yes Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: Yes
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TYPE

A string or vector of strings that identify the type(s) that this visualization represents. 
See “Predefined iTool Visualization Classes” (Chapter 6, iTool Developer’s Guide) 
for a list of predefined types.

Property Type String

Name String not displayed

Get: No Set: Yes Init: Yes Registered: No
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IDLitVisualization::Add

The IDLitVisualization::Add procedure method adds objects to the visualization 
container. 

This method overrides the superclass IDLgrModel::Add method. This specialized 
implementation performs the following actions:

• Stores visualizations in the correct order based on type so that they are 
correctly displayed

• Adds the objects to appropriate positions

• Handles property aggregation (if the AGGREGATE keyword is set)

• Updates this visualization’s state flags (indicating whether this visualization is 
3-D, isotropic, etc.) as appropriate

• Sends notification that the scene needs to be redrawn (unless the NO_UPDATE 
keyword is set)

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]Add, Objects [, /AGGREGATE] [, /NO_UPDATE] 
[, POSITION=index]

Arguments

Objects

An object reference (or array of object references), each referring to an atomic 
graphic object, an IDLgrModel, or another IDLitVisualization object to be added to 
the visualization container.

Keywords

AGGREGATE

Set this keyword to indicate that the object(s) being added should become part of this 
visualization’s property aggregate. The properties of all aggregated objects are 
exposed as properties of this visualization (accessible via the GetProperty and 
SetProperty methods). See “Property Aggregation” (Chapter 4, iTool Developer’s 
Guide) for additional details.
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NO_UPDATE

Set this keyword to indicate that the overall scene should not be updated after the 
addition of the object(s). By default, the overall scene is updated.

POSITION

Set this keyword equal to a scalar or vector of zero-based index values. The number 
of elements specified must be equal to the number of object references specified by 
the Objects argument. Each index value specifies the position within this 
visualization container at which the corresponding object should be placed. The 
default is to add new objects at the end of the list of contained items.

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Deprecated GROUP keyword
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IDLitVisualization::Aggregate

The IDLitVisualization::Aggregate procedure method adds the given object(s) to this 
visualization’s property aggregate. The properties of all aggregated objects are 
exposed as properties of this visualization (via ::GetProperty and ::SetProperty).

See “Property Aggregation” (Chapter 4, iTool Developer’s Guide) for additional 
details.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]Aggregate, Objects

Arguments

Objects

An object reference (or array of object references), each of which refers to an atomic 
graphic object, an IDLgrModel, or another IDLitVisualization object to be 
aggregated within this visualization container.

Keywords

None.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::BeginManipulation

The IDLitVisualization::BeginManipulation procedure method handles notifications 
that an IDLitManipulator object is about to manipulate this visualization.

Note
Calling this method on this visualization object simply returns without action. This 
method is designed to be implemented by a sub-class (such as those listed in 
“Predefined iTool Visualization Classes” (Chapter 6, iTool Developer’s Guide)).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]BeginManipulation, Manipulator

Arguments

Manipulator

An object reference to the manipulator object sending notification.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::Cleanup

The IDLitVisualization::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the 
object, and should be called by the subclass’ Cleanup method.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]Cleanup   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::EndManipulation

The IDLitVisualization::EndManipulation procedure method handles notifications 
that an IDLitManipulator object has finished manipulating this visualization.

Note
Calling this method on this visualization object simply returns without action. This 
method is designed to be implemented by a sub-class (such as those listed in 
“Predefined iTool Visualization Classes” (Chapter 6, iTool Developer’s Guide)).

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]EndManipulation, Manipulator

Arguments

Manipulator

An object reference to the manipulator object sending notification.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::Get

The IDLitVisualization::Get function method retrieves object(s) from the 
visualization.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]Get([, /ALL] [, COUNT=variable] 
[, ISA=string or array of strings] [, POSITION=index or array of indices] 
[, /SKIP_PRIVATE])

Return Value

Returns the reference of the object retrieved from the visualization. If the object is not 
contained by this visualization, a NULL object reference is returned.

Arguments

None

Keywords

ALL

Set this keyword to return an array of object references to all of the objects in the 
container.

COUNT

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain the number of objects 
selected by the function.

ISA

Set this keyword equal to a class name or vector of class names. This keyword is used 
in conjunction with the ALL keyword. The ISA keyword filters the array returned by 
the ALL keyword, returning only the objects that inherit from the class or classes 
specified by the ISA keyword.

Note
This keyword is ignored if the ALL keyword is not provided.
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POSITION

Set this keyword equal to a scalar or array containing the zero-based indices of the 
positions of the objects to return.

SKIP_PRIVATE

Set this keyword to indicate that this method should return only those objects that do 
not have the PRIVATE property set.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::GetCenterRotation

The IDLitVisualization::GetCenterRotation function method returns the center of 
rotation for this visualization.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]GetCenterRotation([, /NO_TRANSFORM] 
[, XRANGE=[xmin, xmax]] [, YRANGE=[ymin, ymax]] [, ZRANGE=[zmin, 
zmax]])

Return Value

Returns a two- or three-element vector, [x, y] or [x, y, z] indicating the center (in data 
coordinates) of the bounding box for this visualization if the center of rotation was 
not explicitly specified with the CENTER_OF_ROTATION property of this 
visualization. See the CENTER_OF_ROTATION property for more details.

Arguments

None

Keywords

NO_TRANSFORM

Set this keyword to indicate that this visualization’s transform should not be applied 
when computing the x, y, and z ranges. By default, the transform is applied.

XRANGE

Set this keyword to a named variable that will contain a 2-element vector, [xmin, 
xmax], representing the x range of the bounding box for this visualization.

YRANGE

Set this keyword to a named variable that will contain a 2-element vector, [ymin, 
ymax], representing the y range of the bounding box for this visualization.

ZRANGE

Set this keyword to a named variable that will contain a 2-element vector, [zmin, 
zmax], representing the z range of the bounding box for this visualization.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Deprecated DATA keyword
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IDLitVisualization::GetCurrentSelectionVisual

The IDLitVisualization::GetCurrentSelectionVisual function method returns the 
currently active selection visual object for this visualization. 

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]GetCurrentSelectionVisual()

Return Value

Returns a reference to an IDLitManipulatorVisual object. If no selection visual is 
currently active, the NULL object reference is returned.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::GetDataSpace

The IDLitVisualization::GetDataSpace function method returns a reference to the 
parent data space object within the graphics hierarchy that contains the visualization.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]GetDataSpace([, /UNNORMALIZED])

Return Value

Returns a reference to the nearest data space object in the graphics hierarchy. If no 
data space objects are found by walking up the hierarchy, then a null object reference 
is returned.

Arguments

None

Keywords

UNNORMALIZED

Set this keyword to indicate that the returned data space should be the parent data 
space that subclasses from the IDLitVisDataSpace class (which is not normalized) 
rather than the IDLitVisNormDataSpace class (which is normalized).

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::GetDataString

The IDLitVisualization::GetDataString function method retrieves a description of 
this visualization’s data at the given x, y, and z location.

Note
This method is designed to be implemented as needed by subclasses. The 
IDLitVisualization::GetDataString method simply always returns an empty string

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]GetDataString(XYZLocation)

Return Value

Returns a string describing the visualization’s data at the given location.

Arguments

XYZLocation

A three-element vector representing the x, y, and z location of the data for which a 
string description is to be returned.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::GetDefaultSelectionVisual

The IDLitVisualization::GetDefaultSelectionVisual function method returns an 
object that serves as the default selection visual for this visualization.

Note
If the visualization on which this method is called is not a manipulator target (see 
“MANIPULATOR_TARGET” on page 400), the default selection visual returned 
by this method will be used as the current selection visual whenever the 
visualization is selected.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]GetDefaultSelectionVisual()

Return Value

Returns a reference to an IDLitManipulatorVisual object.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::GetManipulatorTarget

The IDLitVisualization::GetManipulatorTarget function method retrieves the 
manipulator target associated with this visualization. The manipulator target may be 
this visualization itself.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]GetManipulatorTarget()

Return Value

Returns an object reference to the manipulator target, or a NULL object reference if 
none is found.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::GetProperty

The IDLitVisualization::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of a 
property or group of properties for the object.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]GetProperty[, PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitVisualization Properties” on page 399 that contains 
the word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved using this 
method. To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword 
set equal to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::GetRequestedAxesStyle

The IDLitVisualization::GetRequestedAxesStyle function method returns a scalar 
value indicating the axes style requested by this visualization. This method returns 
the axes style request made by the first visualization within the hierarchy (beginning 
with the root visualization) to make a request. If none of the visualizations in the 
hierarchy requests an axes style then -1 is returned.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]GetRequestedAxesStyle( )

Return Value

Returns a scalar value indicating the requested axes style. Possible return values are: 

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

Value Requested Axes Style

0 None.

1 At Dataspace Minimum.

2 Box Axes.

3 Crosshairs.

-1 No visualization in the hierarchy requested axes.

Table 1-9: Axes Style Values

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::GetSelectionVisual

The IDLitVisualization::GetSelectionVisual function method retrieves the selection 
visual for this visualization that corresponds to the given manipulator.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]GetSelectionVisual(Manipulator)

Return Value

Returns a reference to an IDLitManipulatorVisual object that corresponds to the 
given manipulator. If this visualization already has a selection visual for the given 
manipulator, a reference to that selection visual is returned. Otherwise, a default 
selection visual will be requested from the manipulator, added to the visualization, 
and returned.

Arguments

Manipulator

Set this argument to a reference to an IDLitManipulator object that identifies the 
manipulator for which a selection visual is to be retrieved.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::GetTypes

The IDLitVisualization::GetTypes function method identifies the types that this 
visualization represents, including base types and any specializations.

Note
This method is designed to be implemented as needed by subclasses of the 
IDLitVisualization class. Calling this method on the IDLitVisualization class itself 
returns the following string array: ['VISUALIZATION', '_VISUALIZATION', 
AnySpecifiedTypes] where AnySpecifiedTypes are provided by any value 
set for the TYPE property of the IDLitVisualization class.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]GetTypes()

Return Value

Returns a vector of strings identifying the types that this visualization represents. See 
“Predefined iTool Visualization Classes” (Chapter 6, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
list of predefined types

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::GetXYZRange

The IDLitVisualization::GetXYZRange function method computes the x, y, and z 
ranges of the overall contents of the visualization, taking into account the 
IMPACTS_RANGE property setting for itself and its contents.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]GetXYZRange(XRange,YRange, ZRange 
[, /DATA] [, /NO_TRANSFORM])

Return Value

Returns a 1 if the x, y, and z ranges were successfully computed, or 0 otherwise.

Arguments

XRange

A named variable that, upon return, will contain a two-element vector, [xmin, xmax], 
representing the x-range of the contents of this visualization that impact ranges.

YRange

A named variable that, upon return, will contain a two-element vector, [ymin, ymax], 
representing the y-range of the contents of this visualization that impact ranges.

ZRange

A named variable that, upon return, will contain a two-element vector, [zmin, zmax], 
representing the z-range of the contents of this visualization that impact ranges.

Keywords

DATA

Set this keyword to indicate that the ranges should be computed for the full data sets 
of the contents of this visualization. By default, if the keyword is not set, the ranges 
are computed for the displayed portions of the data sets.
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NO_TRANSFORM

Set this keyword to indicate that this visualization’s transform matrix should not be 
applied when computing the x, y, and z ranges. By default, the transform matrix is 
applied.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::Init

The IDLitVisualization::Init function method initializes the visualization object.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitVisualization' [, PROPERTY=value] )

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]Init( [, PROPERTY=value])   (In a lifecycle 
method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or zero otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitVisualization Properties” on page 399 that contains 
the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized during 
object creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify the 
property name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::Is3D

The IDLitVisualization::Is3D function method determines whether or not this 
visualization is marked as being three-dimensional.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]Is3D()

Return Value

Returns 1 if this visualization is marked as being three-dimensional, or 0 if it is not 
three-dimensional.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::IsIsotropic

The IDLitVisualization::IsIsotropic function method indicates whether or not this 
visualization (or any of its contents) is marked as being isotropic. See the 
ISOTROPIC property for more information.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]IsIsotropic()

Return Value

Returns 1 if the visualization or any of the items it contains has the ISOTROPIC 
property set, or 0 otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::IsManipulatorTarget

The IDLitVisualization::IsManipulatorTarget function method determines whether or 
not this visualization is a manipulator target.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]IsManipulatorTarget()

Return Value

Returns 1 if this visualization is a manipulator target, or 0 if it is not.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::IsSelected

The IDLitVisualization::IsSelected function method determines if this visualization is 
currently selected or not.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]IsSelected()

Return Value

Returns 1 if this visualization is currently selected, or 0 if it is not selected.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::Move

The IDLitVisualization::Move procedure method moves an object from one position 
in the visualization container to a new position. Use the IDLitVisualization::Get 
method to return the objects within the visualization. 

The positions of the objects within a container controls how they are rendered. The 
object whose location has the lowest index value is rendered first. If several objects 
are located at the same point in three-dimensional space, the object rendered first will 
occlude objects rendered later. 

Note
This method overrides the IDL_Container::Move method, which 
IDLitVisualization inherits since IDL_Container is a superclass of IDLgrModel. 
This specialized implementation of the Move method ensures visualizations are 
stored in the correct order based on type when they are moved. Those items that 
must appear on top of other objects are stored as the last items in the list of objects 
contained by this visualization. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]Move, Source, Destination

Arguments

Source

The zero-based index of the current location of the object to be moved. 

Destination

The zero-based index of the new location where the object will reside after being 
moved.

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::On2DRotate

The IDLitVisualization::On2DRotate procedure method notifies objects that use the 
visualization’s data when the rotation of the parent dataspace changes. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]On2DRotate, Notifier, IsRotated

Arguments

Notifier

An object reference to the parent object that is sending notification when the 
dataspace rotation changes.

IsRotated

A scalar value that is non-zero if the dataspace is now rotated, or zero otherwise.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::OnAxesRequestChange

The IDLitVisualization::OnAxesRequestChange procedure method notifies objects 
that use the visualization’s data when the axes of a contained object change. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]OnAxesRequestChange, Notifier, AxesRequest

Arguments

Notifier

An object reference to the object that is sending notification when axes change.

AxesRequest

A scalar value representing the new axes request. Allowable values are:

Keywords

None

Version History

Value Requested Axes

0 No axes requested.

1 Axes requested.

2 Axes should be automatically computed.

Table 1-10: Allowable AxesRequest Values

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::OnAxesStyleRequestChange

The IDLitVisualization::OnAxesStyleRequestChange procedure method notifies 
objects that use the visualization’s data when the axes style of a contained object 
changes. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]OnAxesStyleRequestChange, Notifier, StyleRequest

Arguments

Notifier

An object reference to the object that is sending notification when the axes style 
changes.

StyleRequest

A scalar value representing the new axes style request. Allowable values are: 

Keywords

None

Version History

Value Requested Axes Style

0 None.

1 At Dataspace Minimum.

2 Box Axes.

3 Crosshairs.

-1 No visualization in the hierarchy requested axes.

Table 1-11: Axes Style Values

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::OnDataChange

The IDLitVisualization::OnDataChange procedure method notifies objects that use 
the visualization’s data when the visualization’s data changes.

Note
This method is generally not called explicitly.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]OnDataChange, Notifier

Arguments

Notifier

A reference to the object that is sending notification when the data changes.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::OnDataComplete

The IDLitVisualization::OnDataComplete procedure method notifies objects that use 
the visualization’s data when changes to the visualization’s data are complete.

Note
This method is generally not called explicitly.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]OnDataComplete, Notifier

Arguments

Notifier

A reference to the object that is sending notification when the data changes are 
complete.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::OnDataRangeChange

The IDLitVisualization::OnDataRangeChange procedure method notifies objects that 
use the visualization’s data when the range of the visualization’s data changes.

Note
This method is generally not called explicitly.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]OnDataRangeChange, Notifier, XRange, YRange, Zrange

Arguments

Notifier

A reference to the object that is sending notification when the data range changes.

XRange

A two-element vector, [xmin, xmax], representing the new x-range.

YRange

A two-element vector, [ymin, ymax], representing the new y-range.

ZRange

A two-element vector, [zmin, zmax], representing the new z-range.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::OnDimensionChange

The IDLitVisualization::OnDimensionChange procedure method notifies objects that 
use the visualization’s data when the dimensionality of the visualization’s data 
changes. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]OnDimensionChange, Notifier, Is3D

Arguments

Notifier

An object reference to the object that is sending notification when the dimensionality 
changes.

Is3D

A scalar value that is non-zero if the object is now three-dimensional, or zero 
otherwise.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::OnWorldDimensionChange

The IDLitVisualization::OnWorldDimensionChange procedure method notifies 
objects that use the visualization’s data when the dimensionality of the visualization’s 
parent dataspace changes. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]OnWorldDimensionChange, Notifier, Is3D

Arguments

Notifier

An object reference to the parent object that is sending notification when the 
dimensionality changes.

Is3D

A scalar value that is non-zero if the object is now three-dimensional, or zero 
otherwise.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::Remove

The IDLitVisualization::Remove procedure method removes the given object(s) from 
the visualization.

This method overrides the IDL_Container::Remove method, which 
IDLitVisualization inherits since IDL_Container is a superclass of IDLgrModel. This 
specialized implementation of the Remove method performs the following actions:

• Handles property aggregation

• Updates this visualization’s state flags (indicating whether this visualization is 
3-D, isotropic, etc.) as appropriate

• Sends notification that the scene needs to be redrawn (unless the NO_UPDATE 
keyword is set) 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]Remove, Object [, /NO_UPDATE]

Arguments

Object

A reference (or vector of references) to the object(s) to be removed from this 
visualization.

Keywords

NO_UPDATE

Set this keyword to indicate the scene should not be updated after objects are 
removed. By default, the overall scene is updated. 

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Added NO_UPDATE keyword
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IDLitVisualization::RequestsAxes

The IDLitVisualization::RequestsAxes function method indicates whether or not the 
visualization requests axes. Most visualization classes do request axes. However, 
axes, images, ROIs, map grids, profile lines, and backgrounds do not request axes. 

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]RequestsAxes( )

Return Value

Returns a 1 if the visualization does request axes, or 0 if does not request axes.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::Restore

The IDLitVisualization::Restore procedure method performs any transitional work 
required after an object of this class has been restored from a SAVE file, to ensure 
that its state is appropriate for the current version.

Note
This method overrides the implementation in the IDLitComponent class. This 
specialized implementation ensures that all axes requests and axis style requests are 
set properly.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]Restore

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

See Also

IDL_Savefile, SAVE, RESTORE

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::Rotate

The IDLitVisualization::Rotate procedure method rotates this visualization about the 
given axis by the given angle. 

This method overrides the superclass’s IDLgrModel::Rotate method. This specialized 
implementation rotates about a center of rotation rather than about the origin, [0,0,0].

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]Rotate, Axis, Angle [, CENTER_OF_ROTATION=[x, y, 
z]] [, /PREMULTIPLY]

Arguments

Axis

A three-element vector of the form [x, y, z] describing the axis about which the 
visualization is to be rotated. 

Angle

A scalar value indicating the angle of rotation (measured in degrees).

Keywords

CENTER_OF_ROTATION

Set this keyword to a three-element vector, [x, y, z], representing the center of the 
rotation. By default, the visualization’s own center of rotation (accessible through 
“IDLitVisualization::GetCenterRotation” on page 411) will be used. 

PREMULTIPLY

Set this keyword to cause the rotation matrix specified by Axis and Angle to be pre-
multiplied to this visualization’s current transformation matrix. By default, the 
rotation matrix is post-multiplied. 

Note
In pre-multiplication, the current visualization’s transform and scaling are applied 
before the specified rotation. In post-multiplication, the specified rotation is applied 
before the visualization’s transformation and scaling. 
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Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::Scale

The IDLitVisualization::Scale procedure method scales the visualization by the given 
scale factors.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]Scale, SX, SY, SZ [, CENTER_OF_ROTATION=[x, y] | 
[x, y, z]] [, /PREMULTIPLY]

Arguments

SX

The factor in the x-dimension by which the visualization is to be scaled.

SY

The factor in the y-dimension by which the visualization is to be scaled.

SZ

The factor in the z-dimension by which the visualization is to be scaled.

Keywords

CENTER_OF_ROTATION

Set this keyword to a 2- or 3-element vector, [x, y] or [x,y,z], representing the center of 
rotation (in data coordinates) to be used as the center for scaling. By default, if 
PREMULTIPLY is set, then this visualization’s own center of rotation will be used as 
the center for scaling; if PREMULTIPLY is not set, the result of transforming this 
visualization’s center of rotation by its own transformation matrix will be used as the 
center for scaling.

PREMULTIPLY

Set this keyword to cause the scaling matrix specified by Sx, Sy, and Sz to be pre-
multiplied to this visualization’s transformation matrix. By default, the scaling matrix 
is post-multiplied.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::Select

The IDLitVisualization::Select procedure method handles notification of mechanisms 
that key off the current selection (such as the visualization browser) when this 
visualization has been selected.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]Select[, Mode] 
[, /ADDITIVE | /SELECT | /TOGGLE | /UNSELECT] [, /NO_NOTIFY]

Arguments

Mode

A scalar that indicates the selection mode. Valid values include:

• 0 - Unselect (deselect this visualization).

• 1 - Select (set this visualization as the current selection). This mode is the 
default.

• 2 - Toggle (toggle the selection of this visualization). Use the CRTL key to 
toggle.

• 3 - Additive (add this visualization to the current selection list). Use the 
SHIFT key to add.

Keywords

ADDITIVE

Set this keyword to indicate that the selection mode is additive. This is equivalent to 
setting Mode to 3.

NO_NOTIFY

Set this keyword to indicate that this visualization’s parent should not be notified of 
this selection. By default, the parent is notified.

SELECT

Set this keyword to indicate that the selection mode is select. This is equivalent to 
setting Mode to 1.
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TOGGLE

Set this keyword to indicate that the selection mode is toggle. This is equivalent to 
setting Mode to 2.

UNSELECT

Set this keyword to indicate that the selection mode is unselect. This is equivalent to 
setting Mode to 0.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::Set3D

The IDLitVisualization::Set3D procedure method sets a flag indicating this 
visualization is three-dimensional.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]Set3D, Is3D [, /ALWAYS] [, /AUTO_COMPUTE]

Arguments

Is3D

A non-zero value indicates that the visualization is three-dimensional; 0 indicates that 
it is two-dimensional.

Keywords

ALWAYS

Set this keyword to indicate that the given 3-D setting always applies.

AUTO_COMPUTE

Set this keyword to indicate that the 3-D setting for this visualization should be auto-
computed based upon the dimensionality of its contents. This keyword is mutually 
exclusive of the ALWAYS keyword, and the Is3D argument is ignored if 
AUTO_COMPUTE is set.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::SetAxesRequest

The IDLitVisualization::SetAxesRequest procedure method sets the current axes 
request for this visualization.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]SetAxesRequest [, AxesRequest] 
[, /ALWAYS | /AUTO_COMPUTE] [, /NO_NOTIFY]

Arguments

AxesRequest

A scalar value indicating whether this visualization requests axes: 

• 0 – Axes are not requested by the visualization

• 1 – Axes are requested by the visualization. 

Note
If this argument is not present, the visualization is marked as requesting axes. 

Keywords

ALWAYS

Set this keyword to always request or not request axes as specified by the 
AxesRequest argument. This setting will override the requests made by children of the 
visualization.

AUTO_COMPUTE

Set this keyword to compute the axes for this visualization based on the axes 
requested by objects contained in the visualization. 

Note
This keyword is mutually exclusive of the ALWAYS keyword. If this keyword is 
set, the AxesRequest argument is ignored. 
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NO_NOTIFY

Set this keyword to indicate that this visualization’s parent should not be notified of a 
change in axes request. By default, the parent is notified.

Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::SetAxesStyleRequest

The IDLitVisualization::SetAxesStyleRequest procedure method sets the current 
axes style request for this visualization. The axes container is automatically created 
whenever a data space is instantiated, but the default axes style property is 0 (None) 
until visualizations are added. 

Whenever a visualization is added to the visualization container, it is queried for axes 
requirements. Most visualization classes do request axes (with the exception of axes, 
images, ROIs, map grids, profile lines, and backgrounds). When visualizations are 
added, and the current axes style value is 0 (None), then the axes style will be 
changed as follows:

• The axes style is set according to the request of the first visualization in the 
hierarchy to request a particular axes style. By default, most visualizations do 
not request a particular style. The exceptions are plots, which request style 2 
(Box Axes) if non-polar, or style 3 (Crosshairs) if polar.

• The default style 1 (At Dataspace Minimum) is used if none of the 
visualizations in the hierarchy request a particular axes style.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]SetAxesStyleRequest, StyleRequest [, /NO_NOTIFY]

Arguments

StyleRequest

A scalar value representing the requested axes style. The value should correspond to 
one of the values listed in the following table: 

Value Requested Axes Style

0 None.

1 At Dataspace Minimum.

2 Box Axes.

3 Crosshairs.

-1 No visualization in the hierarchy requested a particular axes style.

Table 1-12: Axes Style Values
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Keywords

NO_NOTIFY

Set this keyword to indicate that this visualization’s parent should not be notified of a 
change in the axes style request. By default, the parent is notified.

Version History

6.1 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::SetCurrentSelectionVisual

The IDLitVisualization::SetCurrentSelectionVisual procedure method sets the 
current selection visual for the given manipulator.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]SetCurrentSelectionVisual, Manipulator

Arguments

Manipulator

An object reference (that subclasses from IDLitManipulator) identifying the 
manipulator that corresponds to the selection visual to be set as current.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::SetData

The IDLitVisualization::SetData function method sets the data parameter of the 
visualization.

Note
If the SetData method returns successfully, notification of a data change is issued to 
all observers of the data object.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]SetData(Data)

Return Value

Returns a 1 if successful, or 0 if it fails.

Arguments

Data

A reference to the data object to be associated with the visualization parameter.

Keywords

This method accepts all keywords accepted by the IDLitParameter::SetData method.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::SetDefaultSelectionVisual

The IDLitVisualization::SetDefaultSelectionVisual procedure method sets the default 
selection visual to be associated with this visualization.

Note
If the visualization on which this method is called is not a manipulator target (see 
“MANIPULATOR_TARGET” on page 400) the default selection visual set by this 
method will be used as the current selection visual whenever the visualization is 
selected.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]SetDefaultSelectionVisual, SelectionVisual 
[, POSITION=value]

Arguments

SelectionVisual

A reference to the IDLitManipulatorVisual object that is added to the visualization 
object and serves as the default selection visual for this visualization.

Keywords

POSITION

Set this keyword equal to the zero-based position at which the selection visual should 
be inserted within the container. The default is to add the object to the end of the 
container (the visualization object).

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::SetParameterSet

The IDLitVisualization::SetParameterSet function method associates a parameter set 
with this visualization.

Note
If the SetParameterSet method returns successfully, notification of a data change is 
issued to all observers of the visualization’s data.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]SetParameterSet(ParameterSet)

Return Value

Returns a 1 if successful, or a 0 otherwise.

Arguments

ParameterSet

A reference to the IDLitParameterSet object to be associated with the visualization.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::SetProperty

The IDLitVisualization::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of a property or 
group of properties for the object.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitVisualization Properties” on page 399 that contains 
the word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using this 
method. To set the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set 
equal to the appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::UpdateSelectionVisual

The IDLitVisualization::UpdateSelectionVisual procedure method transforms this 
visualization’s selection visual to match the visualization’s geometry.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]UpdateSelectionVisual

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::VisToWindow

The IDLitVisualization::VisToWindow procedure method transforms given points 
from visualization data space to window device coordinates.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]VisToWindow, InX, InY, InZ, OutX, OutY, OutZ 
[, /NO_TRANSFORM]

or

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]VisToWindow, InX, InY, OutX, OutY 
[, /NO_TRANSFORM]

or

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]VisToWindow, InVerts, OutVerts [, /NO_TRANSFORM]

Arguments

InX

A vector of input X values (in visualization data space).

InY

A vector of input Y values (in visualization data space). The number of elements of 
this vector must match the number of elements in InX.

InZ

A vector of input Z values (in visualization data space). The number of elements of 
this vector must match the number of elements in InX.

InVerts

A [2, n] or [3, n] array of input vertices (in visualization data space).

OutX

A named variable that will contain a vector of output X values (in window device 
coordinates).
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OutY

A named variable that will contain a vector of output Y values (in window device 
coordinates).

OutZ

A named variable that will contain a vector of output Z values (in window device 
coordinates).

OutVerts

A named variable that will contain a vector of output vertices (in window device 
coordinates).

Keywords

NO_TRANSFORM

If this keyword is set, the current transformation matrix is not included in the 
computation. Setting this keyword is useful when computing selection visual scaling.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitVisualization::WindowToVis

The IDLitVisualization::WindowToVis procedure method transforms given points 
from window device coordinates to visualization data space.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]WindowToVis, InX, InY, InZ, OutX, OutY, OutZ

or

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]WindowToVis, InX, InY, OutX, OutY

or

Obj->[IDLitVisualization::]WindowToVis, InVerts, OutVerts

Arguments

InX

A vector representing the input x values (in window device coordinates).

InY

A vector representing the input y values (in window device coordinates). The number 
of elements of this vector must match the number of elements in InX.

InZ

A vector representing the input z values (in window device coordinates). The number 
of elements of this vector must match the number of elements in InX.

InVerts

A [2, n] or [3, n] array representing the input vertices (in window device coordinates).

OutX

A named variable that upon return will contain a vector representing the output x 
values (in visualization data space).

OutY

A named variable that upon return will contain a vector representing the output y 
values (in visualization data space).
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OutZ

A named variable that upon return will contain a vector representing the output z 
values (in visualization data space).

OutVerts

A named variable that upon return will contain a vector representing the output 
vertices (in visualization data space).

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow

The IDLitWindow class serves as the base class for all windows within the iTools 
framework.

Superclasses

IDLgrWindow

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitWindow::Init” on page 479.

Properties

Objects of this class inherit properties from the IDLgrWindow superclass. See 
“IDLgrWindow Properties” on page 4586 for descriptions of these properties.

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitWindow::Add

• IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver

• IDLitWindow::Cleanup

• IDLitWindow::ClearSelections

• IDLitWindow::DoHitTest

• IDLitWindow::GetEventMask

• IDLitWindow::GetProperty

• IDLitWindow::GetSelectedItems

• IDLitWindow::Init

• IDLitWindow::OnEnter
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• IDLitWindow::OnExit

• IDLitWindow::OnExpose

• IDLitWindow::OnKeyboard

• IDLitWindow::OnMouseDown

• IDLitWindow::OnMouseMotion

• IDLitWindow::OnMouseUp

• IDLitWindow::OnResize

• IDLitWindow::OnScroll

• IDLitWindow::OnTimer

• IDLitWindow::OnWheel

• IDLitWindow::Remove

• IDLitWindow::RemoveWindowEventObserver

• IDLitWindow::SetCurrentZoom

• IDLitWindow::SetEventMask

• IDLitWindow::SetManipulatorManager

• IDLitWindow::SetProperty

• IDLitWindow::SetTimerInterval

• IDLitWindow::ZoomIn

• IDLitWindow::ZoomOut

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclass.

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.2 Added OnTimer and SetTimerInterval methods

6.3 Added OnEnter, OnExit, OnExpose, and OnResize methods

6.4 Added OnWheel method
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IDLitWindow Properties

IDLitWindow objects inherit properties from the IDLgrWindow superclass. See 
“IDLgrWindow Properties” on page 4586 for descriptions of these properties. 

Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the table can be retrieved via 
IDLitWindow::GetProperty. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Init” column of 
the property table can be set via IDLitWindow::Init. Properties with the word “Yes” 
in the “Set” column in the property table can be set via IDLitWindow::SetProperty.
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IDLitWindow::Add

The IDLitWindow::Add procedure method adds the given object(s) to the window.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]Add, Objects [, POSITION=value]

Arguments

Objects

A reference (or array of references) to the object(s) to be added to the window. Any of 
the objects that inherit from IDLgrViewGroup are added directly to the window’s 
scene, which represents a container for all of the views (and their corresponding 
visualization hierarchies) that appear within a window. The remaining objects are 
added to the current view within the window’s scene.

Keywords

POSITION

Set this keyword equal to a scalar or array containing the zero-based indices of the 
position within the container at which the new object should be placed.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver

The IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver procedure method adds the given 
object(s) to the list of observers that are to be notified of events that occur within the 
window. Each observer must implement one or more methods corresponding to bits 
in the IDLitWindow object’s event mask, as set by the IDLitWindow::SetEventMask 
method:

When an event occurs within this window, the corresponding method (from the list 
above) will be called for each observer in the window’s list. 

See the IDLitWindow methods of the same name for information on creating window 
observer methods.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]AddWindowEventObserver, Objects

Arguments

Objects

A reference (or vector of references) to the object(s) to be added as window event 
observers.

Bit Value Event Type Required Methods

0 1 Button Events OnMouseDown
OnMouseUp

1 2 Motion Events OnMouseMotion

2 4 Keyboard Events OnKeyboard

3 8 Tracking Events n/a

4 16 Timer Events OnTimer

5 32 Wheel Events OnWheel

Table 1-13: Event Mask values and their corresponding methods
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Keywords

None

Version History

See Also

IDLitWindow::OnKeyboard, IDLitWindow::OnMouseDown, 
IDLitWindow::OnMouseMotion, IDLitWindow::OnMouseUp, 
IDLitWindow::OnTimer, IDLitWindow::OnWheel, IDLitWindow::SetEventMask

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::Cleanup

The IDLitWindow::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the object.

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]Cleanup   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::ClearSelections

The IDLitWindow::ClearSelections procedure method clears the window’s list of 
currently selected items (within its current view). The items within the current view 
that had been selected are deselected.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]ClearSelections

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::DoHitTest

The IDLitWindow::DoHitTest function method performs a hit test to determine 
which visualizations within the destination are displayed at a given pixel location.

Note
The objects returned in Result are the “top-level” objects (usually IDLgrModel or 
IDLitVisualization objects). Objects contained by the returned objects can be 
returned using the SUB_HIT keyword.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitWindow::]DoHitTest(X, Y [, DIMENSIONS=[width, height]] 
[, /ORDER] [, SUB_HIT=variable] [, UNITS={0 | 1 | 2 | 3}])

Return Value

Returns a vector of references to the objects (usually IDLgrModel or 
IDLitVisualization objects) that appear at the given location. If no visualizations are 
displayed at that location, a null reference is returned.

Arguments

X

A floating-point value representing the x-location at which the hit test is to be 
performed

Y

A floating-point value representing the y-location at which the hit test is to be 
performed.

Keywords

DIMENSIONS

Set this keyword to a two-element integer vector, [w, h], to specify the dimensions 
(width and height) of the hit test box. The hit test box is centered at the location 
specified by the X and Y arguments. Any object that falls within this hit test box will 
be included in the return vector. By default, the hit test box is 3 pixels by 3 pixels.
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ORDER

Set this keyword to control the ordering of objects in the returned hit test list when the 
objects are at the same distance from the viewer. Set ORDER=0 (the default) to 
return the objects in the order in which they were drawn. Set ORDER=1 to return 
objects in the reversed order from which they were drawn.

Note
If the visualization objects use DEPTH_TEST_FUNCTION=4 (less than or equal), 
then it is recommended that the ORDER keyword be set to 1 to ensure that objects 
at the same depth are returned in the same order in which they appear visually.

SUB_HIT

Set this keyword to a named variable that will contain references to all contained 
visualization objects that satisfy all of the following conditions:

• The objects are contained by the nearest hit visualization (the first object in the 
return value)

• The objects are SELECT_TARGETs (see “IDLgrModel” on page 4068)

• The objects are actively displayed at the given X and Y coordinates

The results of SUB_HIT are returned in the order in which the sub-hit visualizations 
appear in the graphics hierarchy. Sub-hits are only returned for the first visualization.

UNITS

Set this keyword to a scalar value to indicate the units of measure for the X, Y 
arguments and the DIMENSIONS keyword. Valid values include:

• 0 = Device (default)

• 1 = Inches

• 2 = Centimeters

• 3 = Normalized: relative to the dimensions of the primary monitor/screen, as 
stored in the SCREEN_DIMENSIONS property
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Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Added ORDER keyword
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IDLitWindow::GetEventMask

The IDLitWindow::GetEventMask function method returns a bitwise mask 
representing the events that are enabled for this window.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitWindow::]GetEventMask([, BUTTON_EVENTS=variable] 
[, KEYBOARD_EVENTS=variable] [, MOTION_EVENTS=variable] 
[, TIMER_EVENTS=variable] [, TRACKING_EVENTS=variable] 
[, WHEEL_EVENTS=variable] )

Return Value

Returns the bitwise mask as an unsigned long integer. The bits in the mask are as 
follows:

Arguments

None

Keywords

BUTTON_EVENTS

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 if mouse button 
events are currently enabled for this window, or a 0 otherwise.

Bit Value Event

0 1 Button Events

1 2 Motion Events

2 4 Keyboard Events

3 8 Tracking Events

4 16 Timer Events

5 32 Wheel Events

Table 1-14: Bits of the Event Mask
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KEYBOARD_EVENTS

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 if keyboard events are 
currently enabled for this window, or a 0 otherwise.

MOTION_EVENTS

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 if mouse motion 
events are currently enabled for this window, or a 0 otherwise.

TIMER_EVENTS

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 if timer events are 
currently enabled for this window, or a 0 otherwise.

TRACKING_EVENTS

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 if tracking events are 
currently enabled for this window, or a 0 otherwise.

WHEEL_EVENTS

Set this keyword equal to a named variable that will contain a 1 if wheel events are 
currently enabled for this window, or a 0 otherwise.

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.2 Added TIMER_EVENTS keyword

6.4 Added WHEEL_EVENTS keyword
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IDLitWindow::GetProperty

The IDLitWindow::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of an 
IDLitWindow property, and should be called by the subclass’ GetProperty method. 
This method also retrieves properties defined in the superclass.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]GetProperty[, PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitWindow Properties” on page 466 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved using this 
method. To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword 
set equal to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::GetSelectedItems

The IDLitWindow::GetSelectedItems function method returns the objects 
(visualizations only, by default) currently selected within this window’s scene.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitWindow::]GetSelectedItems([, /ALL] [, COUNT=named 
variable])

Return Value

Returns a vector of references to the objects currently selected within this window’s 
scene. If no objects are currently selected, this function returns a –1.

Arguments

None

Keywords

ALL

Set this keyword to return all classes of selected items. By default, only visualizations 
are returned.

COUNT

Set this keyword to a named variable that will contain the number of items returned 
by this method.

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Added ALL keyword
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IDLitWindow::Init

The IDLitWindow::Init function method initializes the window object.

This function method initializes the IDLitWindow object, and should be called by the 
subclass’s Init method. This method also calls the superclass’s Init method.

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW('IDLitWindow'[, PROPERTY=value])

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitWindow::]Init([, PROPERTY=value])   (In a lifecycle method 
only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or 0 otherwise.

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitWindow Properties” on page 466 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized during 
object creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify the 
property name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.
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Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::OnEnter

Syntax | Arguments | Keywords | Version History

The IDLitWindow::OnEnter procedure method handles notification from the window 
that a mouse enter event has occurred.

Note
This method is only a stub and provides no functionality. In your subclass of 
IDLitWindow, you should override this method to provide your own functionality. 
Your method will be automatically called when a mouse enter event occurs.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]OnEnter

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::OnExit

Syntax | Arguments | Keywords | Version History

The IDLitWindow::OnExit procedure method handles notification from the window 
that a mouse exit event has occurred.

Note
This method is only a stub and provides no functionality. In your subclass of 
IDLitWindow, you should override this method to provide your own functionality. 
Your method will be automatically called when a mouse exit event occurs.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]OnExit

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::OnExpose

Syntax | Arguments | Keywords | Version History

The IDLitWindow::OnExpose procedure method handles notification from the 
window that an expose event has occurred.

Note
By default, the OnExpose method will automatically redraw the graphics hierarchy. 
If you are using a subclass of IDLitWindow and require additional functionality, 
you should override this method. Your method will be automatically called when an 
expose event occurs.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]OnExpose, X, Y, Width, Height

Arguments

X

A floating-point value representing the x-coordinate of the lower left corner of the 
newly exposed portion of the canvas (in device coordinates). 

Y

A floating-point value representing the y-coordinate of the lower left corner of the 
newly exposed portion of the canvas (in device coordinates). 

Width

A floating-point value representing the width of the newly exposed portion of the 
canvas (in device coordinates).

Height

A floating-point value representing the height of the newly exposed portion of the 
canvas (in device coordinates).

Keywords

None
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Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::OnKeyboard

The IDLitWindow::OnKeyboard procedure method handles notification (from the 
native window device) that a keyboard event has occurred, and passes along that 
notification to all observers in the list of window event observers (as specified by 
calls to the IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver method). You can also 
simulate a keyboard event by calling this method directly.

Note
Window event observers that handle keyboard events must implement the 
OnKeyboard method, as described in “Implementing the OnKeyboard Interface” on 
page 487. In addition, window event observers must implement the 
OnMouseDown, OnMouseMotion, and OnMouseUp methods. See 
IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver for details.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]OnKeyboard, IsASCII, Character, KeySymbol, X, Y, Press, 
Release, Modifiers 

Arguments

IsASCII

A scalar byte value that indicates whether the keyboard event corresponds to a 
character in the ASCII character set. If IsASCII is non-zero, the Character argument 
will be set to that ASCII character. If IsASCII is zero, the KeySymbol argument will 
be set to a numeric value indicating the key that was pressed.

Character

If IsASCII is non-zero, this argument is set to a byte value containing the ASCII 
character that corresponds to the key that was pressed. Otherwise, this argument is set 
to zero.

KeySymbol

If IsASCII is zero, this argument is set to a long integer that indicates the key that was 
pressed. Otherwise, this argument is set to zero. Valid values for key symbols include:
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X,Y

Long integers containing the x-coordinate and y-coordinate of the mouse cursor (in 
device coordinates) at the time of the event. 

Press

A long integer indicating whether this event represents a key press. This argument is 
non-zero if the event is the result of pressing the key.

Release

A long integer indicating whether this event represents a key release. This argument 
is non-zero if the event is the result of releasing the key.

1 Shift

2 Control

3 Caps Lock

4 Alt

5 Left

6 Right

7 Up

8 Down

9 Page Up

10 Page Down

11 Home

12 End
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Modifiers

A long integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which modifier keys are active at 
the time of the keyboard event. If a bit is zero, the key is up; if the bit is set, the key is 
pressed. The following table describes the bits in this bit mask: 

Keywords

None

Implementing the OnKeyboard Interface

When defining a window event observer that handles keyboard events, you must 
implement an OnKeyboard procedure method with the following signature:

PRO OnKeyboard, Window, IsASCII, Character, KeySymbol, X, Y, $
Press, Release, Modifiers 

where the Window argument is an object reference to the IDLitWindow object in 
which the event was generated, and all of the other arguments are described above.

In addition, you must implement OnMouseDown, OnMouseMotion, and 
OnMouseUp procedure methods, as discussed in 
“IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver” on page 468.

Bit Value Modifier Key

0 1 Shift

1 2 Control

2 4 Caps Lock

3 8 Alt

Table 1-15: Modifier Values
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Version History

See Also

IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver, IDLitWindow::OnMouseDown, 
IDLitWindow::OnMouseMotion, IDLitWindow::OnMouseUp

6.0 Introduced

6.1 Corrected syntax to read IsASCII instead of IsAlphaNumeric

Corrected KeySymbol values

Added X, Y, Press, Release, Modifiers arguments
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IDLitWindow::OnMouseDown

The IDLitWindow::OnMouseDown procedure method handles notification (from the 
native window device) that a mouse down event has occurred, and passes along that 
notification to all observers in the list of window event observers (as specified by 
calls to the IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver method). You can also 
simulate a mouse down event by calling this method directly.

Note
Window event observers that handle mouse down events must implement the 
OnMouseDown method, as described in “Implementing the OnMouseDown 
Interface” on page 490. In addition, window event observers must implement the 
OnKeyboard, OnMouseMotion, and OnMouseUp methods. See 
IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver for details.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]OnMouseDown, X, Y, ButtonMask, Modifiers, NumClicks

Arguments

X

A long integer representing the x-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Y

A long integer representing the y-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

ButtonMask

An integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which of the left, center, or right 
mouse button was pressed:

Bitmask Mouse Button

1 Left

2 Middle

4 Right

Table 1-16: Bitmask for Button Events
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Modifiers

A long integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which modifier keys are active at 
the time the mouse button is pressed. If a bit is zero, the key is up; if the bit is set, the 
key is pressed. The following table describes the bits in this bitmask:

NumClicks

An integer indicating the number of times the mouse button was clicked.

Keywords

None

Implementing the OnMouseDown Interface

When defining a window event observer that handles mouse down events, you must 
implement an OnMouseDown procedure method with the following signature:

PRO OnMouseDown, Window, X, Y, ButtonMask, Modifiers, NumClicks

where the Window argument is an object reference to the IDLitWindow object in 
which the event was generated, and all of the other arguments are described above.

In addition, you must implement OnKeyboard, OnMouseMotion, and OnMouseUp 
procedure methods, as discussed in “IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver” on 
page 468.

Version History

Bit Value Modifier Key

0 1 Shift

1 2 Control

2 4 Caps Lock

3 8 Alt

Table 1-17: Bits of the Modifier Key Mask

6.0 Introduced
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See Also

IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver, IDLitWindow::OnKeyboard, 
IDLitWindow::OnMouseMotion, IDLitWindow::OnMouseUp
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IDLitWindow::OnMouseMotion

The IDLitWindow::OnMouseMotion procedure method handles notification (from 
the native window device) that a mouse motion event has occurred, and passes along 
that notification to all observers in the list of window event observers (as specified by 
calls to the IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver method). You can also 
simulate a mouse motion event by calling this method directly.

Note
Window event observers that handle mouse motion events must implement the 
OnMouseMotion method, as described in “Implementing the OnMouseMotion 
Interface” on page 493. In addition, window event observers must implement the 
OnKeyboard, OnMouseDown, and OnMouseUp methods. See 
IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver for details.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]OnMouseMotion, X, Y, Modifiers

Arguments

X

A long integer representing the x-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Y

A long integer representing the y-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Modifiers

A long integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which modifier keys are active at 
the time the mouse button is pressed. If a bit is zero, the key is up; if the bit is set, the 
key is pressed. The following table describes the bits in this bitmask:

Bit Value Modifier Key

0 1 Shift

1 2 Control

Table 1-18: Bits of the Modifier Key Mask
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Keywords

None

Implementing the OnMouseMotion Interface

When defining a window event observer that handles mouse motion events, you must 
implement an OnMouseMotion procedure method with the following signature:

PRO OnMouseMotion, Window, X, Y, Modifiers

where the Window argument is an object reference to the IDLitWindow object in 
which the event was generated, and all of the other arguments are described above.

In addition, you must implement OnKeyboard, OnMouseDown, and OnMouseUp 
procedure methods, as discussed in “IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver” on 
page 468.

Version History

See Also

IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver, IDLitWindow::OnKeyboard, 
IDLitWindow::OnMouseDown, IDLitWindow::OnMouseUp

2 4 Caps Lock

3 8 Alt

6.0 Introduced

Bit Value Modifier Key

Table 1-18: Bits of the Modifier Key Mask
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IDLitWindow::OnMouseUp

The IDLitWindow::OnMouseUp procedure method handles notification (from the 
native window device) that a mouse up event has occurred, and passes along that 
notification to all observers in the list of window event observers (as specified by 
calls to the IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver method). You can also 
simulate a mouse up event by calling this method directly.

Note
Window event observers that handle mouse up events must implement the 
OnMouseUp method, as described in “Implementing the OnMouseUp Interface” on 
page 495. In addition, window event observers must implement the OnKeyboard, 
OnMouseDown, and OnMouseMotion methods. See 
IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver for details.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]OnMouseUp, X, Y, ButtonMask

Arguments

X

A long integer representing the x-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Y

A long integer representing the y-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

ButtonMask

An integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which of the left, center, or right 
mouse button was released:

Bitmask Mouse Button

1 Left

2 Middle

4 Right

Table 1-19: Bitmask for Button Events
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Keywords

None

Implementing the OnMouseUp Interface

When defining a window event observer that handles mouse up events, you must 
implement an OnMouseUp procedure method with the following signature:

PRO OnMouseUp, Window, X, Y, ButtonMask

where the Window argument is an object reference to the IDLitWindow object in 
which the event was generated, and all of the other arguments are described above.

In addition, you must implement OnKeyboard, OnMouseMotion, and 
OnMouseMotion procedure methods, as discussed in 
“IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver” on page 468.

Version History

See Also

IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver, IDLitWindow::OnKeyboard, 
IDLitWindow::OnMouseDown, IDLitWindow::OnMouseMotion

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::OnResize

The IDLitWindow::OnResize procedure method handles notification from the 
window that a resize event has occurred.

Note
By default, the OnResize method will automatically resize the window and then call 
the OnResize method for the contained scene. If you are using a subclass of 
IDLitWindow and require additional functionality, you should override this method. 
Your method will be automatically called when a resize event occurs.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]OnResize, Width, Height

Arguments

Width

A floating-point value representing the new width of the canvas (in device 
coordinates).

Height

A floating-point value representing the new height of the canvas (in device 
coordinates).

Keywords

None

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::OnScroll

The IDLitWindow::OnScroll procedure method handles notification (from the native 
window device) that a scrolling event has occurred. This notification is passed on to 
the window’s scene, which handles the cropping of each of its contained views. A 
scene represents a container for all of the views (and their corresponding 
visualization hierarchies) that appear within a window.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]OnScroll, X, Y

Arguments

X

A long integer representing the x-coordinate of the lower left corner of the visible 
portion of the canvas (in device coordinates) after the scroll.

Y

A long integer representing the y-coordinate of the lower left corner of the visible 
portion of the canvas (in device coordinates) after the scroll.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::OnTimer

The IDLitWindow::OnTimer procedure method handles notification (from the native 
window device) that a timer event has occurred, and passes that notification to all 
observers in the list of window event observers (as specified by calls to the 
IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver method). You can also simulate a timer 
event by calling this method directly.

Note
Window event observers that handle timer events must implement the OnTimer 
method, as described in “Implementing the OnTimer Interface” on page 498. See 
IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver for details.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]OnTimer

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Implementing the OnTimer Interface

When defining a window event observer that handles timer events, you must 
implement an OnTimer procedure method with the following signature:

PRO OnTimer, Window

where the Window argument is an object reference to the IDLitWindow object in 
which the event was generated.

Version History

6.2 Introduced
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See Also

IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver
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IDLitWindow::OnWheel

The IDLitWindow::OnWheel procedure method handles notification (from the native 
window device) that a mouse wheel event has occurred, and passes along that 
notification to all observers in the list of window event observers (as specified by 
calls to the IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver method). You can also 
simulate a mouse wheel event by calling this method directly. 

Note
Window event observers that handle mouse wheel events must implement the 
OnWheel method, as described in “Implementing the OnWheel Interface” on 
page 501.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]OnWheel, X, Y, Delta, Modifiers

Arguments

X

A long integer representing the x-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Y

A long integer representing the y-location (in device coordinates) of the mouse event.

Delta

A long integer giving the direction and distance that the wheel was rolled. Pushing 
the wheel generates positive values, pulling the wheel generates negative values. The 
magnitude of the value depends on the device setting for the individual mouse, but is 
usually limited to small integer values such as +1, -1, +2, -2, etc.
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Modifiers

A long integer containing a bitwise mask indicating which modifier keys are active at 
the time of the wheel event. If a bit is zero, the key is up; if the bit is set, the key is 
pressed. The following table describes the bits in this bit mask: 

Keywords

None

Implementing the OnWheel Interface

When defining a window event observer that handles mouse wheel events, you must 
implement an OnWheel procedure method with the following signature: 

PRO MyObject::OnWheel, Window, X, Y, Delta, Modifiers 

where the Window argument is an object reference to the IDLitWindow object in 
which the event was generated, and all of the other arguments are described above. 

Version History

See Also

IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver

Bit Value Modifier Key

0 1 Shift

1 2 Control

2 4 Caps Lock

3 8 Alt

Table 1-20: Modifier Values

6.4 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::Remove

The IDLitWindow::Remove procedure method removes the given object(s) from the 
window.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]Remove, Object [, /ALL] [, POSITION=index]

Arguments

Object

A reference (or vector of references) to the object(s) to be removed from this window.

Keywords

ALL

Set this keyword to remove all objects from the container. If this keyword is set, the 
Object argument is not required.

POSITION

Set this keyword equal to the zero-based index of the object to be removed. If the 
Object argument is supplied, this keyword is ignored.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::RemoveWindowEventObserver

The IDLitWindow::RemoveWindowEventObserver procedure method removes the 
given object(s) from the list of observers that are notified of events that occur within 
this window.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]RemoveWindowEventObserver, Objects

Arguments

Objects

A reference (or vector of references) to the object(s) to be removed from the list of 
window event observers.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::Resize

The IDLitWindow::RemoveWindowEventObserver procedure method removes the 
given object(s) from the list of observers that are notified of events that occur within 
this window.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]Resize, Objects

Arguments

Objects

A reference (or vector of references) to the object(s) to be removed from the list of 
window event observers.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.3 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::SetCurrentZoom

The IDLitWindow::SetCurrentZoom procedure method sets the current zoom factor 
for this window by changing its virtual dimensions. Setting the zoom factor on this 
window overrides any zoom factor inherited from the IDLgrWindow. The contents of 
the window are updated to reflect the new zoom factor. 

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]SetCurrentZoom, ZoomFactor [, /RESET]

Arguments

ZoomFactor

A positive floating point value indicating the zoom factor to be applied to the 
window. Values less than 1.0 result in a zooming out; values greater than 1.0 result in 
a zooming in on the contents of the window.

Keywords

RESET

Set this keyword to indicate that the zoom factor should be reset to 1.0. If this 
keyword is present, the ZoomFactor argument is ignored.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::SetEventMask

The IDLitWindow::SetEventMask procedure method enables the given events within 
this window.

When an event occurs within this window, if the corresponding event type is enabled, 
then the list of its window event observers will be notified of the event. See 
“IDLitWindow::AddWindowEventObserver” on page 468 for more details.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]SetEventMask, [EventMask] [, /BUTTON_EVENTS] 
[, /KEYBOARD_EVENTS] [, /MOTION_EVENTS] [, /TIMER_EVENTS] 
[, /TRACKING_EVENTS] [, /WHEEL_EVENTS] 

Arguments

EventMask

An unsigned long integer representing the bitwise mask for the events that are to be 
enabled for this window. The bits in the mask are as follows:

This argument is optional; the keywords described below may be used instead.

Bit Value Event

0 1 Button Events

1 2 Motion Events

2 4 Keyboard Events

3 8 Tracking Events

4 16 Timer Events

5 32 Wheel Events

Table 1-21: Bits of the Event Mask
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Keywords

BUTTON_EVENTS

Set this keyword to indicate that mouse button events are to be enabled for this 
window.

KEYBOARD_EVENTS

Set this keyword to indicate the keyboard events are to be enabled for this window.

MOTION_EVENTS

Set this keyword to indicate that mouse motion events are to be enabled for this 
window.

TIMER_EVENTS

Set this keyword to indicate that timer events are to be enabled for this window.

TRACKING_EVENTS

Set this keyword to indicate that tracking events are to be enabled for this window.

Warning
In order to receive tracking events, you must implement the IDLitWindow::OnEnter 
and IDLitWindow::OnExit methods in your own subclass of the IDLitWindow 
class.

WHEEL_EVENTS

Set this keyword to indicate that mouse wheel events are to be enabled for this 
window.

Version History

6.0 Introduced

6.2 Added TIMER_EVENTS keyword

6.4 Added WHEEL_EVENTS keyword
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IDLitWindow::SetManipulatorManager

The IDLitWindow::SetManipulatorManager procedure method sets the given 
IDLitManipulatorManager object as the current manager of this window’s 
manipulators.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]SetManipulatorManager, Manager

Arguments

Manager

A reference to the IDLitManipulatorManager object that is to serve as the manager 
for this window’s manipulators.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::SetProperty

The IDLitWindow::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of an IDLitWindow 
property, and should be called by the subclass’s SetProperty method. This method 
also calls the superclass’s SetProperty method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitWindow Properties” on page 466 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using this method. 
To set the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set equal to the 
appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::SetTimerInterval

 The IDLitWindow::SetTimerInterval procedure method specifies the floating-point 
number of seconds between timer events. When a timer event occurs, the window 
calls the OnTimer method of all window event observers. The generation of timer 
events is controlled by the window event mask.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]SetTimerInterval, Interval

Arguments

Interval

The default interval value is 0, which indicates that the timer event interval is the 
smallest amount of time allowed by the system. 

Keywords

None

Version History

6.2 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::ZoomIn

The IDLitWindow::ZoomIn procedure method causes the current zoom factor for this 
window to be increased (that is, multiplied by the factor given by the inherited 
IDLgrWindow ZOOM_BASE property). The contents of the window are updated to 
reflect the new zoom factor. See “IDLitWindow::SetCurrentZoom” on page 505 for 
additional details.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]ZoomIn

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWindow::ZoomOut

The IDLitWindow::ZoomOut procedure method causes the current zoom factor for 
this window to be decreased (that is, divided by the factor given by the inherited 
IDLgrWindow ZOOM_BASE property). The current contents of the window are 
updated to reflect the new zoom factor. See “IDLitWindow::SetCurrentZoom” on 
page 505 for additional details.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWindow::]ZoomOut

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWriter

The IDLitWriter class defines the interface used to construct file writers for the iTools 
framework. Objects of this class are not intended to be created as standalone entities; 
rather, this class should be included as the superclass of an iTool file writer class.

This class is written in the IDL language. Its source code can be found in the file 
idlitwriter__define.pro in the lib/itools/framework subdirectory of the 
IDL distribution.

Superclasses

IDLitComponent

IDLitIMessaging

Note
See the “iTools Object Model Diagram” (Chapter 2, iTool Developer’s Guide) for a 
visual representation of the iTools object model hierarchy. 

Creation

See “IDLitWriter::Init” on page 520.

Properties

Objects of this class have the following properties. See “IDLitWriter Properties” on 
page 515 for details on individual properties.

• TYPES

Methods

This class has the following methods:

• IDLitWriter::Cleanup

• IDLitWriter::GetFileExtensions

• IDLitWriter::GetFilename

• IDLitWriter::GetProperty

• IDLitWriter::Init
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• IDLitWriter::IsA

• IDLitWriter::SetData

• IDLitWriter::SetFilename

• IDLitWriter::SetProperty

In addition, this class inherits the methods of its superclasses.

Examples

See Chapter 10, “Creating a File Writer” (iTool Developer’s Guide) for examples 
using this class and its methods.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWriter Properties

IDLitWriter objects have the following properties in addition to properties inherited 
from any superclasses. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the 
properties table can be retrieved via IDLitWriter::GetProperty. Properties with the 
word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized via 
IDLitWriter::Init. Properties with the word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the 
properties table can be set via IDLitWriter::SetProperty.

Objects of this class have the following properties.

• TYPES

In addition, objects of this class inherit:

• IDLitComponent

• IDLitIMessaging

TYPES

Set this property to a string or an array of strings indicating the types of data that this 
file writer accepts. iTools data types are described in Chapter 3, “Data Management” 
(iTool Developer’s Guide). Set this property to a null string ('') to specify that the 
file reader can accept all types of data.

Property Type User Defined

Name String not displayed

Get: Yes Set: No Init: Yes Registered: No
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IDLitWriter::Cleanup

The IDLitWriter::Cleanup procedure method performs all cleanup on the object, and 
should be called by the subclass’ Cleanup method. 

Note
Cleanup methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside 
the context of object creation and destruction. This means that in most cases, you 
cannot call the Cleanup method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you 
write your own subclass of this class, you can call the Cleanup method from within 
the Init or Cleanup method of the subclass. 

Syntax

OBJ_DESTROY, Obj

or

Obj->[IDLitWriter::]Cleanup   (In a lifecycle method only.)

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWriter::GetFileExtensions

The IDLitWriter::GetFileExtensions method is called by the system to retrieve the 
file extensions supported by this particular writer.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitWriter::]GetFileExtensions( [, COUNT=count])

Return Value

Returns a scalar or string array that contains the file extensions associated with this 
writer.

Arguments

None

Keywords

COUNT

Set this keyword to a named variable that will contain the number of file extensions 
returned by this method.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWriter::GetFilename

The IDLitWriter::GetFilename function method is called by the system to retrieve the 
current filename associated with this writer. Due to the automated nature of the file 
writer system, filenames can be associated with a file writer and then the file can be 
written at a later time. This method allows direct access to the file currently 
associated with the writer.

In addition, this methodology is helpful when multiple writes are performed from a 
given file.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitWriter::]GetFilename()

Return Value

Returns a string containing the current file name associated with this writer, or an 
empty string if no filename has been associated.

Arguments

None

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWriter::GetProperty

The IDLitWriter::GetProperty procedure method retrieves the value of an 
IDLitWriter property, and should be called by the subclass’ GetProperty method. 
This method also retrieves properties defined in the superclasses.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWriter::]GetProperty[, PROPERTY=variable]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitWriter Properties” on page 515 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Get” column of the properties table can be retrieved using this 
method. To retrieve the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword 
set equal to a named variable that will contain the value of the property.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWriter::Init

The IDLitWriter::Init function method initializes the IDLitWriter object, and should 
be called by the subclass’ Init method. This method also calls the superclass’ Init 
method. 

Note
Init methods are special lifecycle methods, and as such cannot be called outside the 
context of object creation. This means that in most cases, you cannot call the Init 
method directly. There is one exception to this rule: if you write your own subclass 
of this class, you can call the Init method from within the Init method of the 
subclass.

Syntax

Obj = OBJ_NEW( 'IDLitWriter' [, Extensions] [, PROPERTY=value] )

or

Result = Obj->[IDLitWriter::]Init( [, Extensions] [, PROPERTY=value] )   (In a 
lifecycle method only.)

Return Value

When this method is called indirectly, as part of the call to the OBJ_NEW function, 
the return value is an object reference to the newly-created object.

When called directly within a subclass Init method, the return value is 1 if 
initialization was successful, or 0 otherwise.

Arguments

Extensions

A optional argument containing a scalar or string array with the file extensions that 
are common for this file type. These values should not include the period that is often 
associated with file extensions (i.e., a correct value is 'jpeg' and not '.jpeg'). If 
this argument is not set, or if a null string is provided, IDL does not include this file 
writer in the list of filters in a file-selection dialog, but still uses it when attempting to 
match a file to a writer.
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Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitWriter Properties” on page 515 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Init” column of the properties table can be initialized during 
object creation using this method. To initialize the value of a property, specify the 
property name as a keyword set equal to the appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWriter::IsA

The IDLitWriter::IsA function method is called by the system to determine if the 
given file is of the type supported by this file writer. Often this is used to determine 
what file writer to use when opening a new file.

The default behavior provided by this method is to check the file extension on the 
provided file name with the extensions provided to this object during initialization. 

When a new writer is implemented, the default behavior can be used, or the developer 
can provide further logic to determine if the provided file is the correct type.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitWriter::]IsA(Filename)

Return Value

Returns a 1 if the writer supports this type of file, or a 0 if the writer does not support 
this type of file.

Arguments

Filename

A string scalar representing of the filename, which is used to check and determine if 
the writer supports its format.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWriter::SetData

The IDLitWriter::SetData function method is called by the system to set the data for 
the current file. When called, the writer should access the current filename and write 
the desired data.

This method will contain a majority of the implementation for a new writer class.

Syntax

Result = Obj->[IDLitWriter::]SetData(Data)

Return Value

Returns a 1 if successful, or a 0 if the initialization failed.

Arguments

Data

A data object that contains the information to be written.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWriter::SetFilename

The IDLitWriter::SetFilename procedure method is called by the system to set the 
current filename associated with this writer. Due to the automated nature of the file 
writer system, filenames can be associated with a file writer and then the file can be 
written at a later time.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWriter::]SetFilename, Filename

Arguments

Filename

A string that contains the filename associated with this writer.

Keywords

None

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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IDLitWriter::SetProperty

The IDLitWriter::SetProperty procedure method sets the value of an IDLitWriter 
property, and should be called by the subclass’ SetProperty method. This method also 
calls the superclass’ SetProperty method.

Syntax

Obj->[IDLitWriter::]SetProperty[, PROPERTY=value]

Arguments

None

Keywords

Any property listed under “IDLitWriter Properties” on page 515 that contains the 
word “Yes” in the “Set” column of the properties table can be set using this method. 
To set the value of a property, specify the property name as a keyword set equal to the 
appropriate property value.

Version History

6.0 Introduced
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